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Chapte.t- I.
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Introduct1on
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Rotes on OKW/Chi betore the var • • • • • • • • • 2
1. SoUl'cea of Intormati.on. Bef'pre the TICOM teams
began thell' liveal!gitlo.n lii oe.man7, it was known that
the Supreme Command 01' the German Armed Forces (Oberkommando der Vehrmacht, abbreviated OKW) contained a s1gnal
intelligence section (Ch1tf'r1erabte1111ng, abbreviated Chi,
hence OKW/Ch1).l Pre-~ICOM knowledge 01' the activities of
OKW/Ch1 was ver-:; limited,, but it vaa assumed that, ae the
highest echelon signal intelligence service, it would coordinate and perhaps direct the signal intelligence work of
the Al"IJJ.y, lavy and Air Force and vou1d probably assemble
the ablest crJPtanalysts for attacks on systems with which
the Bi!D&l intelligence services Of the ~eparate branches
were unable to cope. Consequently, OKW/Ch1 vas ·given first
P~iority among the TIC<>.' targets.
· By the time tll9 TICOM teams began operations, OKW/Chi
he.d lett Berlin and had separated, as vaa learned later,
into a northern and southern group. Shortly afterwards,
most ot their documents had been disposed or and moat or
the pe~aonnel had been swallowed up by one or another or the
large prison camps liaat1ly set up to.receive the defeated
German armed torc~s. Thence they were released into civilian lire,, o.tt~n without leavin& a trace 1n the records
ot the camps.
.
1w1th1n the organization or the OKW, t~ Signal Intelligence
section vaa subordinated to .the Armed For.ces Group (Amts. gru~pe Wehrm&chtna.chl'ichtenverb1nd'111Sen, .g ,bbNviated Ae·
WDV). TM.a department was 1D tum under the 1U'med Forces
Operations Staff (Wehrmachttuehrungsatab, abbreviated WFSt) •
. The full abbreviation tor the SigD.al Intelligence Section
ot the Supreme Command ot the Armed Porcos is, there1ore,
OJ;!if/WP3t.ZAg. \nfV/Chi. The Germans ordinarily used the short
form, OKW/Ch1. For the sake o.t b~vity, this form is used
throughout the present paper.
2on TIC~•s attempt to find some ot these people in August 1945,
see IP 167, p. 8.
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There was no question, thereto.re, of' capturing OKW/Ch1
A number of' individual prisoners were taken wbo
had onoe·belonged to the organization or who knew something
about its activities~ or these, three proved to be of outetanding importance:~
as a group.

· a.

Col. llugo Kettler was chief' of OKW/Chi (Chet

OKW/Ch1) f'rom the late summer of 1943 until the evacuation of' Berlin by. the unit in .March 1945. Kettler
impreaaed interrogators as an alert, intelligent officer.
He had persuaded himaelt that, in viev of' the complete
collapse of German arms,, he could best serve his country
by cooperating vith the Western allies ill an effort to
rebuild German.1 on a different basis. He was, therefore,
willing to give any information desired, as tar as he
vas able. His task at OKW/Ch1 vas purely adm1n1strat1ve.
A~ a consequence, he vae well informed on matters or
charter, organization, number of personnel engaged,
channels for commands and directives, liaison With
allies and other German cryptological asencies. He .
was almost complEttely 1gnor&nt of the t1,chn1cal eidl.' ·
ot his unit's cryptological operations.
b. Lt. Col. Mettig was second 1n command ot OKW/Chi
from J;iecember 194; until immediately before the end or the
war, when, as.nominal head of the organization, he accompanied the German surrender p8l'ty first to Flensburg and
then to SHAEF lleadquarters at Rheims. There he was taken
into custody. Like Kettler, Mettig was a regular signal
officer, who had occupied important posts 1n command of
intercept and cryptolog1cal.un1ta. From Bovember 1941
untii June 1943 he commanded JD,spectorate 7./VI of the

AnJJy lligh Command ( OXB/In 7/VI)..
his arrival as second 1n command

Between June 194; and

or

OKW/Chi in December
1943, he had commanded the signal battalion ot an armored
OO!'l>B on the eastern·front (Armored Corps Signal Battalion
448) • · In add·i tion to his duti.es aa second 1n command,

3!l'he most complete acqount ot the t1nd1Dg ot Kettler and Mettig
and their reaction to interrogation v111 be f'ound 1n Lt. Kil'by 1 s
supplement to the report of Ticom Team 6;IF-165~

-Col. Kettler was 1nterroga.ted·15 June 1945 and released(I-47).

2
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Mett16 had served 1n OKW/Ch1 as officer .in charge or
intercept. After the re•organizat1on in Nove111ber 1944,
he became head or the cryptographic division. In
general, Mettig's knowledge of the work ot his organization vas, like that of Kettlera the knowledge of an
administrative otr1cer. The interrogations of Mettig,
however, vere more numerous and more thorough than.
those ot Kettler. Unlike Kettler, he vaa brought to the
United Kingdom tor detailed 1nterrogat10ll. Besides contirminS what had already been obtained from Kettler, therefore, Mettig supplied, on matters ot organization a.nd of
specific tasks accomplished or attempted, a great JDaD7
details omitted by Kettler. His knowledge, however, like
Kettler'a, was principally ot a non-technical sort.
Mettig was truthrul 1n so tar as his statements could be
verified, and many ot them. could be,5 b~t he seemed to
feel that his dignity as an officer would be compromised
by over•eagexwneaa to volunteer intormat1on.b
c. Specialist Dr. ~rich Huettenhain wae the chief
cryptanalyst of OKW/Ch1. liuettenhain had been vith the
organization trom 1937 and had himself built up the sec-

tion which he headed, pereone.ll:y selecting most of those
employed in it. Huettenhain'a sect~on may be described
as the cryptanalytic research section of the organization.
It had a dual task. First, it attacked the more difficult
enemy and neutral s7&tems, those which were beyond the
capacity .of the routine breaking section which consisted
mainly of linguists 11hose prirdary tasks were the breaking
of unenciphered codes and translation •. Second, it
investigated the securitJ ·of ·..r61"1D1in systems and made
suggestions to the cryptographers. Huettenhain was
primarily not an administrator but a working cryptanalyst
who had a detailed technical knowledge or the work or his
section. He was, therefore. a valuable source of information on C17J>tan&lyt1c techniques both manua1 and machine
5selo'W aome 1nata.nces are pointed out where Mettig's a.ecount fa.1ls
to agl'ee in mi.nor details with certain intormat~on from other
aourcea. Here it ia & question ot Mettig'a memory rather than
his veracity.
6:ist1mate ot interro&&tors 1n I-78 and I-127; life history 1n
I-78, details on OKW/Chi in I-96. .

j
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known to the org&n.1zat1.on. His position also makes his
negative testimony of considerable value, since it is
- inconceivable that he slvuld not have knovn of any considerable cryptanalytic acconi:pl1shment of the_organ1zat1on.
Huattenhain was captured with Kettler, had discussed vith
him the eth1c.al aspects or the question or revealing information to the western allies, and was in agreement
with. him that Gel"DlaJly oould best be served. by an attitude
of complete co-operation. The interrogators considered
h1m an honJttable and truthi"ul man. In addition, they came
to have a ttl.gh regard for h.1.s technical ab111ty.7 Before
he was emplo-yed by OKW/Chl, Euettenha1n was an academic
mathem&t1c1a.n whose interest 1n the problems of Mayan
chronology led to an interest in cryptography e.nd finally
to OKW/Ch1.
In ansvering the interrogators and 1n writing papers
tor them, Huettenha.in vas alva.ys assisted by Techll1c1an
(Lieutenant Grade) Dr. Walther Fricke. Fricke was a
mathematician of some distinction vho had been drafte~
into the Signal Corps 8.lld assigned to the Signal Intelligence Service of the Army. Here he came to specialize 1n
the development of Gerntan A:l!my ciphers. With his unit,
Inspectorate 7/vI of the Army FJ.gh Command, (OKH/In 7/vr)
he was taken 1llto OKW/Chi 1n ni.:·~ember 1944 whe.Fe he continued his former work on German ArDlY ciphers, but added
to it the broader task of assisting Huettenhain and others
in the work ot revising the security of the Germa.n Armed
Forces -- a work which had become the pr1ma.ry task of
. OKW/Ch1.8 In man~ of the interrogation reports it is
impossible to distinguish between the contribution of
Fricke a.nd that of Huettenhain. It is a pretty safe
assumption however, that 1n regard to the work of OKW/Ch1,
Fricke contributed little or nothing tha.t Huettenhain
oould not have supplied.

7Th.1s estiiila.te is based on oral statements of the interrogators.
Important
in

interrogat~ons

I-2, I-31, I-84.

are repor t and "homevork" t rans l a t e d

8Fr1cke 's c~.e;.:- is described 1n I-20, 2. fila ~Bpture a.nd a
view of his personal! ty is reported in IF 166 .

4

•
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Compared to Kettler, Mettig, and HuetteJJbaSn the other
p%'1sonera taken. vera ot seoond&17 importance, aliAough 1n aome
caaea the7 were able to till out the picture obtained tltOJD the
pr1no1pal 1nf'o1'111&11ta. Mrs. von Kida, the vite ot one MaJor
'Woltgang von Kida, ottioer 1n ~ ot ·the 01Qf/Ch1 interoept
netvork 1D Sp&1.n trom January 1940 until APr11 1942 and second
1D comaand ot Ol.W/Ch1 troia that date until his death in Xovember 194,, supplied a considerable amount ot picturesque detail
and SOM 1Df'ormation on the intercept picture 1n Spa.1n, vhere
she had lived during part ot her husband's tour ot duty. She
also supplied a tn ahl'evd details that throw some light on the
relation between ott1cera and oiv1llan1 and on the general
ett1c1eD07 ot the Berlin section ot the unJ.•.•• 9 A conaiderable
amount ot 1.nto:rmation about the intercept stat.ion at Laut near
~urembe:rg vaa aupplled b'J three prisoners vho were 1nt1mate11
aaaoo1ated vith 1t: Speo1al1at Plioke, 1J>. oh&rge ot the
tecbnical aide of the work previous to the autumn ot 194~,
Technical Inspector Kurt Po~nak1, Pllcke'• subordina.te and
later hi• 8UOC88801', and rs
t Director) lie1llr1ch Bat~, in
charge ot adminiatration.10 The vork ot at lea.et one ot the
language desks, the Japanese. is vell known because a number or
p~iaonera vho .fol'll8rly worked there were 1nterro,r.ated1 Meaars.
ul"osae, Bierer, Rave, and 3chroeder had been deta-ohed trom OIW/
Chi to the Foreign Ottice C17Ptana17tio Seotio~!Pers ZS) and
Cpl. BeinZ
11ere captured vith the •mbera or thia section.
w. BeJ'NUthel', vho vaa 1n the JapaneF:P aub-aection ot OltW/Chi
since 19,1, supplied a vritten account. ot h1a n:1rk abd aaaoc1atea. Be &lao gave 1ome valuable details on the lateie h1atol'J
ot the orga,nUat1on.l2 Aet.1.ng Cpl. Reinhard Wagner, vho had
worked at the Japanese desk since 1941, vas made the subJect
ot a special 1nterrogat1on.l} Dr. Werner Weber, one ot the
inathematic1ana assigned to Huettenha1n's section, but vorld.Dg
in close collaborat1.on Yith the Japanese deak1 auppl1.ed some

91- '9 is a paper b7 Mra. von Bid& which reached TICOM through
intelllgenoe ebann•ls. I-105 ia a later 'l'ICOM interrogation
a1.med at cl.&l'U'Jing the paper.
101-85.
11I-22, 8. and I-1,11 !!,passim.
12I-1So.

1'1-90.
5
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details about his work as vell aa a tev things about the research section which Huettenha1n had forgotten to mention.l~
on the apec1al problem or OXW/Chi work on ciphOllJ some 1ntol'JD&t1on was given by S/Sgt. Dr. Otto Bugg1sc,h,, who vaa one
ot the 1.eading Army OrJPtanalysts. He had been transte:a:-red
·· to O.K.W rrom the A.rmy 1n November, 19" and his work w1 th .
OKW/Oh1 was s1mplJ an extension ot his work with tbe Al'lnJ.15
Dr. Wel'D8r Liebknecht, a.n emplo7ee or ~ Ordnance Development and Testing Group,, Signal Branch (VA Pl'llet 7),, had
worked with lluettenhajn and Pr1oke on the practical engineering problema involved 1n the production ot cipher devices.
He substantiated the 1nf'ormat1on &"Ua'pl1ed b7 Huette~in and
Fricke and supplied a tev details :aitted by them.
Col.
Randevig f'urnishecl the 1lltormat1on on the signal intelligence
act1v1t7 ot Al'med Porcee Signe.l Officer tor Spea1a1 Employment,, ?lumber 700 (Webl'maohtnachr1chtentuehrer ~- b. v. 700). 1 7
This aotivit7 vaa connected with the OKW but had no relation
to the act1v1t7 or OXW/Chi. Rudolr 'l'1'appe and the dim light
he shed on the obscure problem ot the pre~var act1v1t~ ot
OKW/Ch1 is discussed below •.
The picture obtained from prisoners can be supplemented
and verified, at least 1n part, by a number of doeumenta now
available. or these documents, three are ot the f'il'st importance tor questions regarding the charter, organization., and
hiatoey of the organization. 'l'heJ vere found 1n the
Ch&aseura' B&rraoka (J&egerkaseme) 1n Strub near Berchtesgaden and formed pal't ot the personal tiles ot Genel'&l. Statf
Major Bielsen, operations officer on the st&f't ot the Chier
Signal Otf'ioer,, Supreme Command ot the Armed Forces (OXW/
WP'Bt./ Chet WBV, Ia.). The documents are:
d) An uneigg.ed document with the head1llg "Order ot Battle
ot OKW/Chi. "• This is a brief' description of' the organization ot the unit with the names or the heads of' eectiona.
It is undated, but its position 1n the tiles is stated
141-124.
1 5z-46,

2.

161-46, 2.
171-68.

and

I-57.

6
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to indicate a date of appro~imately April 1945. ~rans
lated at Government Code and Cypher SchoQl, it vaa first
published as one of their publicat.1.ons.lti Later the
document was discussed with Kettler; s..nd a revised
version issued by TICOM.19
·
e) I\ document with the title "Act.1.vity Report ot OKW/Chi,
l/l/ 44--25/ 6/44,, I! dated 27 June 1944 and signed Kettler.
This 1s a brief outline o~ the unit's charter and activities during the Spring of 1944.20 It vas evidently prepared for presenting to Kettler's superiors, probably the
Chief, Armed Forces Communications Group (Chef Ag. WNV)
and the Chief Signal Officer, Armed Forces Supreme
Command (Cher WNV). It is referxaed to henceforth as
the . "Kettler report".
.
f11 )An order dated 5 September 1944, signed Praun, subject,
Coozadin&t1on e.nd Allocation of Crypte.na.lyti.c and Cryptographic Work. 11 Praun was the Chief Signal Officer. Armed
Fo~ces Sup.reme Command (Chef WNV).
The doc~nt vas
translated and published as TICOM D-55. Th~ German
original was (fortunately) also publ1shed.2i
In addition,, ther~ is available a group of captured
documents of uncertain provenance assigned the TICOM No.
T 1620. The character of these documents suggests that they
are from the personal file of a section head in OKW/Ch1, 1n
all probability Huettenhain. There are various official
bulletins and directives on personnel matters, air-raid
precaution~, etc., minutes of meetings, cor.respondence and
other doc~ents on security matters • . The material throws
a considerable amount of light on the cryptographic and
security activities of the organization during the vinter
1944-1945.22

l8DF-8.
1 91-29.
2 0TICOMMA file number DF-9 .

21F1led with D-55.
22some of
the TICOM
ments are
1945 from

Original TIC~~ Number is T-4503.

the documents have been translated 1n D-57 (where
number is erroneously said to be 1650). The docustated to have been received by TICOM 1n October
C.I.C. via S.I.D. USFET.

7
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The g~eat bulk of the OKW/Ch1 documents, the archives or
the unit, vhich consisted principally of broken messages and
reports based on broadcast 1ntercept~on, are known to have
been moved from Berlin to Laut near Nuremberg in the spring or
1945. From the~e, they were brought to the Schlie1•see south of
Munich and, when ! t became evident that high level signal intelligence work was no longer possible, they were boxed and
dumped into the lake. A waterproof box vith some of these
documents was recovered 1n July 1945 by accident a.nd eventually
taken over by TICOM. It contained a number or tr&nslations or
decoded messages and some m1.scellaneous· materia1,23 among which
the most important was a tile of correspondence between OKW/Chi
and its intercept stations covering the years 1939 to 1945.~4
Other boxes vere recovered 1n September 1945 by American divers
operating under the direction of TICOM, 25 but the mate~ial
the~~-'~as not of such nature as to expand our understanding
or the workings or OKW/Chi.
From the material available, a ra.1rly clear general
outline can be extracted of the charter, orga.nization, and
major cryptanalytic and cryptographic operations of OKW/Ch1
cu~ing the war and particularly du~ing the last two years or
the var. For charter and organization, the Chief of OKW/Chi
and his second 1n command were available for questioning and
their statements could be ve~itied by the Nielsen docwnents.
For operations, the chief witness was Huettenhain, vhoee position was very central. As head of the section composed ot the
o~ganization's outstanding cryptanalysts, he was personally
concerned with all the more difficult cryptanalytic problems
faced, both in attacks on enemy systems and in security scrutiny of Ge?'Dlan systems. It le almost certain that no major
cryptanalytic successes were achieved without his knowledge.
or the low-grade successes achieved by the unaided efforts or
the language desks, however, --even when these had considerable
intelligence value-- he knew 11~t.le and seems to have cared
less. Consequently, our information on minor successes and tbe
intelligence obtained from them is scanty. Fenner, who vas head
ot the routine breaking and trans~at1on; von Kalkste1n, who bad
23A-l3 contains a complete list of the contents.

24T-804.
2 5IF-167.
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eharge of the evaluation and routing of broken messages; and
Schadel, vho was head of the archives and in touch with the
intelligence picture; could, if found and interrogated, supply
considerable valuable information on such details.
2. Notes on OKW Chi be.fore the l'i.~r. The pre-'W'ar history
of OKW/Ch
an its aha owy pre ecessor cannot be reconstructed
from TICOM material. Of the important prisoners interrogated,
only Huettenha1n, vho joined the service 1n 1937, was connected
vith it before the var. Principal Specialist Fenner vas with
Chi from the beginning and vrote a "History of the Cipher
Section" (Geschichte der Ch1ffr1erabte1lung) in the winter of
1944-1945. Unless Fenner can b~ found and interrogated or his
history picked up, any treatment of Chi before the war must
be cont'ined to a few brief notes developing hints supplied
by Huettenhain and Mettig.
According to Mettig, the germ of what later became
OKW/Chi is to be found 1n a nsection" of the German Def'ense
Ministry (Reichswehrm1n1sterium} formed 1n 1~20 and staffed
by cryptological personnel from World War I. 6 This section
was or8an1zationally part of Military Intelligence (the
Abwehr).27 Presumably when OKW was formed, it took over
Milita~ Intelligence (the Abwehr) from the German Defense
Ministry, now called German War Ministry (Kr1egsm1nieter1wn}
and with tt the cryptologic section·". With the setting up
of the Armed Forces Communications Group (AS/WNV) within the
O.KW 1 however 1 the 11 sect!on was taken from Military Intelligence
(the Abwehr) an~ transferred to the Armed Forces Communications
Group (Ag,/wNV). 8 AB will appear later, traces of the old
connection with the Abwehr remained.
Huettenh&in stated that when he entered OKW/Chi 1n 1937
he· found 40 cryptanalysts headed by Fenner who were known as
the 11 cipher party~· and organized as Referat G. 29 Referat ·is
the word used for the smallest unit 1n the German &dmlrilstrative hierarchy, roughly equivalent to our "sub-section" or
"desk". It is unl1kely:i therefore, that Fenner's Referat G
1

'

11

2 61-96, 2.

271-86, 2.
281-96, 2.
291-36, }.
---.

.....

'
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vaa co-extenb1ve v1th the oryptolog1cal 1'aection 11 mentioned
by Mettig. It vas only part or it, but probably the most important part.
We knov by name only a fev ot the earlier members of
Referat G. The head· or tbe Reterat 1 Principal Specialist
Fenner, later emerges as one or the moet important figures in
OKW/Chi. during the war. Of the early Fenner little is knot.Jn.
That he vas primarily interested 1n the 11n,guiet1c rather than
the mathematical side or cryptanalysis is suggested by his
later position as head o.r the language sections as well as by
the fact that Huettenha1n vas charged vi.th developing the
mathematical side of the vork. He vas, accol'd1ng to Cpl.
Beyreutber 1 born in Petersburg and vas thoroughly acqU8.1nted
with Russian.30 An early interest 1n crypto~aphy as well
as cryptanalysis is suggested by the fact that in the Nineteentwenties he assisted one Willi Korn in developing the Enigma. .-'l.
Penner vas apparently vulued for his long experience 1n signal
intelligence vork and the valuable connections he had made for
the organization. He is never praised as a cryptanalyst.
One of his directives is found 1n the TICOM 1620 colleation.
It lays dolln grammatical rules to be followed by translators~
Perhaps this evidence is too slight to varrant the sugges~1on
that he was a somevhat pedantic type ot person.
In any case, the lov opinion or the work of Yenner and
his colleagues expressed by the second knovn memb~r ot the
organization need not be taken too seriously. This member ~as
PrinGipal 5pec1al1at Schaf.per, who later fell into TICOM hands
as the head or Goering's 1Researoh 11 Bureau. Acoordilm to
Mettig, Sohapper had once been Fenner's subordi.nate.32
Schapper had a somewhat different story. In the Autobiography
vhich he vrote out tor the benefit of his interrogators
Schapper stated that from 1927 to 1933 he had been in Berlin
as ''Administration Officer and head of department11 in the
Cryptographic Bureau
of the Re1chswehr Ministry.
He resigned 1n 19}3 11 ae I could not agree with the thoroughly
incompetent methods of the Cryptographic Bureau."3} Earlier
3°1-1501 2.

311-84, 2 •
. 32 I-l3l1 3.

-33rF-l5, (Report of TICOM Team 1), p. 23.
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Schapper had made 1t clear to the interrogators that not only
he but several colleagues had left the Bureau to propose to
Goering the establishment ot a nev intelligence agency. "Head
of department " seems a rather elaborate description of Scha.ppei's
position 1r he was really subordinate to Fenner whose sub-section contained 1n 1937 only 40 people. On a matter 1nvolv1ng
his vanity, Scha.pper is perhaps not a reliable witness. On the
other hand, Mettig may very vell be mistaken, and it is possible
that Schapper was not a subordinate of Fenner, but h1s equal
and head of another Referat 1n the section.
In 1935 Senior InspeclorMenzer Joined the organ1.zation.
He is described as an old Regular Army man with little formal
education. He had a natural aptitude for cr:vptologic work,
however, and g~ev1ous to 1940--41, he was vholly responsible
for security.~
B.is interest seemed to lie ~developing
cryptographic and later cryptanalytic devices. 5
Huettenhain appeared 1n 1937. He spent about a year 1n
training and then v&s ordered to expand the mathemat1ca.l side
of the cryptologic vork. Huettenha.1n believes that Fenner ~as
responsible for this policy.36 It was, 1n any case, & good if
somewhat obvious one. Huettenha1n evidently used his acquaintance with German mathematical circles to advantage. He
introduced into the organization five academic ma.thematiciane 1
Professors Aumann, Witt, Franz, Weber, and Schul~'e, and a
mathematically interested physician, Dr. Aigner.
These
men remained with the organization until the end, and formed
the backbone of its cryptanalytic work,~~oth in attacks on
enemy systems and in security scrutiny./

341-31, 3.
351-31, 16.
361-31, 2.
371.31, 2. Weber later told interrogators that at first he
worked at Chi as a Private First Class (Getre1ter). Witt
and Aigner were also enlisted men as appears from a note
from Huettenhain to Kempf complaining that these key c~t
analysts were overburdened with company duties. (T 1620}.
38z-123.
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A rev things can be surmised about the early charter or
operations er Chi, or at least of that part of it subordinate
to Fenner. Some strictly cryptographic vork was done, particularly 1n the development of systems for Military Intelligence
(the Aovehr) and, perhaps, for the army. Fenner's early interest 1n the Enigma may be one instance of this. Huettenhain
states thQt for some year~ previous to 1939 there had been
a sect1~9 vhere "our ovn codes and cyphers were developed and
tested. 9 This oection vas 1n all probability under Menzer
who was solely reeponsible for security40 previous to
1940--41. Huettenha1n himself made his acquaintance with
OKW/Ch1 as an amateur cryptographer . His studies 1n Mayan
chronology had inspired him to devise a cryptographic system
which he submitted to the "local military authorities".
Huettenha1n's system vas fol'Ward~d through channels and eventually found its way to OKW/Ch1. l This happened in 1937,
and is a clear indication that Chi was regarded as the chief
authority on security matters at that time.
It is pretty certain, however, that ·Chi's early mission
was prima~ily to attack the cryptographic systems of foreign
nations. ·The 40 crypta.nalysts whom Huettenhain found working
under Fenner in 1937 were apparently ma.inly linguists organized
1.nto langtiage desks and getting along without the assistance of
professional mathematicians. Betveen 1937 and 1939 systems
of the following countries were under attack: England, U.S.A.,
France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Russia, Ruman1a,
Bul~aria, Italy, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia. 42
OKW/Chi's charter is said to have been originally conf"ined to
the Armed Forces systems of foreign countries. The F.) .;;•ele;n
Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS) handled diplomatic
material. .on the plea that it needed more material to train

391-36,
3.
11
11

The context makes it almost certain that this
section vas a part of Fenner•s Referat G. In 1940--41
security scrutiny was made the work of a separate section.

401-31, 3.

See also I-161, 4.

41 1-31, 2.
421-36, 3.
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cryptanaiysts, OKW/Ch1 took over diplomatic systems alao.43
1

~~=nd~h!!~a!~e!~e o~~~~ g~t~r:~;~ ro ~~~~~ t:~~~~naving
Just whe~ th1s extensiom or OKW/Chi's charter took place 1a .
unknown. 5 ~gt was defuntely committed to diplomatic mater-.

··
1al by 19}7.
In 1939, the Army .intercept stations at Laut
and Treuenbrietzen were given the task 0£ intercept~ diplo- ··.'··
matic traff~c exclusively and were subordinated directly
to OKW/Ch1.lJ7
At the beginning of the var, then, Fenner's section,
Referat G, seems to have had at !ts disposal the following
personnel:
A group of linguists vith some Cl"Y'Ptanalyt1c exper1.

~~.

A group of mathematicians who had been spending the
past year familiarizing themselves with cryptologic
pPoblems. In 1939 1 the mathematicians were given
a status apart from ·the linguists and put ·t~8 tasks
such as stripping enoipherments from codes.
431t 1s perhaps a safe ~ess that the dearth of mat~rial for
tra.1n1ng purposes 1n OKW/Ch1 was caused (l·) by expansion of
the service incident to .Lllcreased milita.r1zat1on a.nd preparation for var and (2) by the assignment. of cryptanalytic work
on enemy service systems to the separate Branches or the Armed
Forces. See Tab "B" below on early relations between the
cryptanalytic effort of O.KW and of the Army (OKH}.

44Th1s information came from Karetien a member of the Foreign
Office C17Ptan&lytic Section (Pers ZS~ who felt very strongly
against OKW/Chi. (I-22 1 9.)
45Accord1ng to one informant {I-62 1 5--6) the intercept station
at Treuenbrietzen 1 which was already operating in 19}3 1 in the
days of the Reichsvehr, specialized 1n intercepting diplomatic
traffic . It is possible that not all this tra.f'fic was routed
to the Foreign Office and that the Reichswehr predecessor of
OKW/Chi had worked on such traffic. In adding diplomatic ·
material to its official commitments, tberefore 1 OKW/Ch1 was
merely expanding a foothold it already had in the c:ryptanalyt1c domain or the Foreign Office.

461-31, 10.
47I-85, 2 and 3.
481-36, 3 ~
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Menzer, who nov had about four years experience 1n
devising cryptographio procedures and devices. He
probably had some assistants.
There is no information on the total number of personnel at
this time. There had probably be~n considerable expansion
since 1937 when the Referat numbered only about 40.
In 1939 there seem to have been some organizational
changes within OKW/Chi
Referat G was upgraded to a section
and called Section rv.49 This implies the existence of sections
I> II, and III, but what they did can only be conjectured on
the basis of what we know about their later tasks. In general,
1 t 1s probable that OKW/Chi already ~-~::~ in 1939 the organizational structure and tasks which vere to characterize it until
the changes of the summer ot · .1 944.
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Chapter II.

Organization

Paragraph

Organization ·rrom 1939 until the Summer of 1944 . • • • 3
Organization from the Summer of 1944 until March 1945. 4
The Disintegration of OKW/Chi. •

• • • • • • ••• 5

3. Organization from 1939 until the summer of 1944. A
solid basis for an understanding of the charter and organization of OKV/Chi in the years from 1939 to 1944 is afforded
by Xettler's activity report for the period 1 January to
25 June 1944. From this report the c ~furcated character of the
organization, rerlecting a two-fold mission, is clearly
evident. Kettler starts his report by stating that Chi's
mission is to intercept wid interpret two classes of traffic:
International wireless traffic of enemy and neutral
states (enciphered and unenciphered telegraphic communications
of diplomats, military attaches, gove~ent authorities, economic authorities, etc.)
·
Radio-telephone transmissions of enemy and neutral
states; enemy and neutral commercial wireless transmissions
of the ~~or wireless stations and of the vireless nevs
service.
The first part of the mission was high-level signal
intelligence vork as it is understood 1n the Unite~ States.
The second part vas essentially the work of a broadcast or
news monitoring service.
The organization set up to accomplish this two-fold
mission, as it may be deduced from the remarks in the Kettler
report, is outlined 1n chart No. 3-1 • The ma.in work of the
se~vice was divided among four sections.
Chi I controlled
the 1n.tercept of class l traffic . The job was principally
one of liaison. The head of the section was briefed by the
head of OKW/Ch1 who vas aware of intelligence requiremell"ts.
He vas also 1n contact with the crypta.nalysts, who knew what
they could break. On the b~s~s of this inf'ormation he gave
instructions to the intercept stations. The section vas evidently considered important since it was headed by an important
officer. Lt. Col. Andrae, vho later became second-in-command
of the Army Signal Intelligence Agency, was head of Group I
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until he vas replaced by Major von Nida, who vae recalled
from h1s ~os1t1on as head of OKW intercept in Spain for the
purpose. 5·r Mettig, who had formerly been chief of the Al"ml
Cryptanalytic Service, replaced von Nida 1n December 1943.58
The Head ot Section I (Gruppenle!ter I) was also operational
head of the service.59
The rav material from Chi I's intercept stations was
passed on to Chi IV for breaking and translation. Thia vas
Fenner•s section, the descendant of Referat G, and the most
important section of the service from an operational point of
view . Kettler's report mentions no sub-sections, but something
about the internal organization and division of labor within
the section is known from other sources.
The bulk ot the personnel in the section vere linguists,
engaged on code-breaking, removal of simple encipherments, and
tra.nslatign. The linguists vere organized into small groups
or desks. O In 1942 oll the desks vere lumped together in a
subsection called IVbbl and the desks were given arabic numbers,
e.g. IV b l, etc. The total number of desks increased to 22
in the cou6~e of the war but they were never all occupied simultaneously.
A desk vas, of course, kept in existence only so
long as the material was being read a.nd the linguists could be
kept usefully occupied.

571n I-49, 3, this is said to have been in J\pril 1943; 1n
I-105, 2, in April 1942. Since both publications- are reporting statements or Mrs. von Nida, there is no criterion
£or preferring one or the other date.

581-96, 2.

59Th1s bt least was Mrs. von Nida 1 s opinion (I-10?., 4). Mettig
describes himself as ''deputy to the Chief OKW/Ch1' (I-96, 3).
60called Laendergruppen by Trappe (I-123,3), Referate by Beyreuther (I-150,2).
61
-

I-3o, 3.

62

The number is mentioned independentl~ by HuettenbAln
and Mettig (I-96, 3).

(I-36, 3)

r
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Huettenha1n and his mathematicians occupied a special
position within Section IV from 1939. They were apparently
organized .Lnto a desk on the same structural level as the individual language desks. In 1942, Huettenhain's people were
upgraded to a sub-section and called IVc. This change was
doubtless a recognition o~ the graving importance of t.beil' work.
Mathematical work and linguistic work were now orga.nizationally
on a level. The mathematicians were a research group. 'l'heir
job ti&& to make the initial break into more difficult ciphers.
When the breaking became routine, the work was handed over to
the appropriate language desk . If co.ntinued expert oryptanalyt1c assieta.nce vas necessary, one or more members of rvc
might be permanently detailed to assist a language desk, as · .
Weber seems to have been in the ~ase of the German attack on
Japanese transposition systems. 6 )
In addition, section IV contained a sub-section devoted
to cipher development and security scrutiny. After 1941,
Huettenha.1n was in charge of this sub-section and Menzer, who
had formerly been 1n sole charge of development and security,
was attached to it.64 Just vhat the organizational statue of
this sub-section was 1e not clear. It may have been a desk
subordinate to Chi IVb or it may have been a wholl~ independent subsection perhaps known as IVa, the existence or wh1ch
is implied by the existence of lVb and IVc.
· In connection with security scrutiny, a sub-section for
developing cryptanalytic machinery was introduced 1n 1942 when
two graduate engineers, Rotecbe1dt and Jensen, three ~orking
engineers and twenty-five mechanics had been hired. Where
this group fitted into the organizational structure is ~lso
unknown. Almost· certainly, it vaa ultimately subordinate to

631-124, 3.
6~The precise historical development is obscure. For some years
previous to 1939, Fenner's Referat had contained. a "sect1~n
vbere our own codes and C)~hers were developed and tested •
(I-36, 3). Menzer was apparently in charge of this section
(I-,1, '; I-161,4). In 1940, a special sect+on was forw8d
for security scrutiny (apparently v1thout development) to
test new service systems and check on old ones." ( I-,1., } ) •
This section was "later" under Huettenhain. (I-31,3). Before
the reorga~lzat~on or 1944, however, Menzer vas attached to
Buettenhain (I-21, 4), so that at some time his security
section must have taken over development as vell.
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Huettenhain and worked 1n close collaboration with the research
sub-section in attacks on enemy systems. After the re-organization 1n 1944 it emerges as a separate sub-section in Huettenhaln' s research section.
Whatever the organizational details may have been, it is
certain that attacks on more elaborate enemy cipher systems,
security scrut1n~,. of German ciphers, and development of cryptanalytic devices were carried on 1n very close connection with
each other and were all under the supervision of Huettenhain.
Kettler•s report also mentions some training activity, and it
is likely that thi.s too was carried on 1n Chi IV and that
Huet\enha1n had a hand in it.
After messages were broken and translated by Chi IV
they were passed on to a section called 1n Kettler's report
Chi ''X". Its task was to evaluate the material from an
intelligence point of view. Unimportant items were rejected
and the others routed to the proper recipients. This work
was done by a single officer, Lt. Col. von Kalkstein, and
a fev assistants.
In the handling or news and broadcast monitoring, Chi
II occupied a position analogous to Chi I's position in the
intercept or government traf'ric. But it was somewhat differently organized. Whereas Chi I vas primarily a liaison
organization maintaining contact between headquarters and the
intercept stations which had their own organizational existence,
Chi II actually was the intercept organization. It controlled
directly the peri'Oiinel of the main intercg~t station at Ludvigsfelde and of the subsidiarl stations. ~ This difference
was probably the result of the difference in the 1nte~~ept
technique involved. The broadcasts picked up at L1ldv1gstelde
and the outstations were carried by line to Berlin and recorded
there, usually by typewriter. They were then translated
immediately. The material thus cathered ii'as processed by
Chi VI, which was ata.f'fed principally by personnel with newspaper experience.60 On the basis of the foreign broadcasts,
a daily news swmnary was prepared. In addition special
·
reports on various subjects were sent periodically to departments which had regular use !"or them. Chi III originally
did its own distribution. On the broadcast side of the
6SDF-9., 1.

66I-96, 16.
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/

organization, there was no department equivalent to Chi "X",
which, as Xettler 1 s report makes clear, sorted only material

fr;.>m Chi IV.

The only operational coJUlection betveen the two sides
of the organization was afforded by the Al'chives. Here copies
of the broken and translated messages and of the broadcast
repo~ts were filed and presumably indexed.
The accumulated
m~terial vas available to the code-breakers and others 1n Chi
IV. Later on, the Archives with its chi.er, S/SGT. Dr. Schaedel,
seems to have been subordinated to van Kalkste1n 1 s d1stribu~ion
section. At an earlier date, it was under Fenner. 67 The Kettler
report of June 1944 does not make it clear what the situation
was at that time.
It is probable that this dual na.ture · or OKW/Chi character~
zed the organization since the outbreak of the var. Already in .
1939, Fenner' s g~·~:>up had been named section IV. This implies
the existence ot sections II and III. It is probable that they
- were engaged 1n broadcast monitoring and nevs analysis from the
begillning. 'Whether the pre-war Chi had a s1milar service 1a
unknown. If Fenner's Referat before the var was Referat G,
Refe~ate A--F must have existed.
Perhaps some of these Referate
were engaged 1.n news and broadcast monitoring.
Besides OKW/Chi's split personality, another fact emerges
clearly from the Kettler report, namely that, in so far as its
activity is expl'essed in its organizational stl'Ucture, OKW/Chi
is primarily an agency for gathering intelligence. It is true
that a oertain amount or development and security work Le.d
always been done. The original charter for security and development is obscure, but since the Army, Navy, and Air Force was
each responsible for its own security and development, the only
definite commitment of oKW/Chi seems to have been to develo~
ciphers for the agents of Military Intelligence (the Abvehr)
and for some government agencies. No special 1nterserv1ce
systems seem to have been ·used. The separate branches vere
~ree to submit their systems to OKW for security scrutiny,
but originally there vas no obligation to do so. This situation was partly changed by an order of Keitel, as Chief of
OKW, issued in October 1943 to the effect that no new ciphers.
could be introduced by any branch or the Armed Forces or

67r-96, 16.
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government agency "without the prior consent of OKW/Chi".68
Chi obviously made some efforts to meet the increasing deDla.nd s for · security work, as is evident from the setting up
cf the security sub-section within Chi VI and the introduction
of the machine development group, largely for security purposes, but this work was buried organizationally and perhaps
operationally within Chi IV wbm ,~prin~1pal mission remained
that of producing intelligence. The organization as a whole
remained an intelligence orsanization. The pre-war connection
With Military Intelligence {the Abvehr) was still apparent
in its structure.
It vas appaI"ent in other vs.ya too. The regular chain of"
command was through the OKW signal authority, Hitler -- Keitel
Chief, OKW) -- Jodl (Chief of the Ope~ations staff) -- Thiele
Chief, Armed Forces Communications Group (Chef Ag WNV)--· }\r· t ~ .-. er
Chief of OKW/Ch1). In practice this channel was little used
for passing on operational directives. Ordinarily, Fellgiebel was by-passed, and Kettler received his briefing and
directives not from the Signal authorit1e3 but from the Chief
of Military Intelligence (the Abvehr). The briefing seems
ordinarily to have consisted of a general outline of the
intelligence picture and some suggestions as to the part
OKW/Chi was intended to play.

!

68 The wording or the original order may have been ambiguous.
At a conference held 27 October 1944, the navy representative,
Krauss, said, 11 The Navy refused to allow OKW/Chi •••• to
forbid the use of a system 1n a certain place. OKW/Chi's
recommendations can only lay dovn the limits within which it
is possible to use a ·s ystem. The responsibility for whether
and where the system will be used must remain with the Navy."
Gimmler replied, "According to the order of the Chef OKW
2000/43 Top Secret · of 21/10/43, the approval of OKW/Chi is
required. 11 (D-57, 14). By the following meeting, however,
held on 15/ll/44r. Gimmler seems to have consulted the order
and stated that 'according to the- Keitel order, the consent
of Chi must be asked for before the introduction of a new code
or cipher. The decision on the introduction rests with the
sections of the Wehrmacht." (D-57, 5). It is odd tl'iat the
Praun order of 5 September 1944 was not mentioned 1n this
connection. ·
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r
·· A further testimony to the strength of the old connection
with Military- Intelligence (the Abvehr) vas the fact that Chi V,
which was 1n charge of the teleprinter connections between Ch1I
and the Intercept Stations, had the additional (and apparently
larger) commitment or providing and maintaining a teleprinter
system for the Military Intelligence (the Abwehr).

I

r

. 4. Or 8.111zat1on from the summer
Events dur
the summer of 19
resu
change 1n the official interpretation of OKW/Chi's mission and
a corresponding change 1n the organizational stz·ucture. These
events centered around the att~mpt on Hitler's life on 20 July
1944. General of Signal Troops {Lt. Gen.) Erich Fellgiebel,
Chief Signal Officer of the Armed Forces and also of the
Army was deeply involved 1n the plot. He vas dismissed in
disgrace from the Armed Forces on the following day and ·vas
later executed. Some of the leading figures 1n tulitary
Intelligence (the Abvehr) 'tfere also involved. As a result,
Military Intelligence (the Abwehr) was taken away r ·rom the
Supreme Command or the Armed Forces and transferred to Himmle x•' s Main Reich Secul'ity Office (RSHA). Here it became the
"Military Department 11 ("Mil. A.mt " ) and was subordinated to
SS Brigadier Gen. Walter Schellenberg who was already head
of the Foreign Security Serv1ae (SD Ausland) which was
Department VI of the Main Reich Security Office (RSHA).71
OKW/Ohi became a prize for various National Socialist
leaders whose ambition vas whetted by the opportunities af'forded
by the rescrambling. Goering's uResearch" Bureau, a sate party
orge.n1zat1on vhoae activities duplicated almost ~ompletely those
of OKW/Chi, made an effort to asorb its r1va1.72 Goerln&'s
people could point to the political unreliability of OKW/Chi
which had been under the traitor Fellgj_ebel and closely associated with the abolished Military Intelligence (the Abwehr) as
vell as to the desirability of combining activit:i.ea and thus
7lsee I-86, 2; I-96, 4; and IF-164, l . (It-164 is an interrogation report on Schellenberg, without title page but, to
judge by the language, of British origin. )
7 2 Thu~ Mettig 1n I-96, 4, and I-86, 2 _ !n I~l}l. 3, Mett1g
says it was only the broadcast and ll~'\fs-mon1tor1ng · activities
of OKW/Chi that the Research Bureau wa.nt~d to take over.
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conserving manpover, a commodity in 1ncreas1ngl~ short supply.
The ambitions of the ''Research'' Bureau, however, were defeated
by Schellenberg, whose grandiose schemes for a central German
intelligence agency called for control of all high-level
cryptanalyt1~ work including both OKW/Chi and the Research
Bureau (FA) • ·r 3
The immediate reaction of the leaders of 0~1f/Ch1 is
somewhat obscure. Fellgiebel's second in command, Brig. Gen.
Thiele, took over the assignment of Chief Signal Officer of the
~·med Forces and the Army.
Thiele' a old position as sec oncl 1n
command and head of the Armed Forces Communications Group
(Ag/WNV) was filled vith Maj. Gen. Gimmler, who bad been Chief
of Army Ordnance Development and Testing Group, Signal Branch
(Wa Prftr 7) 1n the Army Ordnance Department (HWA). Kettler
continued as chief of OKW/Chi with Mettig as hie second 1n
command. According to Schellenberg's story, most of these
officers were 1n accord with his schemes. Thiele was an old
friend of his. They had at one time both been on the Board
of Directors of the Standard Electric· company. Thiele was
completely sympathetic with Schellenberg's schemes to unite
all high-level cryptanalytic services and put them at the
disposal of Schellenberg. A:rter Thiele was arrested for hie
part in the July plot, Kettler continued to seek close contact
with Schellenberg. When OKW/Chi evacuated Berlin, Kettler
modeled
his evacuation measures on those of Schellenberg
1
'because he had always thought, just as G1mmler had done,
that Schellenberg by taking over the Forsohungsamt (Goering's
Research Bureau) would ac~~ire decisive inf'luence over the
deciphe~ing department.ti
Now Schellenberg is not a reliable source of information
on the affairs of OKW'/Chi. Cryptanalysis was, of course, only
a very small corner of his vast field or interest.· Besides,
he tends to confuse his magnificent schemes w1th actual accomplishments. There is, for example, no evidence that Kettler
modeled his evacuation plans on those of Schellenberg, but the
core of truth 1n Schellenberg's remarks on the subject is perhaps to be found 1n Mettig's statement, made of course quite
1ndepen~ently and in an entirely different coru1ection, that
there was a plan to accomodate some of the OKW/Chi personnel,

'l)IF-164, 7.

~ee a~ao

the proposed organizatlon at the end of

the report.

74rF-164, 7.
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those directly concerned with ciphers or the Ueich Ma.in
Security Office (RSHA), 1n one ot the latter organization's
headquarters. This plan was not adopted because the Reich
Main security Office (RSHA) could not furnish the transport
to move the Chi personnel when Berlin vas evacuated.75 It
is likely too that there was similar exaggeration 1n Schellenberg' a claim to enthusiastic support from the heads of
OKW/Chi for his plans to absorb the orgaIU.zat1on. The
chief result of the disappearance of the old ~tl1tary
Intelligence {ftbwehr), indeed, seems to have been a marked
loosening of OK.W/Chi's ties with military intelligence.
Huettenha1n and Fricks stated ~hat Kettler never sav
Schellenberg after 20 July, the date of the attempt on
Hitler's 11fe.7o Mettig, who vas in a better position to
know, said Kettler saw Schellenberg only five or six times-presumably for briefing on ir.telligence .matters.77 It may be
tl'Ue that when Thiele was ar~ested and the plans or Goering's
Research Bureau (FA) to take over OKW/Chi reached a climax
1n the early autumn of 1944, Kettler and Mettig welcomed the
protection of Schellenberg as the less of two evils.
·
Meanwhile, the development of OKW/Ch1 vas 1n quite a
different direction -- away from intelligence and towards
cipher security as the main task or the agency. Doubtless the
moving spirit 1n this change was Major General Qimmler. The
Al'my Ordnance Development and Testing Group, Signal Branch
(Wa Prilf 7) which Gimmler "had formerly headed included a
section tor directing the production or cipher devices. He
is knovn to have had very marked opinions on the purpose of a
signal intelligence service. Huettenha1n and Fricke give what
1e obviously an unsympathetic account of these opinions:
He (Gimmler) gave a soxt of standard lecture to various
groups at various times. His approach was that of the
Of.fioer-layme.n. He had no technical knowledge and no
one could tell him anyth.1.ng. His speech began something
like this: "I will make Chi an orderly organization.

751-96,

22.

761-84, }.
771-86, 2.

Compare I-96, 4.
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Before this, it has not been so. We must have three
pillars in our vork: Development, Security, Cryptanalysis." Then he vould expound his views on the rela•
t!on between these three. The head of the first branch
must be an Officer, who would know what the troops need.
The second could be left to a civil s~rvan.t. It is the
most important of the three, and the other two exist
prima~ily to fertilize it.
considered cryptanalyeis
very unimportant 1n itselr.7
While Thiele wae still Chief Signal Officer, Gimmler ma.de plans
to put his ideas 1.J1to operation. Huettenhain and his mathematicians ~ere upgraded to a separate ~a ction and a series of
monthly conferences under Huettenhain vas inaugurated. These
conferences were to be attended by representatives of all the
branches of the Armed Forces and the SS. Their PUr:RQSe vas to
co-ordinate all work on cipher security 1n Germany.1~
Meanwhile, Thiele himself was relieved of hie command
a.nd imprisoned. He vas replaced by Maj. Gen. Albert Praun.
Praun had been a divisional commander, and Gimmle~•s ideas
on a signal intelllgenoe service whose primary mission would
be to turnlah practical and secure clphers for the use of
troops 1n the field probably appealed to him. ~so, he seems
!
to have had no oonuect!on with Schellenberg, who now repr~gented j.
the intelligence, and hence, cryptanalytic po.int of v1ev.
Finally, the vhole cryptographic service of the Army had fallen ~
under political suspicion. Girmnler seized hie opportunity to
push hie theories into action. The old orientation or OK\i/Chi
was towards intelligence. The nev was to be towards security.
The new orlentation is most clearly aDparent 1n an order dated
5 September 1944 and signed by Praun.~1 Concerning cryptanalysis there is little change. Army, Navy, and Air Force are
to attack the systems of their enemy counterparts a~. heretofore. This leaves diplomatic and military attach~ traffic as

Me

78r-84, 2.

79I-96, 13.

BorF-164, 7.

I-84, 4.
Schellenberg could not recall his name.

81D-55.
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the cryptanalytic sphere of OKW/Chi.82 It is emphasized,
however, that the separate branches are to adhere strictly
to material within their competence and to pass on to OKW/Ch1
all other material. They are rurther ordered to acquaint
OKW/Chi with all cryptographic systems under study or solved.
In short, the old cryptanalytic charter is restated. In
addition, OKW/Ohi 1s made a sort of clear-1ng house for cryptanalytic information obtaU2ea by the separate branches of the
armed rorces.
With regard to cipher development a.nd security scrutiny,
however, the charter a.nd authority of O.KW/Chi is enlarged. Ill
so far as Pra\Ul could accomplish it, OKW/Chi vas turned into a
central authority tor these matters. For the Al'my, this could
be done thoroughly. 'i'he Army had no influential party members
like Goering or Doenit .:. to protect its operations, and besides,
Army cryptographers had been deeply involved in the 20 July
plot. Originally, the:: Army had a section devoted to cipher
production and development (Inspectorate 7/I.V (In 7/rv) and,
:1n addition, some peraoIUlel in Inspectorate 7/VI (In 7f/I)
were employed on security scrutiny. All of Inspectorate 7/IV
(In 7/IV)a.nd the personnel in Inspectol'ate 7/VI (In 7/vI)
vho were engaged on st~cur1ty scrutiny were moved into OKW/Chi,
~hich was made directly responsible for the scrutiny or Army
syatem.s,. and, 1n coll1:1.boration with the Chief Signal Officer
of the Army (Chef HNW), for their development. The actual
production of keys is left as a responsibility of the ~y,
but OKW/Chi will devise key systems and supply material tor
Army key production.B3

8 2 Although there is no mention of the matter, the order, in
effect, removes the attack on enemy agents' systems from the
Army and puts it officially under OKW/Chi. This made no
practical difference 1n the structure for attacks on enemy
agents' ciphers. See below.
83The German text is clear here, but the translation in D-55,
The distinction is between the devising
of methods of key prciduction and prepal'ation of the necessary
material (Aufstellung von Schlueseeln) and the actual production
(printing, manufacture of grids, etc.} (Herstell~). On this
subject, see Fricke'a description of his duties (clearly
Au.f'stellung von Schluesseln) 1n I-2. Section IV of the order
should be translated :
p . 43, is misleading.

IV

Devising and Producing Keys.
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The Air Force and the Navy, both of them under reliable
Nazis and never really subordinate to OKW as the Army was, had
to be handled more carefully., They were requested to keep
OK\'/Ch1 informed on their work in development. In return,,
.
OKW/Chi would keep them in the general picture regarding German
cryptography. The agreement of OKW/Chi had to be obtained,, however, before any new system could be introduced by any of the
separate branches. This is,, of course, merely a restatement
of Keitel'a order of October 19ft3, and it is perhaps significant
that it needed -to be restated.a~ All separate branches were
requested to submit material for security scrutiny to OKW/Chi
wh1ch was in this matter the central authority. Finally, OKW/C.D.1
vaa to furnish guidance in devising keys to the separate branch~s.
The Waffen-SS, over which OKW had not even a shadov authority,
waa put in a third category. OKW/Chi vas ordered to maintain
close liaison vith it on all matters relating to cryptanalysis,
development, security scrutiny, and devising of keys.
By 1 November 1944, e wholly nev structure was on paper
and partly in operation.8~ This is the structure outlined 1n
Chart No • .J..::.l__. our evidence for its genpineneaa is good.
A ~ough drart<:>f the organization was round in the same personal
f1le with the two documents al:ready discussed. It is undated
and unsigned. The document was made the basis of an interrogation of Kettler after he vas captu:red. He suggested a few
changes, mainly 1n the names of section heads, and added
the statistics on the numbers employed 1n each of the sections.
Mettig auppl1eg 1ndependently an almost identical picture of the
new structure. 6
OKW/Ag. WNV will furn.'Lsh guidance for the branches of the

Armed Forces 1n devising keys and will act for the A:rmy in ·
devising keys. The production or keys is the affair of the

separate branches or the Armed Forces, 1n the case of the
A:rmy, the affair of the Chief of Army Equipment 6?ld Commander
of the Replacement AI'Illy/General Army Office/Signal Department.

8 4cr . note 73.
85Pricke refers to the re-organization l November 1944 (I-20,
pp. 6-7.) and it is very likely that Chi started to operate
according to the new structure at about that time.

86 or1ginal document is DF-8. Revised document with Kettler•s
co~rectione is I-39. Mettig's testimony is 1n I-96.
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r
The new emphasis on cryptography 1s evident 1n the aepara-

t ion of the ma.in work of OXW/Chi into two divisions (Hauptgruppen),

r

Division A devoted to cryptography and Division B for cryptanalysis. It is worth noting that the second in command (Mettig
definitely describes himself as such) tl7 is no longer head or
Section I, but or Division A, which was evidently intended to
be the more important division. From other sources too, we know
that it was intended that the activ1t1es Qf the organization
should reach their climax 1n Division A. 8~ The cryptanalytic
sections of Division B were to serve directly or indirectly
the purposes of Germa.11 security. Consequently, the research
section or Division B (Chi B rv, Huettenha1.n's section) had a
divided mission. Part of its resources were devoted to initial
breaks into more difficult enemy cipher systems, part to security
scrutiny of German syutems. Of the 46 experts available to the
section, 10 spent thetr time wholly on security and 10 on enemy
systems. The 26 experts 1n the ma.chine section evidently divided
their time between the two.
In general, the work of Chi seems much better articulated
in the nev organization. The heterogeneous character of the old
Section IV in which the most diverse activities were incorporated
· has been rectified. The following comments on the details of the
new organization may be made:
Section z.
Section z dealt wlth details of 'payroll and other purely
administrative matters. It also exerc1seg a political scrutiny
over all the members or the organization. 9 Some such section
doubtless existed 1n the old organization, but no mention would
be made of it il~ the purely operational report. which is our
chief source o~ information on that organizat:on.
Section I.
After the second-in-command became head of Divis~.on A
rather than Section I, Section I probably lost much ot its

87I-96, 3.
881-84, p. 2.
89All enlisted personnel working in the organization were organized into the Operational Comapny (Einsatzkompanie) OKW/Chi under
Major Hein. This was formerly called First Company or those
Detached ·to OKW/Chi (1. Kommandiertenkompanie OKW/Chi).
Previous commanding officers had been Captain Kriiger, Major
Walter. See I-150, 5.
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old importance. Logically, it should have been subordinate to
Division B, since all its intercept ~as routed there. It vas
probably kept directly under the Chief 1n order to keep it in
entirely military control. Division B was under c1v111an control. The new head of Section I,, ·capt. ·a rotz, was formerly commanding officer of the intercept station at Sofia.90 Subsection lb, whose mission was to study call signs and frequenctes
used 1n world diplomatic traffic as a guide to the intercept
stations, seems seriously understaffed. The fact that the head
of the sub-section was originally to lAve been a ca~tain suggests
that a larger group was originally planned. The T/Sgt. Schnueckel, who according to .Kettler. W{iS head of the sub-section.,
is probably identical with the T/Sgt. suenkel who was said
to have been 1n charge of call ~1gn and frequency study 1n
the intercept station at Lauf .91
Sub-sect!onic was identical with the ·chi V of the old
organization, which, it vill be recalled, had charge or the
telepr.inter netvork of Military Intelligence (the Ab~e~) as
well as of OKW/Chi. When the work (and p~obably man1 of the
personnel) of Military Intelligence (Abvehr) was tG.kan over
into the Main Reich security Office (RSHA), Chi continued
to service its network untll early 1n 1945, when H1mmler's
people took over this task for ·themselves,, thus severing the
last link betveen JKW/Ch1 and the old military intelligence
organization. The work of section le then became appreciably
lighter a.nd Senior Inspector Buck, formerly 1n charge,, left 1n
April 1945.92 The name of his successor is not knovn.
Division A was started almost entirely with personnel
taken over from the Army. The chief exception to this was
senior Inspector Menzer a.nd perhaps some of hi.a assistants in
sub-section II c. In complete charge or security and development at first, and then attached to Huettenhain'a security
section,, Menzer had always acted more or less as a free lance,
specialising 1n a.gents! ciphers and ciphers for government
services. He had only occasionally consulted Hue~:tenha1n on
security problems ''when questions of probability were involvedu .93

9°1-105,, 4.
91 1-85, 4.
92 r-96, 1.

93+-31, 3.
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The new structure recognizec his independent status. His sec- ·
tion is large and it is not unlikely that some of-the personnel
oe.me from the Army.
There were elaborate plans for sub-section II a. Hez.e
the closer· contact with the needs of the troops in the field,
1n cryptographic matters -- obviously one of the leading ideas
behind the re-organization of OKW/Clll. -- vaa to become a reality.
The function of the section was to allocate keys and cipher
systems. To carry out th.is task, the sub-section was to maintain
intimate liaison with field units through skilled signal per• sonnel from the services who were to be assigned to the subsection and then detached back to the field where they were to
observe the reaction of the troops to var1ous systems and thus
to advise II a on allocation. They would also be in a position
to give on-the-spot instruction to the troops in the use and
security of ciphers. The head of the sub-section was to be
Capt. Bernsdorff, whom Mettig describes as "an eJCfiei-1enoed
tank a1gn.aller •••• peculiarly suited for this job. '94 Fricke,
vho may only have been revealing an academic lack of sympathy
with the practical turn being given to the work or OKW7Ch1,
told
interrogators that Bernsdorft vas a tank captain who
11
ha.d no knowledge or cryptography".~:> Whatever Bernsdort'.f 1 s
personal qua.11f1cat1ons may have been, he did not arrive until
January 1945 and never really had an opportunity to get the
section operating. He apparently did succeed in assembling
First Lt. Eckert of the Air Force, Senior Specialist Franke
of the Navy~ and SS First Lt. Fricke of the Main Reich Security
Office (RSHA) to represent their services 1n his sub-seotion. He himselr was to represent the Army and the SS. No one was
ever sent into the field. However sound the bfsic idea of the
section may have been, Mettig and Fricke agree that it accomp11ahed nothing. Be~sdortf had to b~ ass1gned to more urgent
vo~k very shortly after h1a arrival.9 6
Despite the relatively few people allotted to it, Fr1ckets
sub-section ( I!b) seems to l:~ave been very s.ct1ve. According to
the plan~ IIb vas to carry out· the details of cipher and key
composition in close conjunction vith IIa, which vas presumably

941-96, 8.
951-20, pp. 6-7.
96

r

I-96~ 8.

,,
'

>I
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thoroughJ:~ acquainted vi th the needs,, usages, and desire or the
field. Since IL:. never really fitnotioned, Fricke· apparently
simply carried out the same ta.ska of key and cipher development
that had been his mission vh1le he and his section bad been
attached to the A.rmy.97 In addition, he personally worked ill
close collaboration with Huettenhain on security problems.
section III was originally subordinate to the Ar'rJry. The
main body of the Section was located 1n Dresden and :vemained there
after the change 1n subordination. The mission of section III
waa the compilation of keys a.nd ot codes in so far as this could
be accomplished by mechanical processes ot randomization,, the
printing ot this material,, and its distribution. The basic
material for the compilation was supplied by Fricke and h1a
sub-section. The work · of printing was mostly farmed out to about·
thirty printing f1:rma,, most ot which were located in Saxony.
Printed ciphers were packed 1n Dresden and sent by truck to the
OA"W D1st~1but1on Office (Xurierstelle) at Zossen, vhenoe they
were fonarded. Field units nottrled Section III ot comprom1.ses
a.nd alternative ker~ were then brought into operation. There
vae a sub-section IIIb) in Berlin under S/Sgt. Mertz (5 soldiers,
20 vomen) vho kept up l1a1son .v1th the Field Economic Office
(Feldv1rtschaftsamt) and other agencies on procuring paper.
There were also small liaison groups with the printing firms. 98
It is doubtful that the work of this section vas changed appreciably when it came under OKW/Chi in November 1944. Liaison vith
the ArmY through the Army Chi~ ·i· Signal Officer (Cher/Hml)
continued. The head of the section, Major Metzger, was injured
early in 1945 and vas replaced by Bernsddrf't". 99
Division B vas the old Chi IV. All strictly cryptographic
work had been removed
the organization revised to reflect
more perfectly the actual tasks performed. 'rbe
mathemat1cal
eub-aeotion, IVc, was upgraded to nev section IV. 0 Some of
the subsections of the new section 'IV vere f'urther subdivided

and

07g

97neacr1bed in· I-2.
98such groups. existed at Halle, Zwickau,, Chemnltz,, Leipzig,
Frankfurt/Oder,, Bischofs~erda, Magdeburg, and Reichenbach
(Vogtl.a.nd) according to Kettler ~I-39, 4.)

99an section III se I-36,, 2, and I-96, 13 and 17.
lOOit vill be recalled that this had been done 1n August
prior to the reorganization. See above.
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1nto desks. We hear of a desk B IV 01. 101 headed by Dr. Weber
who was one ot the mathematicians brought 1n bJ Huettenha1n
betore the var. Bo further details ot th1a subdivision are

known.

The old linguistic sub-section. IV b~ became Section v.
designation ot the language aeska ot the new section v
is anomalous tor historical reasons. Or1g1nally. the language
4eska had been IV b 1--22. When sub-section lVb became section
V. ati-ic•, logic would have demanded that the language deaka be
~pgracled ~o subsections and lettered.
Actually. they kept their
fU9ab1c numerals. Doubtless. the small size ot moat ot the
langua.ge desks and the ephemeral character ot aome ot them contributed to thia result.
~clm1c1an Xoehler'a sub-section (Va) vaa brought into
·o;KW/Chi trom the Army Cl'JPtanalytio Service ~ ~ovemhAr
19.\4.
All ve know about it is vhat Mettig tells us: O 11 It 11aa contemplated that this department vould not only advise the or11>tographera on linguistic problems but vould also direct all matters
that concerned foreign languages tor the 01.W •••••• ~a oooi'dination vaa deairtBle owing to the number of independent
agencies concerned. ,. ' The plan tor co-ordination vaa never
a'tuall7 put into operation.
Section VII.
Section VII is the old Chi "X". The organizational plan
called tor the subordination of the aeotion vith its ta~~ ot
evaluating and d1atr1butillg broken and translated meaaagee
(VII a) and maintenance o~ the Archives (VII b) to Fenner'•
Division B. Sin.oe VII a handled on11 the output ot Division
B and VII b served mostly the personnel ot Division B. :.his
ae.ema to b&ve been a logical qr;' -ment. The Section, however,
vu lef't directly subordinate to the Chiet ot Service out ot
~he

101
102

1-124. 2.

I-96, 15.

lO}Por instance. Interpreter :rra1njng Battalion (Dolmetaoher
Le.brabte1lung). Berlin, Kevapaper Section (llachrichtenabteilW)g). Berlin, General ot Signal Intelligence (General der
lachr1chtenautJcl.irung., the tinal German designation ot the
Ardq Signal Intelligence Agency). Signal Interpreter Replacement and Tra1njng Battalion (llachl'ichtendolmetacherersatz und
Auabauabteilung). etc.
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:regard to the f "':3l.1ngs of Lt. Col. von Kalkste1n '\fho would
presumably have considered subordination to Fenner a humiliation. According to an order of the Fuehrer von Kal.kstein
was to be dismissed from the forces anyvay "because be had
friendly relations vith people outside Germany." After his
departure Section VII was to be subordinated to Division B.104
He never departed.
The broadcast monitoring sections~ old Chi II and Chi III,
vere combined into a single sect1on 1 Section VI . Operations
were continued 1n the same location and vere probably little
affected by the change. The nev orientation of the vhole service towards security rather than intelligence has altered the
relative impo~tance of the activities or tllls section, hovever.
In the earlier structure, the activities of Chi II and Chi III
form a.n important part of the activities of the whole organization, if not quite half as Chart 3-l 3uggests. In the later
structure, when Division A vas the supremely 1mportant unit and
Division B existed primarily to assist the security vork of A,
Section VI appears as a vestigial irrelevance. It could have
ceased ope.cations vithout noticeable effect on the rest of the
work of OK\!l/Chi.
.
The history of the charter and orga.niz&t1on of OX1'1/Ch1
during the var illustrates the development of the German idea
of the purpose of a signal intelligence organization at the
highest command level. OKW/Chi began the war as a purely intelligence organ1.zat1on~ born within the Military Intelligence
Department and incorporating nevs and broadcast monitoring as
important parts of its operations. It ended as a high level
security organization vhere even the cryptanalysis of enemy
traffic vas intended pr1.m&r1ly to assist 1n assuring German
security among all branches of the .Armed Forces and government
agencies. This change was accelerated by cbangea .1n command
caused by events wholly unrelated to signal intelligence, but 1t
would be a mistake to regard it as caused solely by the replacement of Fellgiebel and Thiele by Praun and Gimmler. It reflects
a more general trend of thought on the part or the Qennan High
Command and of the leading sign.al intelligence pereOllllel.

1041-96 .. 17.
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5. The
The pla.n put partly
into effec
Novem er
s the
l organizational
e.xpression of GeI'Dl8Jl ideas on high-level signal intelligence.
Later organizational changes were ad hoc, forced by the pressure of Germany's impending defeat:- The local movements
·
towards the end are clearer than the changes in orga.n1zat1on
and command. They may be mentioned first. In February 1945,
plans vere made to move OKW/Chi out ot Berlin. In March,,
the move actually took place a.nd most of the personnel were
moved to Halle along with the cryptanalytic machinery. Operations were started at the Army Signal School (Heereenachrichtenschule) there.105 The archives were probably moved to Lauf at
this time. ·In any case,, they were there before 10 Apr11.10 6
Section III moved from Dre3den to Halle but did not begin ope~a
tions in the new location.107 On 10 Apr11l08 most of the unit
moved to Ammeradorf and there entrained on the 12th for South
Germany under Major Hein as Commander of Transport (Transportfuehrer). The train vas routed to the Chiemsee via Falkenberg,
D~esden,, Prague, Pilsen.109 Part of the shipment (sections II,,
IV, V,, yr) was at one time repo~ted stuck betveen Prague and
Ptlsen. 10 Most of the personnel, hovever,, got through to
Werfen near Salzburg.111 Some of the people from the intercept
.station at Treuenbrietzen also reached Werfen.112
1051-150, 6; I-36, 2.
l06I-39, 4.

l07I-36,, 2.
108
.
I-150,, 6,, r~om Beyreuther who vas on the spot.
(I-96, 22) says 9 April.
1091-96,, 22.

Mettig

llOI-39, 4.
lllTrappe arrived there 3 May (I-123, 2).
ll2I-85 5.
(I·-39,, 4).

Kettler says, probably speaking broadly, Salzburg,
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The Lauf station with the archives set out for the
Schlieraee south of Munich on 10 April, ar~ived on 19 April,
set up, and ope~ated for three days. On the thirtieth orders
were received for some of the personnel to proc~ed with onetenth of' the i..11terce:pt equipm.ant to Werfen. Thooe who remained
disposed of the rest of the equipment and the archives 1n the
lake.113 The other3 joined the remnants of OKW/Chi at ws~fen.ll 4
Tlle1"e the Chi personnel were incorporated into an ad hoc unit
called Corps Group (Korpsgruppe) Bork~ vh1ch was apparently
picking up straggler3, whether for a last stand or a.n orderly
surrender we do not know. The Chl personnel "Were finally captured by American units under Colonel Clifton.116 Some or them
vorked for the Americans until the end of May. They were then
moved to Heufeld near :ea.a Aibling whence they were released.
Kettler, Huettenhain, and Fricke 1 on the other hand,
ended the war in the North. They had, according to an unreliable a.uthr:1r1 ty,, left Berlin for the intercept station at Husum.117
Kettle!' "Yras captured in the toi·m or Ausa.cker, near Flensburg,
Huet tenhe.in s.nd Fricke in the •1icin1 ty of Ausacker. They ·were
accompanied by First Lt. Schubert, one of the leadj.ng Army
cryptanalys ts .118 Mettig 1-ren t vi th the OKW mission to the allies,
first to Flensburg and then to the SHAEF headquarters at Rheims,
·uhe:re he was taken into custody .119
No one obtained from the prisoners a consistent account
of the organizational changes accompanying the collapse of Germe.n
arms, but from occa.sione.l remarks recorded in tlle reports and our
.knowledge of the movements o~ the personnel a rairly consistent
picture can be reconstructed. When Chi evacuated Berlin and
arrived in Halle, a mysterious Col. Hoepfner seems to have taken
113Their account in I-8SJ5, is subste.ntiatod by the Team 5
report (IF-167, p. 6).
114 r-85,, s.

1161-150,, 6.
117From Beyreuther (I-150, 11) who was not 1n a position to
know K~ttler's plane.

ll8see Kirby's supplement to the report of Team 6.

ll9I-78, 2; I-17, 4.
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comrna.nd .12 0 Kettler and fllett1g remained behind in Be:rlin,,
perhaps to assist ln high-level decisions being made regarding
splitting the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces into a northern and southern group. The head of the Army Sign.el Intelligence Service, Col. Boetzel, ~~d his immediate ata.f'f also were
_ in Berlin at the time, a.nd remained there until A;pPil .121 It
was apparently decided to amalgamate the signal intelligence
forces of the OKW and the Army (OKH} into a single Army Signal
Intelligence Service. Boetzel was to command the combined
f'orces ll'l the South and Kettler in the North. The plan ve.s
put.into operation on 14 Apri1.122 Boetzel took over the elements of OA'W/Chi 1n the'south. Just ~rhen Kettler left to take
cha!'ge 1n the North is not known, but in ita 1n1tisl report
on him, the SHJiliF control party at Flensburg describes him as
the no~thern counterpart of Boetzel head 0£ the Army Sign.al
Intelligence aervice in the South.1~3 Mettig, himself, perhaps
with a skeleton staff', seems to li..ave remained as the sole representative of OKW/Chi. Mettig told his first T.XC0!1 interl'ogato:rs tha.t Boetzel was head of Arm:y Signal Intelligence in
the south and Kettler in the north.12.q. As such, he accompanied
the 01.Y/ surrender mission to SHAEF. He told his 1nterrowatora
that he was "in charge o.f OKW/Chi 1n the closing stages. 125
12 0The Foreign Office people, vho knew the Ch:1 situation 1n Halle,
mentioned him as titular head of Chi, although none of them
Wa8 quite certain of the name (I-1, 19). Quite independe.rrt.ly,
Trappe mentions Colonel Hoepfner as head of OKW/Chi 1n March
1945 (I-123, 4). Nothing else is knovn about him. He does
not seem to have accompanied the Chi-train to the south.
Major Hein, the CO of Troops, and Lt. Col. 1Csehler~ the head
of Section VI, seem to have been in charge here. At least they
are mentioned as having lists of the personnel who made the
trip. (I-150, ll).
121 I-17 ,._4.
1 2 2The date is Weber's ( I-124, 2).

Trappe sa.ys ..;.h.~i took over
Grube, a high ranking signal Officer,
told interrogato?"s that the f1na.l split of OKW did not take

late

in April

(I-123, 4).

place until 22 Ajir1l 1945 (I-17, 2).
1231-5.
l~4I-l7, 4.
1251-78, 2.
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Chapter III.

Intercept

Paragrapb.

OKW/Chi Ha.d '.l'wo Wholly Distinct Intercept Systems. • • • 6
1

6. OKW Chi had tvo wholly distinct Lnterce;pt s~stems.
The dual c Bl,ea.cter o O · 0111 1s operations, reflecte particularly in ti.le es.rliel' orga.'liza.tj.on, is a.lso appal'ent in the
intercept 3t~ucture (Ses Chart No. 3-1 ). One intercept
system concentr~ted on diplomatic Morse networks 0£ enemy and
neutral countries. Secondary co!DDlitments were nets 0£ other
government agencies (lllilitary attechesA economic authorities,
etc.). This system consequently took mostly encrypted traffic.
The mate~ial picked up was passed on to the breaking sections
of OKW/Chi. The s .~cond system concentrated on monitoring
foreign brcadcasts, p~inc1pally news broadcasts. A second
important task was monitoring the cor:re3pondenta' reports of
news agencies auch as Reuter and Domei. In. addition, the
second system seems to have had the miaeion of tak1ng material
requiring special apparatus, such es mi~lt1;p1e Morse and
commercial radio telephone. Some o.gents' tra£fic was apparently
also covered, b·11t most of trnfflc picked up by the second system
was in clsE'.r .131
The core of the first inte~cept system vas constituted
by two large intercept stations, one at Treuenbrietzen, near
BP-rlin, and the other at Laut' near Nuremberg.132 Treuenb1·1etzen was one of the old intercept atations .133 It vas
apparently already in existence by 1933 e.n.d is said to have
specialized 1n intercepting diplomatic traffic.134 It was
oefln.itely subo~·dinated to OKW/Chi for the interception of
13lsee DF-9, 2 (Kettler's report). Ll his report, Xettler also
mentions Hellsendungen as picked up by the second system. This
probably means tre..nSriilss1ons v1th the Hellsclll'eiber, rather
than picture transmissions es it is translated.
l32called Fest~ Horchatellen up to 1941, after that Feste
(I-85, 2-3).

Nachrichtenaulkl~tellen

l33rt lTaa originally situated at Fra.nkfurt/Jde~ and moved to
Treuenbrietzen at an unspeciried date (I-85, 2-3).
1341-62, 5-6. This information, from an army intercept operator
named Raatz, cannot be considered vholly reliable.
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cl1ploma.t1c traffic in 1939. Although the personnel of the
atation got to Werfen at the end of the war, none of them was
1nterrogated. Little is known about the station ~xcept that
its commanding officer was a captain, D~. Rust.i3~ Apparently
it controlled~no subsidiary stations, at least towards the end
of the war.1)6 Soma of the person11el were despersed to
Tennenlohe, a subsidiary station of i4yf 1 because of danger
of air attack in the spring of 191}4 • .:xr
Ls.uf was developed after the army was ordered to expand
its 1nterce~~ system 1n 1933. The original location was at
lle1~abruck. l;io It was intended primarily to operate against
Czech traffic. By 1939, the necessity ror intercepting
Czech traffic had paased and th1 atation was turned over to
OXll/Chi for diploma.tic traffic. 3 ~ Laur had three small
intercept stations aubordinate to it. The one at Loerrach
near the Swiss border ,.,as set up in order to pick up traffic
f'l'orn Switzerland on the ground wave. This traffic could be
heard at Lauf only with difficulty. Loerra.ch had eight or
nine sets. While Lauf' was being completed, there had been a
temporary station at Tennenlohe. This was left equipped with
tour or five sets and retained for eme~gencies. Finally,

1351 -96, 6'.
13 6Mett1g mentions none although he does mention the ou·.statior.s
Jf L auf.
Dettmann and Sa.msvnow, two reliable informants on
Army matters, ment..ton an Army intercept station (Festa Horch_
stelle) which ope>"a.ted at Treuenbrietzen 1n 1939 and liao
subsidiary stations at ~1eserik, Frauste..dt, Schneidemuehl, and
~chlochau.
'J.111e relation of this station to the OKW station is

obscure.

/

( I-116, 12) .

137nF-9, 2.
l ~ 81-85, 3.
7

See also Mettig, I-96, 6, who mal{es it clear that
Tennenlohe, Lorrach, and Libourne ·uere subordlnateto Lau!'.
l\ettler' s i~eport(DF-9, 2) says Flicke was in charge at L1bourne
until June, 191~4.

l39operations were begun at Tennenlohe pending tpe completion of
Laur .. The statement in I-85, 3 that ! ·\·lf itself did not become
operational until December 1944 must be an error, perhaps a
typiste's error, since the informant Fl1cke, 1n charge of operations at Lauf, '\-res certainly in a. position to know. Kettler spe-::.ks
or Laur as well as Te1Ulenlohe as operating in the spring of
1944. (DF-9).
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there was a subsidie.ry station at Libourne near Bordeaux in
This operated eight o~ nine sets from autumn 1943
until the spring of 1944. It was used princlvally ror the
interception of Swedish and Turkish traffic.l~O
The total establishment at Lauf, apparently including
the outstations, was 200-250 pe~sons. A!"ter January 1944
about eighty of these were women. The operators vei~ apparently mostly soldiers organlzed 1n a military unit. 1 The
total number of s0ts in operat1~~~ including those in the outstations, was eighty to ninety.
Spec1a.11st Fl1cke, our
principal inf'ormant. 011 the activity of the station, states that
.up to the beginning of 1943, the station attempted to cover
r: all diplomatic traff'ic II a.nd the traffic of the Polish under-

France.

erou.ud.

After this time, Berlin assumed closer control and

sent priority directives as a result of which the total
intercept dropped from 25,000 to 10,000 messages per month.
The station carried on no cryptanalytic work, but hada sergeant, perhaps with some assistants, who was an expert in
traffic ldentification.143 Flicke was in general charge on the
technical side. The commanding officy4 rrom l December 1939
until the end was Reserve Major Wend. 4
Intercept, stations in foreign countries had a special
status. They are called "special outstations by Mettig.145.
They were not large or elaborate enough to be called Fixed
Inte1•cept Stations, but unlike the smaller stations at home
(and in occupied terr! tory) they were eubordina·.:.ed directly
to Group I of OKW/Chi rather than to a larger station .
11

1401-85, 5.

See also Mettig (I-96, 6) who makes- it clear

that Tennenlohe, L~r1•ach a.nd Libourne were subordinate to

Laur. Kettler's report (DF-9, 2) is liable· to misinterpretation ort this point.
1411-85, 6. The head of this unit vas Staff Director Hatz.
142 I-85, 6-·r has a list of equipment. 60 .Hellschreiber are
also mentioned. What these were used for is obscure.
14 3His name was said to be Suenkel, but see above note91.

1441-85, 4.

memo~y

Wenden according to Mett!g (I-96, 6) whose
for names ~as not entirely accurate. I-49, } says Wendt.

1451-96, 6.
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They vere administered by M111ta!"y Intelligence (Abwehr) through
its organization 1n foreign countries. Two such special out
station~ are knov.n to have existed, one in ·Spain and one in
Sofia.1~6 Of the latter, little is known beyond the fact that
1 t existed. I! specialized in intercepting short-,'1ave traffic
from England.l 7 Its communications \Ilth Barlin were probebly
poor, although teleprinter lines exiated.l~~ one informant
stated th~t the messages he had handled from Sofia vere alvays
delayed.149 Fenner visited the station several times.150
The commanding off'icer was Capt. Grotz ·who ·was replaced by
First Lt. Thielenl51 when Grotz became head of Chi I.
Considerable information is av~tlable, on the other hand,
about the German intercept system in Spain. The OKW conducted
a small netvo.rk there t·rh!ch in 1941 employed, according to
Mrs. von Nida, about fifty men.152 It ~as established in 1940
in o~der to intercept ~ed1terra.nean traffic and also short-wave
traffic from ~hredeu .15..;;i The ·original plan seems to have been
that it ohould also supervise the Spanish stations of the other
branches of the Armed Forcea.15IJ: The commanding of.fleer was
Major (at that time· Capt.) von Nid~, who se~ved from the
winter or 1940 until April 1943 . 15? Von Nida 11ra.s succeeded by

l461-96, 6.

Df. DF-9.

147!-96, 6.

148DF-9, 2 .
1491-150, 6.

'

l50I-l50, 11.

l5 11-96, 6 .
1 52 1-105.

1531-96, 7.
154Th1a supervision was not maintained. See below. Ltn. August
· 3chroeder (I-75, 203), ~ho was in intercept vork in Spain 1n 194Q
considered that he was working .for a joint OKW-Army organization.

l55see note 57 . Mettig's statement (I-96, 7) that Major Marquardt
\Tas 1n cha::·ee is almost certainly an error. Mrs von Nida states
positively that her husband was CO until relieved by Plankert.
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First Lt. Plankert.156 Communication between stations and
to Berlin l-Tas by courier and· wireless, for which the unit had
a powerful transmitter.157 There were also teleprinter
communications to Berlln.158 All intercepts were sent back . ...
to Be1•l1n; no cryptanalytic ,vork was carried on by the unit. l :. . ::r
Tlle controlling station l!"as 1n Madrid.11 originally situated
in the German consulate (10 Ayala).160 Because of interference
from the nearby broadcasting station EFE, and perhaps :for
security reasons, the outfit vas moved to the northeast section
of the city (Castillana). After 1942, perhaps as a result of
expansion, the unit took over the Florida, a large night club
in the vicinity.
The largest outstation was on a German owned cattle
ranch north of Seville.161 Second Lt. E1chne~ was 1n charge.162
Apparently on the same site but under separate navy control was
a naval D/F station under Lt. Comdr. Ze1mer.lb3 Previous to
194'~, there had been 1;3ome wireless operators, probably intercept
people, in Tang1ers.lb4 Whether they were subordinate to the
Madrid unit la not entirely clear . . On the Csnary Islands~ there
vaa a aingle L&tercept operator, Jeschol by name, a £ormer
l56From Mrs. von Nida (I-49.,3) Mettig (!096-,7) also mentions Plankert as finally in command. The 11 Planhart" on the previous page
ls probably a mistake.

l5 7r-105, 3.
l58I-105, 3 and DF-9J 2.
159 1-105, 2.
160 I-49, 4. The "embassy" of the text is probably a mistranslation
See I-105, 3.

16 lr-105, 4; I-96, 7; DF-9., 2.
l6 21-96, 6.
in

He is probably identical vrith the Eichsner mentioned

I-105, 4, as an outstanding 6nl1sted man brought from Seville

to Mad1~1a and commissioned.
1631-93, 7. Thia information is from the chief cryptanalyst of
the Navy cryptanalytic agency and is probably reliable. Mettig'a

statement that lithe naval D/F station was controlled by the O'E!rl/

Chi" (1 .. 96, 7) isJ therefo're, not wholly accurate.

l64DF-9, 2.
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Lufthansa ~· He was in contact vith the Madrid station by
wireless.I 5 The air intercept statio~ at Barcelona came u.nder
exclusive Air Force control in 1942.166 Mrs. von Nida also
mentiona a sub-station in the Dslear!c Islands and a large one
at Bordeaux (at .first at Arcachon).167 The Balearic station,
if it e~i3ted, ua.s probably very small. The fact that the
large Bordeaux station is not mentioned 1n the Kettler report
makes it almost certain that Mrs. von Nide was mistaken about
its being subordinate to Madrid, or
the OKW. ~"he station
was almost : i'ta.!nly under the Al"'Iny .1 8 /
/ /
The S.t.a.nish netvo:.."k was apparently conducted vithout
the off:tciaJ. e..pprove.l of' the Spanish government. Very elaborate security precautions were taken to ~eep the work secret.
1'he person..11el wei~e encouraged to kee1 to themselves 1n small
groups &nd to avoid contact even with other Germans 1.J.1 Spain.169
Married men might not be accompanied by their wives, and single
men vere strictly forbidden to marry Spanish women. In January
1944, the Seville station ~as betrayed to the Spanish police
a.nd had to be closed to a.void being ra.iaed.170 About t~~ same
time the intercept operators in Taugiers ~ere expelled. ·r1
Mettig believes that the peraonnel of the Madrid unit were
1nternect in April 1945.
A clandestine relationship did, however, exist. with
certain individual Spaniards, some of them highly · pla.oed in

tg

0

1651-105, 3-4.
166

1-49~ 4.

Cf. I-96, 7.

1671-105, 4.
l68see I-76, 5 vhere the }~"my intercept operator Warne~ Klett
mentionfs hie being assigned to Arcachon.
169This exclusii,,•enesf> wae \!ell observed. Fried.helm Baechle, a
wireless operator for the Ab~ehr in Spain, had only the vaguest
1nfo1•ma.tion on Ger;:nen lntei.,cept activity there (I-61, 3).

l70DF-9, 2; I-96, 7.
l71DF-9, 2.
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the Spe.niah ;.u~my .172

It uas the job of two ru.11 tary Intelligence (Abvehr) off!cinls, Amberg snd Fr1edemann, to contact such
Spaniards as '1:'1011 as to take care of the economic side of the
unt t, doubtless as repr~3entat1 vos of the We.I' Organization
(Kriegso~ganisation).
The only known case of Spanish military
cooperation with the Madrid intercept unit did not turn out
happily for the Germa.n.a.173 According to Mettig, contact vas
made vith the S,Pa:nlsh Ge40ral Staff regarding the. equipment
of the naval D/F station at Seville whi~h had been closed 1n
January 19l~4. · Colonel Sa1 m1ento, Chief Signal Officer of the
Sprulish Army z was persue.cled to agree to let the equipment be
set up by Spaniards on Spanish military ground. Some of it was
then to be operated by Germ.an.a for German purposes; the rest was
to become. Spanish propel'ty. The equipment uas delivered to
the Spaniards, but ~as never aet up e.nd neve~ operated.
Appo.r.;;ntly, it remained in Spanish hands, tact.fully expropriated. l 7lf
It is likely that a.round 191w there we.a a plan to set
up a. number of interserv1ce networlcs in neut:ra.l ano Allied
countries under the control o!' OlGl/Chi. · Ca.pt. Wadim Hei-·old,
an.Air Force officer, told 1nterrogato~s that he was detached
to OKW/Ch1 in January 1940 and given a tour of the establishment preparatory to being aent into the field as an intercept
officer, because OKW was at this tllne interested 1n establish. ing st.a.tions in Bulgaria. for the Al my, Navy, and Air Force.
The 'Navy refused to corue in on the project. _By the time Herold
arrived in the field at Varna (cover name Kommando Nordland),
the Air Force had evidently al~e&dy taken over the station.
But Herold said that it l.;as 'f'ormerly part of' the OKW complex".
1

1

1

1 72 r.i1"'s. von Nida' s a.saumption ( I-105, 3) that, bees.use the van

Nidas enjoyed 11 fr1endly personal contact vith the head of the ·
Spanish intelligence service~ the Spanish authorities, as a
whole., kne"t-1 ''what was going on 11 is too s"t.;reep1ng and inconsistent
w1 th the strictly enforced security meesures, and wl th the t~..reat
ened of the Spanish police against the Seville station once it
was betrayed.
173Traffic obta:tned from the Spaniards seems to have been p.j,~aed
via military intelligence (the Am{ehr) rather tha.n through the
Madrid station. On this traffic see below, p. 45
1 74Mett1g's story in I-96, 7.
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The station consisted of 22 men, vho vore civilian clothes.
There vere five receivers. They covered air force traffic 1n
Syria, Greece, Rumania, and some ferry flights 1n the Mediterranean. Plain language was dealt with on the spot. Ciphe~
messages were sent back to Berlin; H~rold thinks to OKW/Ch1.iy5
It true, this may be a vestige of former OKW control of the
station.
Mrs. von Nida speaks of other oKH outstat1ons at Belgrade,
at Budapest, at Vienna, and at Rome.i7 6 One may reasonably
doubt that these were actually OKW stations. It has already
been noted that Mrs. von Nida vas probably mistaken about
the subordination of the station at Bordeaux. Foreign Office
cryptanalytic workers told interrogators that OKW had an
intercept sta~ion 1n Greecitl77 One may doubt this also.
It is clear from documents 8 that the firm and permanent
part of OKW's intercept structure consisted of the Treuenbrietzen station, the Lauf stati2n with its subsidiary stations,
Sofia, and the Spanish netvork.1·19
Control ot Intercept was 1n the hands of the head of
Group I. The method of control is described by Mettig vho
held this position from December 1943 unt1l November 1944.180
The Chief of OKW/Ch1 prepared a monthly report on the most
interesting linka as he appreciated them from his knowledge or
the military and political situation. Doubtless, the regular
briefings he received from Military Intelligence (the Abvehr)
were the basis for these evaluations. A report from the
cryptanalytic point or view was prepared by Section IV (later
SectionV). On the basis of these reports, the head of Group I

l75I-65, 2-}.
l76I-105, 4; I-49.
1 771-22, 13. They also mention one 1n France (probably Libourne)
and 1n the Balkans (probably Sofia).

l7BPart1cularly DF-9 and the Kempf list
1n T 1620.

or

intercept stations

1 79see also the account of the cryptanalytic worker Beyreuther
(I-1?.0, 6) who said he worked on signals from Lau.f, Treuenbrietzen,
and 'one place in Bulgaria". He also knew or an intercept system
1n Spain which had been visited by Fenner and the head of the
Archives,_ 8/8gt. 5chaedel (I-150, 11).

1801-96, 6.
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made hie decisions as to vhat l~a U"ere to bs covered and
then passed on orders to the int,~cept stations. A persistent
difficulty vas created by the beads of the language sections
who dema.nded that only traffic b. ing currently solved should
be intercepted, "in order that the results of' their U"ork l:lould
appear more effective." If tre cf.n believe FlickeJ) it must be
assumed that this caref'ul system 1 ~t intercept cgntrol must have
been i..Jltt"duced aroundothe be:l!ing of 194,.ltn. Before that
timeJ) the stations seem to have
d more choice of what they
vere to cover although it is
· to believe that the situation
l1as as chaotic as Flicke implies!
Various outside organizatio s contributed traffic to the
OXW/Chi cryptanalysts. Of these the most closely related to
OKW/Chi from an organi zational p int of viev vas the German
Radio Defense Corps (Funkllbe:Mrgc :ung, abbreviated Fu) vhich
was also part of the OID:/ and ves l subordinatedJ) like OKW/Chi,
to the Armed Forces Communications Group (Ag. 'WNV) hence the
abbreviation OKM/ Ag. l-J!IV/Fu.1~21 Mettig describes the vork
of the Service es follovs:
·
"In conjunction 't1ith the Re chspost, O'Ktl/Fu gave permission
for transmission, distributed rrequencies and call signs to
Army agencies, Government agencies and industries, and ~as
responsible for the distributionl of codes. These matters vere
the concern of Gruppe I (Organiz~tion and Tactical employment)
and oru.ppe II (Supply). Gruppe !II vas responsible ror WT
security and as such controlled he agencies ths.t enforced it. 11 18}
Part of the vork of Gruppe III v s the interception of 84Zents'
traffic. For this purpose it co trolled units of its ~~n and
also gave operational directives to the intercept wiits of the
Regular Police (Ordnu.ngs~olizei) vho passed the intercepted
traffic back to Fu III.1~4 Ther vas a special unit attached

18lsee above, pe.ge 15
l82see above, note 1.
1831-115, 2.
184For turther details on the in ercept tecilities and methods
ot Pu III see I-115. For the diP.ision of labor l1ith the police,
see X-91, an interrogation repor~ of Robert K. H. 5chlake 0 Brigadier
General of the Regular Police an Chief of Communications in the
Main Office.
1
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to Fu. !XI fo~ CX>Yi>t~ly~ia of ~g~nts 0 t~~f?icD185 but some of
the egenta 0 t~effic picked ~P fo\W.C! its ~-'JBY :i.nto OID-1/Chio

Milit~~Y

!.ntelligence (Ab~e~) 10X'gBJ:\iz~tions iXl fo~aigK! cov..~tx-ies
conductr.;;d line te:9p~g opex-E:,tioina iD. Bo~dee~.? r~-1..sbo~D ~led7.'5.d 0
Sofie.o and ~Zoe,).Bb The hs12>~s of OID'!/Chi q·a specie.l outf.ltetiona
iD. ~YJ.(S~id a.nd So?i~ !12,d eoms l~iaon uith Milit~~y :tnte11ig~XAC3
( ihe Abt:JehX') OKA th~ matte~ .o bl.\tl a.ctue1 ope~a.tionEJ wex:a ent5.~J.y

iz1 the h2D.da of. M!J.ite.ioy mteJ.J~ig3nce (the Ab'a1;9~) o The 11!2te?.i~l
tree pesa0d di~ectJ;y to the ha~1 of O!tH/Ch:1. ol' to Fexm.ex- aa hee.d
ot OZ7P'i;~lytic t:T07.'lco It cJ.1.d !zi.ot go.o .1.ike om3mecy .ix!t3J"cepta 0
th~ough Section Xo
LiD.e ints~~epts 0 ecco:i:'ding to ~attig 0 fo:r-med
a.bout OXA~"'thiP.d of ihe t:::dfic id02J.·~ u1.Y.h by OKU/CM.0167 Thia
~gZoee~ uith thrz> Kettlsxi ~epoZot IOf Spza;tn.g ,,9~!} e,ccor-d:i'...n.g to ua:lch e.
month:'.y 1.~:V'eX>e.ge of 36 ~ !.,~ao uiZ>e~sa :-D.saae..gas (both ple.in
. OOld e~c·
cipheX>ed) e.nd J.2p330 line meas oes uex-a t.ekaXl .froom J'@ue.ey to
Jv.ne :i.9~%
:•.a El~X>px>:'i.s~ • . t !tet·~).e~ includ0s the l.:1..ne
messezesi in his !l'epo&>t or the egulex- inte~cept .f:t:•om f'ecili tie a
"cent:?elly co~tx>oll@d by Chio 11 1 He nrust he,ve inclu.deCl the
~-iili t&ey :w:i;$J.19.Bence ( Abire~) ;1:1.ue ~..n.te~cept eex>'1ic0 S.KA thl~

ri

0

ce.·Gegoey.?
on th3

b~cel.!Dc:'l

Pt§S

OXC·J/Chi o

thero ie uo ~vidence f'o~ 1.:i...'O.e inteccept \Jo~k
ot ~~Y of the stet~ons di~actly auboX"dinets to
:

Of the othe~ Ga~
sigw.it intelligence egenciaeD
11
9
Qoa~:L\l.g a "ReEieez:>ch r.lU\"3CJ.l s~me to heve mMa the le&>~et coE>.c·
tZoibu'Gion to OXH/Ch.5. 0 s "X"e:u t~ f~.c.. .Accox-C:tng to th~ Kettlex>
x-eport.o 11 Z>e.thex> mox>e then a th X>d" or tha total tzoa..X'?ic h..endled
by his c~ypte.neJ.yt:1.c ~ection :7-* ·~he pe1."iod Jw.ue,:g;y io June 19!~1.}

f~..n.e.lly bGC~me

l85This t.m.it (Re?eret Veuck)
See belou.o chept0~ III.

1

e

p~rt

of O!H/Chio

I

186ro1J.itacy rnt0J.J.igencs (the

r· buehr) eJ.ao p:rocured cryptographic
ma.te~iel th~ough ~g3nts (!~127
S)o S~e the case o~ the coda pnT~
chased f~om tha Hunge~iG.-.na (Se tion V
I

187 x-96; So

0).

/

l88DF:"'9; 2. ~1orgeDX'oth (l~lJ.l~,i.i> 2) ate.tea thet posto?.f'ice inter~
cepts had gone to OID:!/Chi.
may maan the..t copies of meas~ges
hP...nded oveZo to the rostoffice (uhich cont~olled cables end telegraphs) uere passed on to OKH hio The~e is&i howaver.o no othe~
mention of tra!'fic from this srourceo

Tla
I

I

4l5
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a intercepted and handed' over b¥ the "Researchn Bureau.189
or a:n.y other German signal intelligence
se vice. In a list of sources of trat~ic dated 28 April 1943,
ho ever, Kettler•s predecessor, KemplA mantiona the Foreign
Office as vell as Goering's service. ~0 Of the signal 1ntelligehce services or allied and neutral countries the Kettler report mentions only Hungary. Budapest, he says, contributed
ab~ut one-eighth ot hi.s cryptanal1sts' total rav material.191
I.n \ the 1943 lists, hovever, Kempt mentions traf"tic from Bulgaria,
Ita.ly, Finla.ndJ> Ruma:i\.ia, B.Ild 5pain . l92 'l'he Bulgarian material
se~ma to have been passed on from the German station at Sofia.
Rumanian material vaa apparently handled by Military Intellige~ce (the Ablfehr) although it ~as to be separately lu!.ndledJ> or
at least separately ms..rked, e.f'ter April 1943. Spanish material
ha like~ise been handled previously by Military Intelligence
(t~Abwehr)g but vas now to be separately handled or at least
sep rately marked. 'l'he suggested source tor this material is
the Spanish Signal Intelligence Service ~hose head ~as Raf'ael
Sa
entoo Thia 5panj_eh officer is almost certainly to be
identified vith the Sarmiento vhom Mettig mentions as the one
~it~ vhom the deal on the D/F equipment vas made. He V!§~
appil'ently one or the leading.A~ehr contacts 1n Spain ~;
The total personnel engaged in
t rcept tor Group I
was according to Kettler 11 about 420°~9~ The personnel in
Spain and Bulgaria are not included in this figure. Perhaps
about 500 is a ms.ximum estimate for the number of people
dir~ctly engaged on intercept ror OlP'l/Chi'a cr,pta.nalyats . For
the otal accomplishment of the intercept organization~ ~e have
the statistics ror the period January to June 1944 in the
Kett er report: in that period, the 1nonthly average vas about
l1

N~mention is made

0

f

189oi -9, 3.
l90'l' 1620.

i91mr-9J> '·

i92 H&I also mentions the. German Armis~ice Commission at Wies·
baden, vhich doubtless monitored Viclrly tra£.fic,and Military
Intelligence (the Abvehr) as German sources ot tratric.

l9 3~e

above

v.

!;2

l94I..b9J> 4.
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36,500 messages. It must be remembered, hovever, that at this
time the effect or the Allied bombings was making itself felt.
It had been necessary to organize a.n emergency plan whereby
intercept of important tratfic could be switched t~om one
station to another in case of local disturbances or air attack.
The emergency plan was controlled by wireless from the Fehl'bell1nerplatz, Berlin, (vhere Section VI was located).195 In
dd1t1on, Kettler complains of brea.kdolnl of teleprinter com1cat1ons with Libourne, Madrid2" and 5ofia, "especially since .
he beginning or the 1nvasion".19o
Less ie knoi:m about the second intercept system, which
ad its main staiion at Ludvigafelde, and branch stations at
oenigsberg, Gleiwitz, Muenster, and Husum.197 The material
tercepted was conveyed from both Ludvigsfelde and the branch
tations to the Fehrbellinerplatz in Berlin. The technician
charge of intercept equipment was Graduate Engineer Salzb
• Mettig says that 1 as a result of his efficienc1, Ludw gsfelde was particularly well equipped. There vere 80
r!ceivers here. Luawigs~elde was completely destroyed by air
a tack on 2 January 1944 and was not back in operation until
a tumn of that year. It vas 1 therefore, out of operation for
t e entire period covered by the Kettler report of June 1944.
D 1 spite the fact that the main station vas not operating,
K~
ttler states that the broadcast intercept system kept up a
m thly average of 7 280 press reports and 7,340 radio telep!ne transmissions (average durat1Qn 20 minutes) during the
pe 1od from January to June 1944.19~
The general impression derived from the Kettler report
an the remarks of the informants is that the great bulk of
the mate~ial picked up by the whole intercept system of OKW/Chi
va~ either ordinary Morse or ordinary radio telephone. To be
au , the commitment of Lud~igstelde and its associated stations
1n luded ''enemy multiple Morse transmissions", but in general

19 I-96, 6; DF-9, 2.
19 F-9, 2.
l97fF-9, 2; I-9C, 15.
198.IJ>F-9, 2.
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t is clear that the signal officers who controlled OXW/Chi
ere interested 1n efficient aam1nistration rather than 1n
xperiments or attempts to expand into ne~ :fields. This is
oubtless ~hat Buettenhain meant when he said "oXW/Chi 1tsel:f'
as not concerned with intercept problems. 11 199
OKW/Chi hadg appal'ently, no :f'ac1l1t1ea for intercepting
audot. Huattenha1n had seen some Baudot tra.f:f'!c, and this
ad come from the intercept station at Staats. This station
as conducted. by the Reserve Army and ~as subordinate. to a
ection ot the Army Ordnance Testing Department whose work ~as
he development ot Signal Equipment. Staats also picked up
ul t1ple:< Dupl~, a.nd Verdun transmissions and passed Ui~rl to
Klo//Chi.26O It vae in operation since before the var# but its
bordination indicates that the chief mission of the station
as the development of equipmen·t rather than operational 1nterpt. It does not seem to have passed on any considerable
ount ot material to OXW/Chi. It is mentioned neither 1n the
empf list nor in the Kettler report as a so~rce of traffic.
The only elaborate attemp~ to develop intercept fac1111es for special kinda of transmission vere made late 1n the
ar. They ve~e not directed by OKW/Chi and, as far as can be
discovered, OXW/C~1 had no particular interest 1n them. The
oving ap1r1t behind these attempts vas Col. Re.ndev1g, an
off 1cer vho had been engaged 1n s1gnal lJitell1gence vork for
the Army on the western front 1n 1940. 2
He vas impressed
vith the need for a large, centrally controlled intercept
organization, staffed vi th at least 3000 technicians. · For
two years (1940·1942), he addressed a series of memo~anda on
the subject to the Chief Signal 0£f1cer of the Armed Forces. 202
He held various signal assignments but never had a chance to
put his ideas into operation. In August 1944, he vas made
responsible f~r · all questions concerning v1reless 1n connection
vith rockets.~03 Since retaliation was feared, this mission

E

l99I-31, 19.
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eluded keeping a watch for enemy transmissions vh1ch might
control beams or signals for rockets. In November 1944,
R dewig vas given the title: Armed Forces Signal Commander
f r Special Emplo~ent No. 700 (Wehrmachtnachrichtentuehrer
Z Besonderer Verwendung 700).204 As such, he was chief of
a unit consisting of a staff of technical specialists and
1 &1son officer from the Army, Nav1, Air Force, Waffen SS, and
a out 300 men. The unit was directly subordinate to the Chief
5 gnal Officer of the Armed Forces. Its original mission was
t
study remote control and remote jamming and to devise counterasures for enemy attempts in this field. Since this m1as1on
volved work ~long all wave lengths, the unit acquired the
a ditional ta~k of covering all gaps in the German intercept
eme, including particularly the centimeter and decimeter
w ve lengths, which had been completely ignored by all Germa.n
i tercept organizations. To accomplish this the un1~ bad at
1 e dispoaal the following three intercept stations: 0 ~
Husum, midway between Schobilll and Husum tol:IJl. By means
o an 1nteroe~t receiver coupled to a sound film recorder
( nschreiber) this station pioked up a considerable volume
un en
ed traffic ranging between 30 and 60 kca. It
hoped that further study of this tra1"fic would reveal
nature and origin. Radar imptilses were also picked up
ch Randewig believed would be useful 1n developing radar
ter-meaaurea ..
Kahle Asten (on a hill near Winterberg overlooking the
Ru r). This station specialized in attempts to pick up Allied
decimeter traffic. Electrical disturbances during the brief
period the station vas in operation m...~de it impossible to
ob a1n any pos1tiv.e inr.ormation.
Feldberg in the Black Forest. Nothing is known about the
1v1ty of this otation.
Randew1g'·s intercept activities came too late to be of
an practical importance.
20 That this is the correct title is established by a find or·.
so e German monitoring pro-formas addressed to Wehrmachtnachri htenfuehrer 700. T 3366). In I-68, Randewig is called
He resnaahr1chtenfuehrer ~BV 700 on p. 4 (although he operated
ro the Wehrmacht rather than the army alone), Wehrmachtnachrichte uehrer on· p. 5, Hoeherer Wehrmachtnachtrichtenfuehrer on
b

pa e l.
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Chapter IV.
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Practical Cryptanalysis.
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Cryptanalyt_ic Research, Security and Developru·:.-1nt • • 8
Miscellaneous Operations • • • •

....
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l. Practical cr~tana1Ks1s. In a sense~ Fenner's linguists
the core of O'YSl/C 1. T ls unit operated 1n much the same
Y from the beginning.
It seems to have represented the original
rman idea of a h1ghl~vel signal intelligence organization. The
1d1ng principle behind its operations seems to have been to
~upply a steady stream of intelligence by breaking codes and
~1phers which did not offer & very high degree of reaistence to
ryptanalysis and by :furn1sh1.J:ig translations of clear texts
o obtained and of signs.ls originally sent 1n the clear text.
. nnovations such as the 1ntrodu.ct1on of a mathematical research
ection and the late attempt ~~ reorient the whole organization
ovards cryptographic security rather than intelligence seem
o have had little errect on this group. Fenner app~!ie, in
act, to have been hostile to G1mmler'a innovations.
a. "VN' s ! : The final product of the linguistic section was
he translation of 11 decoded traffic. These translations vere
alled "VN' s'', or Verlissliche Nachrichten•' , "reliable reports'' .
large number of these VN 1 s have ?allen into TICOM hands. They
re all typed on form sheets headed by a large VN and classified
" eheime Kommandosache, the German classification for "Top
ecre
material. Missin.~: groups and garbles are indicated by
dots, doubtful groups by dote underneath the translation. We
told that dubious translations were enclosed in parentheses
d marked with question marks and that free translations
re sometimes §Ccompanied by a literal translation 1n brackets
neceasary.2lJ The date or the message and the date of publ1·
c tion are indicated. No evaluation was done by the t~ctions
d no reports were vr1tten. As we have seen a,'' )ove, 2
the
~ere

~
i

1

11

2IF-167, 72 31-84, 6.
2 4
1$.
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r
completed product was passed on to von Kalkste1n's evaluation
section. Here material judged to be of no importance was put
aside and the rest routed to authorized recipients. The principal
recipients we~, of course, Jodl, the Chief of the Operations
Staff of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces (Cher OKW/WJl'BT.);
eitel, the Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces
(Chef OKW); and Hitler. We know that Friedrich, the head of
he Air Force Signal Intelligence Service,received the VN's215
d it is likely that this courtesy was extended to the heads
f the Navy and the Ai-my Signal Intelligence Services also.
ithin OKW/Ch1 itself one copy vent to the Archives where it
; as available to the members of the resea.rch section and one
opy to the language sub-section which had produced it. Here
t was used 1n compiling lists of cribs and for similar puroses. The total number of copies ordinarily distributed is
ndicated by the tact that, ''tor a long time," thirteen
op1es were p:-epared, 11 later on," more copies were prepared
d for this purpose stencils were cut. The recipients are
aid to bl.Te kept the VN's and handled them in the same way as
y other "Top Secret" document.216
Captured VN's in the possession of TICOM represent the
raffic of twentyn1ne countries. Moat or the messages were
om the Foreign Ministry of the country in question to its
presentatives 1n the various national capitals, or v~ce versa.
some cases the correspondents were two such representatives
a ay from home. Some or the messages w~re signed with the name
the orig~tor; some were signed "Foreign Ministry"; and
y were unsigned.
With respect to content, the captured Vli's can be roughly
c ass1f1ed as follows:
Diplomatic household affairs such as personnel moves,
exchange of stranded personnel through neutral countries,
requests for jobs, moves of embassies into new quarters;
Requests for passports and visas;
Press reports;
Non-press reports;
Commercial and shipping arrangements.
21 I-13, 6.
21

r

I-84, 5.
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It can be assumed that the German High Command had little
interest 1n such housekeeping problems of the diplomatic
stablishments as are represented by the journey of one Leon
vy from Algiers to Paris to fetch the archives, 2 empty mailags, and the tn>ewriter.
The requests for passports and visas, which take up much
space, were probably likewise of little interest to the OKW,
less it happened that the request came from a person of
nternational importance.
The press reports are merely resumes of what the Germans
ould very vell read for themselves in the pape~s.
The non-press reports, on the other hand, could conceiva ly have borne some interest for the Germans. Topics included
f rmation of nev cabinets, situation on the battle and home
f onts, morale, and impending or accomplished political moves.
A few examples of non-~ress reports from captured VN's follow .
Brazil No. 151421'(
Ankara ... Rio

19.9.44

The V1ce ...pres1dent of the National Party has been
appointed new Foreign Minister. Thie appointment is, 1t
seems to me, significa:.1~ of a striving toward a closer
approach to Russia, whose advance 1n Bulgaria is groving

~!~ 1 ~ ~~e~~o~~ 1 ~rkey.
Ankara-Rio
29.9.44

The sudden departure or the Anglo-American Military
Mission from Sofia upon the demand of the Russians has
caused animated perturbation here. This appears to be
the first conflict of interests betwixt the Russians and
the Anglo-Americans. In Turkey, public opinion ls disturbed
by the attempt of the Russians to proceed 1n the Balkans
without any control and to exclude any influence, no
matter from wha~ ~uarter or 1n vhat form.
Brazil No. 1703 1 9
Stockholm-Rio

22.8.44

The arrival of Keitel in Helsingfors, concerning vhich
silence was kept up to nov, was announced today for the fi~~t
time. It is certain that this third visit of Nazis brought
2 17T 791.
218'1. 791 .• ·

~ 19 T 791.

I
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a result quite opposite to that of the other tvo; for
Mannerheim did not allov himselr to be impressed either
by the usual threats or by any kind of pl'omises. Many
believe that this firm attitude strengthens the prest1ge
of the Finnish President with the Soviets 1n connection
with the peace negotiations reported in my telegram or
yesterday. However, the first impression 1n Moscow of
Ke1tel's journey was ~~oY baa.
Brazil No. 309 or 319
Ankara-Rio

5.10.44

The nev Thl'ace-statute imposed b7 Russia without
previous announcement and {discussion) negotiations has
called forth 1n Greek circles deep indignation and .among
the Allies great suspicion and not groundless fears. It
is not known here what the English reaction will turn
out to b~. However, Turkey sees its European frontier·
seriously menaced by the Ruesi&n troops.
Chungking-Clll.na No. 1300221
. • • - Chungking

13.9.44

The reason for the visit of the Vice-minister of the
Interior to consul Hou was . • . and the meeting at Quebec.
This time he informed Consul Hou as follows:
The reason ror the discussions of the two statesmen
Churchill a.nd Roosevelt concerning problems of English.American conduct of the war is said to lie J.n the necessity
for sending new contigents of troops to • • • Churchill
and • • • will confer on the preparation of further contingents of troops for landing 1n the Netherlands Indies
or the e9~J.tl Islands. The fleet movements a.re to be
accelerated, even though it appears as if the European
war were more pressing than the var 1n the Pacific.
One Japanese message 1n vhich the Germ.ans would undoubtedly
hav~ been interested vas, unfortunately for them, solved just
10 onths late. Intercepted on 10 December 1943, it was marked
"So ved a.fter delay ~d issued as a VN under date 11 October
194 , It was sent from Moscov to Tokyo a.nd contains over five
pages or &nnual report for the year 1943 on the a1tuat1on of
the ov1et Un1011. Such topics as the German-Russian front,
Russ an home-front morale, and Russian foreign policy are
trea ed in some detail.222
11

220T

7'·f:_.

221Tl7a8.
222

T
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Among the messages dealing with shipping and other comercial matters, ones such as the folloving may have interested
he 0:~!;1704223
Rio-London
23.8.44
The Economic Off ice for Sugar and Alcohol approves
the extension of the international agreement for tvo years
and deems it suitable to ask for a.n. increase or the quota,
which of course could not be used at once, but vould afford
greater assurance in planning; for • • • increased during
the effective~~~s of the London agreement by 25~ • • •
France No. ?
Washington-Paris
19.l0.44;
Sodium Cyanide. For Import and Production.
The' situation here is very critical. Before the var
the United States was the principal customer for French
sodium cyanide. The War Production Board inquires vhether
France 1a at this time 1n a position to supply a certain
amount to the United States. Please answer by tele·gram.
DeGaulle-France No. 74p225
Madrid-Algiers

4.9.44

·
The st-:·P.. '111.;r'
.
''Sae II 11 sailed this morning, 4 September,
from Huelva bowid for Port Lyautey with a cargo of 4,601
tone of pyrites.
The follov1ng messages are presented as miscellaneous
material vhich mai have interested the Germana:
Brazil 324220
L1·sbon-R1o

20.9.44

on the basis of the in&tl"Uctions 1seued by Minister
Aran.ha 1n the telegram of 28 July I yesterday gave Dino
Grandi as remuneration for his work the sum of 24,600
escudos, equais 1,000 dollars. I had received this sum
from our clearing-house for this purpose. Dino Grandi
hailed the Brazilian Government 1n words of acknovledgemen t. ' The text, vhich vas handed out to me, I shall
send air-ma1l.223T-791

224'1'-782
225T-782
226T-791
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Chile No. ? 22 7
Washington-Santiago
7.10.4~

The Government of the United States has granted to
the Military Mission the following var material: 12
howitzers •• -· vlth 9,000 •••• 24 machine gwis caliber
30 with 50,000 rounds, 48 anti-tank cannon with 9,000
rounds, 500 gasoline tanks • • •
Directives as to what systems were to be attacked came to
nner-from the head of OKW/Chi (Kempf, and later, Kettler).
e head of the service was in tul'Il, as ve have seen, briefed
Military Intelligence (the Abwehl'). From what little we
ow, liaison was, at least from the cryptanalysts' point of
iew, not very satisfactory. Neither Military Intelligence
(the Abweb~) nor-oddly enough - the heads of' OKW/Ch1 seem toave had an·- adequate idea of the dif.f1cult1ea .faced by the
ryptanalysts·. As a result, ·directives always ca.me too late. 228
uettenhain remarks that Kempf had requested that an American
trip system.be broken by a particular Sunday. By a great
troke of luck the system was broken to meet
deadline.
11
his caused the operational
personnel
some
concern,
because",
1
s Huettenhain said, ' they were always arra1d a.fter 11 thet he ,
Kempf) vould expect systems to be broken to order. 22~

the

rypt~~Y~~~t!~h~!:e::~~do~ ~/~~h=h~!s~~!t!~~2,oeai~st
0

ecame apparent that OKW/Cltl. had not achieved any outstanding
cryptanalytic success. Nevertheless, Fenner's group, aided by
~he research section, did achieve a series of lldnor successes
dnd kept a steady stream of intelligence flowing to their
duperlors. During the period from January to June 1944, as·we
~re informed by Kettler's report, Fenn.25is linguists produced
monthly average of about 3,000 ~'s.
It may be noted 1n

t

!27T-789.
1281-84, 3.
f29I-84,
30

•

5.

1-111, 2.

i

3lnF-9, 3.
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r
passing that during the same period SSA reported a number of
completed diplomatic messages which averaged 3,700 per month.
Earlier, it may well be that OKW/Ch1's output of VN's was
greater, because durj,.ng the period for which we have the report
the effects of the Allied air raids on the German cities vere
beg1nn1ng to be felt. OKW/Chi had been bombed out of its
regular q~~ters in the Tirpitzufer section 1n Berlin 1n November 1943. '~ During the period covered by the report, Kettler's
crypto-l1nguists were working 1n temporary quarters, unheated,
and 1n many cases without doors and trindows.2~} In 1944 the
umber of crypto-11nguista engaged was about 320. It is
probable that tlUs number had declined from a pea.le reached
about 1941. .Kettler 1n ltl.s report refers to a combing out of
able-bodied personnel tor active service.234
Fenner's linguists, 1t vill be recalled, vere organized
into desks according to the language used .1n the material attacked. What ve know about their vork 1n detail can best be
arranged according to the language 1n question. When Mettig
~as asked the embarrassing question about OKW/Ch1 1 s outstanding
cryptanalytic achievement, he vas able to point out that from
an intelligence point of view the Turkish section perhaps made
the most important contribution. He also mentions P~~ish
traffic as having proved important for intelligence. ,~ This
was confirmed by Kettl•·. r' s report, where Turkey and the Polish
Government in exile vere mentioned as fruitful sources of
inf"ormation. To these he adds the United States of America. 236
b. Turkey:
237
The Turkish,desk 1n OKW/Chi consisted of about ten. p~~p~e
232

i-~os,

2.

233DF-9, 4.
23 4DF-9, 4.
2.35I-128, 3.
23 6DF-9, p. 3.

237!-l, 20.
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and eems to have been headed by Specialist Dr. Locker.238
Beyo d the .fact that the acihlevements o.f ·t his deak were very
val able1 we have no 1nrormation about what systems were
bro ·en. Scherschmidt, who was in charge or Turkish cryptana ysis 1n the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers
ZS) said that the bulk of ·the work on Turkish Military Systems
was done by OKW/Chi. Despite tha fact that he had a low est1mat of their ability as 11ngu1sts 1 Scherschm1dt believed O'Jn//
Chi had considera~l~ success, particularly with Turkish
mil tary systems. '~
c. Poland:
The Polish desk ha~ 40wenty people and was one of' the
lar est language desks.
It lras headed by a civil servant
nam d Berndt.241 The main success of OKW/Chi. in the polish
fieid was attained against an e.nciphered .four-f'igure code
use~ by the London Governr..:i.::Lt in Exile. This system vas
fir t attacked and solved by Huettenhain's resea~ij~ section
tow rd the end of 1942 or the beginning of 1943.
It wae
worked on continually and changes in the system were follo~ed.
Webter ~entions having worked on the material 1n the spring of
194 ~2~3 Kettler 1n his report of spring '44 mentions the
sol tion of a Polish cipher as one of the outstanding cryptanslyt1c achievements of his organization. Thie cipher vas
prdbably one of the variations in the system under cons1derat1dn. By 1945, twelve different stencils ~d a large number
of enciphering tables had been recovered. 2
In the attack

23 Thus Beyreuther (I-150, 3).

Mettig (I-96, 3) says a Lt. Dr.
Ke
was head of the desk and Locker his subordinate. Trappe
(I 123,3) puts Turkey, Greece, and Persia at a de·sk under Min.
Rat Seifert and Dr. Locker. 5cherschm1dt of the Foreign Office
crh>tanalytic Section (Pera ZS) (I-103, 3) said Locker was head
1
the OKW/Chi Turkish desk.

.:t'b

23
61-103, 3.
2\1-150, 3.
24
[ I-96, 3; I-150, 3; I-1, 20.

JSee I-31, 20-21.

242

2 ·31-124, 3.
2 41-118,
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o the systemJ Huettenha.1n's people used s specially developed
cryptanalytic device ca~4~d the W1tzkiste ("Bra1nbox 11 ) and also
of!nary IBM machinery. ~ The syptem vas referred to by .some
1 ormants as 0 M111tary Attache",24b by others as"D1plomat1c".247
The most valuable intelligence results from Polish traffic,
h vever, were obtained through the breaking of the traffic
b~tveen the underground organization 1n Pol412d and its governmttnt 1n London. This traffic was said to have been particularly
valuable during the period immediately preceding the Normandy
llivasion. All vireless trat'fic from England vas banned, but
trle traffic of Polish agents to England continued and vas read. 2~8
Mdst of this ·traffic seems to have been 1n a five-f.tgure system.
THe original break was apparently maCJe not bf ~KW/Chi but by the
ents Section of Inspectorate 7.fvI (In 7/VIJ . ,a· Once the
b ak had bee~ made. however, the tre.f'fic proved to be so
va uable that 1n the autumn or 194' a group ~rom The Agents
Se tion of In ' 7/VI vas transferred to the Polish desk of OKW/
C vhere it worked as part of the organization. The transla ed clear texts were published as regular VN's and given an
ex ~ remely limiited distribution.
The traffic its~~f was 1ntercer ted by the OKW/Chi intercept station at Lauf.
d. U.S.A. and Great Britain:
The precis ~ org&ii!zatlon of the attack on the traffic ot
th' English-Speaking Allies is not quite clear. Mettig
stated that there vas a special desk tor U.S.A. and that this
desk was headed by Senior Specialist Rohen. British traffic
vas separately handled by a desk under Senior Specialist
Ro i ter. 2 ~2 All the other informants, hovever, put both ·
Great Britain and the U.S.A. 1n a single desk headed by Rohen.253
.

I

24 51-31,
24 .

24

21.

y Huettenhain 1n I-118.

· y Weber in I-124.

248f -115, 9,
2 5°see belov \.\llder
.I
.
2511-115, 9.

11

Agents• Systems 11 •

2521-96, }.

2 53~0

Beyreuther (I-150, 2).
Off c~ people (I-1, 20).

Trappe (I-123 1 3) and the Foreign
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T:ris vas a large sect~on containing forty to fifty people.254
Rptter vas apparently a cryptanalyst of ~g~e experience. He
h~d once hea~gg the Czechoelovakian desk
and later the Bulgi~ian desk. ~
It mAy be suggested that the?>e vas actually
o e desk for England and the U.S.A. and that Rohen was the head
o 1t. Since success vith U.S.A. tra.t'fic vaa much greater
than success with English traf"f1c, most of the personnel were
ptobably employed against the U.S.A. It is possible that
Rotter headed a small research group engaged, perhaps unsucc+ssfully, on some of the English syateme.
I With high grade American machine ciphers, OKW/Ch1 had
n~ success and seems to have made very little e~~g7t.
Huettenh.1n knew nothing of the 11 big American machine".
He apparently
had never concerned himself with American diplomatic machine ··
c~phers. No work was done on American enciphered telepr.1nter.
t 8.ff1c.
Muettenha1n stated that he had never seen any such
t*~rr1~ 25
OKW/Chi's vork on the American Hagelin ie mentioned
b~lov. 59
Hagelin was, of course, never a practical problem
for OKW/Chi since it vas never em:P.cJSd for diplomatic tra.t'fic.
I The leading German success ill the American diplomatic
f~eld was the reading of the American strip systems. We knov
tl'ia.t the American str1p system (0-2) vaa read by the Foreign
ODfice Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS). 2 6 0 Whether this is
ttie same system mentioned by Huettenhain as having been broken
a.t OKW/Chi is not known. The story told by Huettenha.in - that
Kdmpr had ordered the section to brea:-r an American atr.ip system
beifore a certain 8Wlday and that this vas done, much to the
c sternation of the personnel vhv f~arcd that a.t'ter that he
w ld expect systems to be broken to order - does not state
2

I-1, 30.

2sr1-123, ,_

From Trappe, vho knev the situation 1n 1938.

2Sf1-1, 20.
2

11-84, 6.

2 lI-31, 19-20; I-84, 6.

25fsee Chapter

r:v.

26 1-89.
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specifically which American strip system vas meant.261 In any
case, OKW/Chi deserves credit for the development of a cryptM
analytic machine vhich facilitated the 1'8gular b~aking of the
traffic once the initial break-in had been L~de.2b2 · Huettenhe.in says the break-in t:1as obtained throug.n mi.stakes in th~
~se of the system and that there was no physical comprom1ee.2b3
~o German agency read .American strip systems &f'ter the intro~uction of channel elimin~tion.
1
For a sho.rt time,, sc·u.::. sort of American military attach€
1
~raffle seems to have been read.
Huettenhain says this vas
emergency double transposition but he vas not sure, on thinking
it over,, vhether this was British or Amer1can. 2 ~ Mettig had
a vague recollection of the matter. He described the system aa.
military attachl system although the sender was not a military
~ttache . . The traffic was betwee~ ~aah1ngton and North Africa.
Re thought the system was M-209. 6
Rave, who, it will be
*ecalled, was a minor light in the Japanese section and who
qannot therefore be taken seriously as the other tvo vitneseee,
Had heard some vague rumors of the breaking of .American m111-

a

8

~a~~o:t!~~~ee!~~~!~en~~26S0~! !~:t i~~=~y~o~~~~=i~~ ~~~m

\

tlhese cont"used remarks is that an American military attach6° ·
d puble transposition used 1n Cairo sometae during Rommel's
campaign ~as read by anagramming tvo messages of identical
length. ·The evidence is so contradictory and coni'used, ho~
eyer, that the matter must remain very doubtful. It is a case
where the prisoners' ::i~m:n:·y railed.
I In addition, an unenc1phered code of about 100,,000 groups
1~ use since 1926 was read.269
1

261
) I-8 4 , S.
2 ~ 2 1-31,,

-4.

2 931-2, p 2;

I-84, 5.

264I I-31, 9.

See belov note.

2 6r1-111, p 2.

26rr-22,, a.
2691-31, 9.
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The U.S.A. desk of OK\tl/Chi also broke a code enc1pherment
system employing twenty-letter alphabets. 27~ Weber said that.in
June or July of 1941 he and a crypto-linguist named Te1schmueller
'tlorked on a United Statea diplomatic five-letter system ·to which
an encipherment using seven. to ten alphabets vas applied. Dit~erent alphabets were used tor the odd and even groups.
Weber
did not read the system and whether it was read later Ye do not
kno'tl.272
There is no evidence ror high-level success against British
systems. A Typex machine captured at Dunkerque was on display
at OKW/Ch1. T~ia machine vas vithout rotors and no rotors •Vere
ever obta1ned. 7~ The OKW/Chi ~risoners could give a reasonable
accura~e desor1ption ot the mac 1ne but they were not sure how ·
many rotors vere actually used.27 4 Carefully queationed on the
aubject, they were emphatic in th41r statements that it had
never been solveg~ e1ther by OKW/Ch1 or any other GeJIUl8.n cryptanalytic agency. ' 5
There 1s considerable evidence for successfu1 work on the
British Interdepartmental Cypher. The book ~as captured in
Bex-gen, Norway, and OKW/Ch1 collaborated rt th 'the Navy and
Air Forces in solving the encipherment and reading the tra.ffic.276
The rest of the evidence 1s largely n~;:;.'l.tive. Miss Hagen, head
or the English desk in the Foreign Off ice Cryptanalytic 8ect1on
271I 31, ~
2721 124, 3

27}see I 161, 4; I 31, ll; I 66, p 3
2741 31, ll
275An unsuccessful efrort was made to trap Huettenhain and Mettig
on this point. At the conclusion of the interrogation, even
the most skeptical of the interrogators vas convinced that
they vere telling the truth. See I 161.
276see I 22, p·. 12; I ll~,. 4; I 9}, 4.

Mettig (I lll) is probably mistaken in his statement that OKW/Ch1 qid not vork on
the Interdepartmental Cypher. Huettenha.in (I Jl; ll) simply
., said he knev nothing about it, so that 1t had not been re·te!"red. . to the research section. The linguists may have vorked
on it unaided.
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(Pers ZS), said she believed that OKW/Chl was not iSUccessful
with British diplomatic ciphers although they were attempted.277
No work was done by OKW/Ch1 on India-Office traffic, British
Commercial or Bank or England systems. ~,atenhain said that no
English sys tema had bet~µ read since 19.!.t3.
e. France, Belgium, Netherlands:
At the beginning of the war OKW/Chi detached Huettenhain
to the armies on the Western Front tor the purpose of working
on French high-level m:Llitary tra£f1c. ·This traffic was probably
assed between the Ministry of War and the Southern D1~tr1ct,
later between the Ministry and all important commands. 7~ The
ersonal file 1n T-1620 contatns tvo letters written by Huettenain to Fe!Uler during the time of his detachment. From these
letters it is clear that Huettenha.in was wholly successful. The
traffic was read up to the end of October 1939 and leads were
pparently given for continued reading. The military author11es were pleased with Huettenha1n 1 s work but Huettenha1n made
t clear that he could not have been successful without pre1m1nary work in reconstructing French books done by Trappe and
there at OKW/Ch1 bef1.)1•e the outbreak of the war. Towards the
i=nd of the war the Frsnch desk was headed by ~5fi1or Specialist
Mueller and consisted or about twenty people.
Huettenhain's
11.nterest in the primitive French form of the Hagelin,, the
P-36,, ~~ in the more c:omplice.ted French cipher device, the
~-211,,
was an 1nd1ce.tion that some of the traf"fic 1n these
systems vas perhaps dealt with by this desk. This desk may
have assisted with the supervision of the Vichy French traffic
hich was under the direct control of the French Armistice
omm1sa1on at Wiesbaden, but we know no details of this work.

77r-27.
f78I-31,, 6. Huettenha1n adds a.a an exception: except "a
Transposition system ••• 'tirhere the same key length was
~sed on both cages".
This may be a confusion with the Amel'ican
filitary·attache system discussed above.
~ouble

f79r-:;1, s.
~80
I
I-96, 3; I-150, 2; I-123, 3; I-1, 20.
~8lsee below,, Chapter IV.
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Of successes against the other western allies, we can say
that Prior to the fall of Belgium a Belgian desk existed
1~ OKW/Chi.2~2 Since the division of labor with the Army does
n?t seem to have been so rigorously carried out 1n the early
d~ya of the war as it was later, it is possible that this desk
h'd something to do vith the reading of the Belgian military
t~ree-figure code enciphered by substitution tables.
In any
~~!~ie~,~ system lT&B re.ad. No Belgian attach~ systems were
~~ly

3

At the ou~g~eak of 'the war there was a desk for Nether-

\

lands traffic.
Of the work of this desk we know nothing.
f ·\ Russia.
8
The ~Mgaian desk was under Professor Nowopaschenny.2 5
Wendland,
the head of the practical cr'YJ>t&nalysis section,
(Section V) vas also interested 1n Russian. It is knovn. that,
aaj early as 1934, Nowopaschenny was connected with the Cipher
Section, and was interested at that early date 1n Russian
problems. At that time, Russian military traffic was being
worked on. During the war, the Ruaslan section vas small, and
1t l seems to have been able to accomplish nothing. Mettig stated
definitely that Russian diplomatic traffic vas enciphered with
a one-time pad and was never read. Traffic Vas intercepted
87
from time to time and tested, but the desk never had any luck . 2
The Foreign Office Pe~ple said that up to the time of Stalingrad
the Army had read a Russian diplomatic system based on a onetinle pad.288 They vere probably mistaken. The system read was
almost certainly a military system. We know that such a system
was read. A diplomatic system would not have been handled by
the Army.

':

\ ..

.

282:I-36, 3.

2~3~-31, 6.

284~-36,

3.

2851

I-96, 3; I-123, 3.

286Beyreuther
1
was 1 hovevert vrong 1n considering him head of
the jRussian desk ,1-150, 3J.
2871-96, 14.

2asi-2~,

15.

-
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Yugoslavia:
T e· l ::goslavian desk vas headed by Principal Specialist
Wendland, vho r;eems fQr a time to have been assisted by Senior
Specialist Ballovic.2~9 The desk is said to have been amall, 2 90
and we do not know prec-isely what it attempted or accomplished.
Bugg1sch ~tfted that OKW/Ch1 attacked the systems of M1ha1lov1c
and Tito. 9
However this may be, it is known that the Army
also worked on these systems.292 What the division of labor
vas we do not knov.
h. Japan China, Manchukuo:
The japaneae Deak was headed by First Lt. Adler and seems
to have consisted of about fifteen people.29) Five members of
this section were interrogated, and ve have a fairly complete
picture of its accomplishments. The .following Japanese systems
vere read:294
( 1.) A tvo and four-digit code •..u ..en,·:.iphered, knovn ~n
the LA Code. Another info:rritant adds the GA and IP Codes. 2 ~~
(2.) The KOKOK Code.29o Thi~ v.ae a two and four-letter
code transposed on the basis of a repeating nineteen digit
keyword. This system v~s solved up until the time it was
dropped on 1 January, 1942.
g.

2891-96, 3; I-123, 3.
2 9°1-1, 20.

2 91 1-58, 7.
2921-69.
2931-96, 4; I-123, 3. Beyreuther, who vas a member of the section,
mentions 1~ names (I-150, 4). This is, therefore, a min1mum
number. The Foreign Office people simply refer to a "largish
group". ( I-1, 20).
294The following list is based on that given by Reinhard Wagner,
a member or the desk in I-90.
2 95Beyreuther (I-150, 8.).

296called K.AKAK by Beyreuther (I-150, 8). The system was vorked
on by the Research Section (I-31, 8; I-31, 5; I-118, 7).
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\

(3.) FUJI, a transposition by means of a transpoa12~en
square with nulls applied to ~ t~o a.nd four letter code. r
This system vas ~ead unti~ it ended 1n August, 1943. It vas
. broken in a very short time by the use or special appar~tus
: designed by the research section and operated by Weber. 9~
New traffic could be read 1n lees th&n tvo hours with the aid
of this machine.
.
(4.) The slightly more complic~ted system which succeeded
;FUJI 1n January, 1944 was also read.~~
:
(5.) A rour-rigu~e basic code vith 1,200 values enciph- .
~ered by an additive book of 400,000 values.
·
(6.) Various commercial codes, each of Rbout 10,000 values,
enciphered by transposition. For example: Al?~,!\J, a three, four,
;six-letter code; ETGAV, a six-letter code; AMN1JM 1 a five-letter
:code. The enc1~her1ng processes vere indicated by letters
CIFOL or VEVAZ •.'00
(7.) ABABA BOBCB CDCDC. This system was exclusively
1employed in the Far Eaat and consisted of a very primitive
basic code ··:~.·~1phered by transposition. It was not l'e&d after
New Yearf 1944, because interception became j.mpossible.
:
(8.J A system used by Sato, Oshima's counter-1ntell1·
gen.ca man, to pass messages which Sat6 did not wish to come to
the attention of the Ambassador. For each letter of the alphabet tvo digits were substituted. The resulting text vas then
enciphered by a repeating additive of ten figures which never
changed.
·
(9.) A machine which apparently consisted of two enciphering wheels, one with six letters or the alphabet, the other vith
the remaining tventy. This system vas read until February, 1939.

297 see also I-31, 8· I-84, 5. Thia is pl'ob4bly identical with the .
Kennwort (indicator~ code mentioned by Rave (!·22, 8) and Beyreut.her
(,1-150, 8).
298 The apparatus was.called the Bigrammsuchgeraet "the bigramsearching machine'' (I-;>l, 4). Weber himself sa.ye traffic three
to four days old vas read {1·124, 3).

299weber denies that any success vas obtained vith "new Jap
syetems 11 after August 1943.

Weber may not be a reliable informant.
'

3~0I-31. 8; I-150, 8.

('·
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It was originally broken, however by the Foreign Office
Cryptanalytic Section ( F'ers Z8) •361 After 19}9, the macbine
was replaced by another machine, and this second machine ~as
ne~er broken by any German cryptanalytic agency.
When the
Army cryptanalyst, Steinberg, who had vorked on .American
machine systems, was transferred to OKW/Ohi 1n November 1944,
he was assigned the mission or attacking the Japanese mac~~·
To assist him, 8teillberg had only one or tvo enlisted men.
It was determined that, like the old machine, the nev machine
enciphered letters 1.n tvo groups, a group of e1.X and a group
ot twenty. The vork, hovever, was .interrupted by thee3d of
the liar, and no traf"f"ic 1n this system was ever read . -' 3
no Japanese Mi.11tary Attach6 systems, either Rikugun or
K8.1gun~ ~ere ever read, although they vere attacked at various
times.~ 0
Ruettenhain himseli" investigated them 1n 1943. In
1942, a very favorable opportunity offered itself when the
Germans passed the details of certain book recoveries to the
Jape.nese . These details vere passed by Hayashi to Tokyo 1n the
f.ilitary Attache system. Despite the wealth of cribs offered
by th1s ij5ocess, the Germans did not succeed 1n solving the
system. 3
:
Adler's section also worked v!th Chinese, although not
many people vere engaged on th1a.
Chinese systems we~e ever
referred to the research section. 30
The only clear success
ve are certain of vas vith the Chinese M~litary Attache system
which was discontinued 1n April or May, 1943. This was a threeletter code, and the first groups vere alvays EFR 3KW JXW. The
encipherment consisted or transposition within the code groups.

Mo

30lFrom Huettenhain, I-118, 7.

302

I-l501 5.

303I-3l, 8; I-118, 7..8, from Huettenhain.

Buggisch's idea ('I-64,3)
that Steinberg solved the machine 1s certainly vrong.

30 41-84, 5; I-118, 7; I-31, 8.
3051-}l, 9.
3061-31, 9.
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The enc1phe.rment was solved, but no messages vere ever read.307
Chinese traffic with the discriminant NKDBN was also "investigated", with '\fhat success ve do not know. It consisted or
three-letter groups, unenciphered, with many spells • . .Apparently enough traffic weaaread to show that it was or a purely
military character.~
Some Manchur1~ material was also
worked on, but no details are known.~
1. It~ly:
enior Specialist Raf"fel was head of the Italian desk.310
The section contained thirty-five to forty people and apparently
had considerable success. Senior Specialist Paschke, of the
Foreign Office Crjpte.nalytic Section (Pers ZS). said that between
1935 and 1942 his people had ~read everything' 1n Italian, and 1t
is likely that their results were passed on to OKW/Chl. We know
that OXW7Ch1 read a diplomatic system called AR 22, and the
Impero Code. Betveen 1942 and 1943, the Italians increased
their additive material and employed d1graph1c substitution.
After the surrender of ~he Italian Government, the Impero Code
continued to be read by the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section
(Pers ZS) for a while. Later, there wae no longer sufficient
depth to do this, and it was suspected that a double transposition was being employed. The systems of the Neofascist Italian
.Republic were also read by the Foreign Office Cryptana1yt1c
Section (Pers ZS). They used a 5,000-figurs additive; during
the last three months, they also used unenc1phered bQ~fs and an
alphabetical book vith a short additive called RA l.'
j. Bulgaria, Rwnania, Hungary, Finland:
At an early date a desk existed for attack on Bulgarian
tra.ffic.'i2 At o~i time after its establishment this desk was
headed by Rotter. 3 There was a Rumania.n section headed by
307I-22, 8.

3°81-22, 8.
3091-150, 9.
}lOI-96, 4; I-150, 3; I-123, 3; I-1, 20.
311!-22, 5; 8.

312
31

I-36, 3.

~I-l, 20.
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Major Lenschau, which also had existed for a long ?Jrne and
which at the end of the var contained six people. 3
A desk
for Hungary also exiated.~is Finnish may have been worked on
in the Scandinavian section. We know, however, no details or
German successes against Germany's smaller allies.
k. Scand.1.na.via:
In 1940, Scandinavia became a place of great military
importance, and all Scandinavian work was transf'erred to OKW/Ch11l6
The Scandinavian Desk vas heade'1
Senior Specialist Wevering
and conta.1.ned about six peopl~.
The . desk read only Sv,~ash
unenciphered codes for ~hich the books had been captured.
In view of Huettenhain's interest 1n the Hagel.in, 1t 1e likely
the research section devoted some attention to tbe Swedish
diplomatic use of this device. He was able to recall a message

'y

that

~;s~6-~:;f~anN~,~~~di:~t:::e~~t t~!r;~~' ~~e!!~r~t!:~h:v~

5

read.
Switze:t?land:
There vas apparently , a~parate desk for Svies traffic
headed by First Lt. Kunze. 2
Traffic enciphered on the Swiss
E~1gma vaa regularly x·ead.
Huettenhain said that the wiring
was changed every three .months, but the changes at Washington
vere not made at the same t1.me as those in London. Cribs thus
provided by the Washington Tra.t'fic for tb~ London tre.i"f1o made
it possible to solve the London virings.-' 1 •
1.

314

1-150, 3; I-123, 3; I-36, 3; I-1, 20.
315
1-150, :;.
3 161-22, 21.
I

317

I-150, 3; I-123, 3; I-36, 3; I-1, 20.

318
1-31, 9.
319

1-31 .. 7.

32°From Mettig. The Foreign Office people said a Herr JungFischer was head of' desk; Beyreuther, a Studienrat Dr. Peters.
Trappe (I-12;, 3) says work on Swiss was carried on by Mueller's
French desk.
321·

I-31,· 14.
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m.

Vatican, Greece:
Around the beginning of the war, a desk was established
for attacks on Vatican tr&rf'ic. Seifert, a former membe~ of
the Austrian Cryptanalytic Bureau, joined O~/Chi at the time
of the Anschluse and broke a Vatican bo~k.'
A small Greek
desk existed under Cpl . Dr. Poetagens./ ' 5e1f'ert also seems
to have concerned himself v1th Greek systems, and 1s said to
have broken one or more Greek books.
n~
8~a1n 1 Portugal, Latin America:
·
·
e do not kncv vbat was accomplished by the small desk
tor Latin ~~~ica, Spain, and Portugal, headed by Specialist
Dr. Kiefer.
.
o. .Agents' Traffic:
·
Codes and ciphers of enemy and neutral agents vere not
a regular commitment of' OKW/Ch1. They 11ere handled by the
Agents' Section of In 7/vl, sometimes called 7auck's Section
from its head, first Lt. Vauck. Nominally attached to In 7/VI,
actually it vae detached to Group III of the Rad1o Defense
Corps (Fu III), which, it w111 be reoa11e3! was concerned
with the interception of a.gents' traffic. 5 Located at
Dorf Zinn~, near Jueterbog, the group acted more or leas 1ndependently.
It is not clear whether the 6,ooo agents' messages,
which, dec1phe~ed and translated, formed a portion of the prcduotion claimed for OKW/Chi. 1n the Kettler report Qf June, 1944,·
were actually turned out by OKW/Chi or by Vauck.~ 2·r It is muoh
more likely, however, that Vauck had nothing to do with these
messages and that they were actually part of the work ot Kettler'e
ovn organization. Occasionally more d1£.ficult proble~ were
·

'2

322

I-118, 3. He is also stated to have broken Polish, Turkish,
and Greek books.

323

. I-150, 3. The Foreign Office informants said Seifert was
·h ead of the Greek Deak and that Poestgen, Bruckmann and Ruesi.ng
were "also active on a more or less independent footing".

324I-150, 3;

I-12~,

3;

~-1,

20.

325see above, Chapter III.

3261-115, 6.
327DF-9, }.
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turned over by Vauck to OKW/Chi. One example of this 1s the
case of the signals from the so-called Rote 3 (Red 3) Network,
a Ruaeian agents' network operating from Switzerland. Signals
from this source were dealt with by Professor Nowopaschenny,
Trappe and Schmidt .of OXW/Chi early in 1943. Schmidt auccec:Jded
1n solving ten of these messages, and Vauck's people then discovered that the encipherment was based on a book. APparently,
however, th1,2gas not enough to solve all the traffic passed by
the netvork.
.
The transfer of wor k on London-Warsav traffic from the Agents'
Section of In 7/VI to OKW/Ch1 1n the autumn of 1943 has already
been mentioned. This transfer was apparently a result of an
appreciation of the .importance of the traffic and of a desire
to give work on it the l1m.1ted distribution of the regular
OKW/Chi vn•s.;ic9 In the autumn of 1944, the lfhole of the Agents'
Section of In 7/vI was subordinated to OKW/Oh1. The group
remained v1th Fu II, however, and its vork vas not affected by
this paper change.' 0
.
.

8. C tanal tic Research Securit and Develo ment.
'While the cryptoata ad a s eady an un 1e mission,
the research o:ryptanalysts of Huette.nhain's section 1n OKW/
Chi vere pulled 1n tvo directions ~ tolfards the oryptolingui.sts
vhom they could assist in the solution of enemy system.a and
towards the cryptographers who were interested 1n secu~ity
scrutiny of Gel'JDan systems. Research cryptanalytic work 1n
the first field has already been mentioned. In some cases,
it vae merely a matter of detachj.ng a rev people. to assist
a language section, as for e.xam;ple Weber and his ".D1graph1c
Weight Recordez-" Rapid Analytic machine assisted 1n the solution of the Japanese transposition system. Only a rev people ·
seem to have been employed 1n the unsucoessrul attack on the
Unlted States enciphered code. Not more than three p&l'ticipated 1n the study or the later Japanese diplomatic machine.
3281-132, 2. See also 1-115, 7.
lating to the 0 Rote 3" affair.

329see above under Poland.

33°1-115, 6.
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How many were employee regularly on the Polish diplomatic
stencil ve do not know-probably not many. The attack on the
United States strip system was perhaps originally a larger
effort. The research oryptanalysts seem, 1n addition, to have
made a detailed study of the various Hagelin machines and to have
obtained plain text for the linguists, at least in the case of
the simplest type, the French C-36. Huettenh81n o~t.l_ined the
various methods by vhich the C-36 could be aolved:~j
from messages in depth
from stereotn>ed beginnings, where a crib of five or six
letters could be confirmed if the cipher text contained
more than 323 letters
by statistical ~eans without any cribs when the text was
sufficiently long
Their investigations also extend§d to the more dirficult later
Hagelin development, the BC-38,3-'2 and here the general principles of solution vere also undorstood:
solution of messages in depth
solution made possible by errors in vheel setting and
consequent retransmission

general statistical solution employing Fearson'a x2 test.
For this last mei•,QC Bii. artificial message of five thousand
letters was used.-'-'' R.esults could be checked step by step
and the work vas brought to a stage where it was apparent that
final solution vould have been possible. No actual traffic
was ever solved by this method, however, despite the fact
that a Swe~;lh message of more than five thousand letters vas
available
The Finnish Hagelin seems never to have been
attacked.;35 So far as is knovn, OKW/Chi did not conceI"n

3311-45, 6.

332I-45, 7-8.
3331-48, 2· I-31, 1.

'
3341 ..31, 7; I-31, 9.
3351-31, 7.

·r ·
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1tsel.r officially with ·the solution 0£ any United 8tatee Hagelin traffic. The French B-211, both 1n the original and in the
modified form, and the Russian B-211 ~ere aleo studied. The
section had time for a small amount of purel2 theors;6cal vork,
as for example, Dr. Schulze's study of the X test.
Huettenhain ve.s thinking of suggesting "A gener~l theory for the
solution of Double Transpos1t1on" a,s a doctoral dissertation.
Such vork could be~kept secret by arrangement vith the university authorities.~~7
Probably one or the outstanding ach!evementa of the
OKW/Chi cryptanalytic section vas the d'~lopment of various
types of rapid cryptanalytic machinery.
We have already
had occasion to notice the use of this machinery 1n attacks on
cryptographic systems such as the Japanese transposition,
the Polish stencil, and the AJDer1can str1p. The section also
did a small amount of work 1n assisting 1n the development of
cipher devices. We hear of· a relay mechanism for changing
teleprinter letters to d,~9ts and thus producing an additive
ror the use of the Navy. ~
The machinery was extensively used,
too_, 1n the security scrutiny~ of German cipher systems. The
·
machines vere shown, as developed, to the other German cryptologic agencies~ which could, if they wished, order models for
their ovn use.~40
Cryptanalytic machinery was first introduced 1nto German signal 1ntell1geA~i work vith the adoption of IBM mach~ne~i342
by the Army in 1941.~
OKW/Chi did not have any IBM machine

336r-84, 2.
3371-31, 6.
338A detailed discussion of this machine:ry as vell as a more technical treatment of the various cryptographic devices mentioned 1n
this chapter v1ll be found -~-·l vc.iur.;~
2
of this report.
}391-20, p. 5.
3 40 I-31, 10.
3411-93, 5.
)42r-67,

2-);

IBM equipment.

1-961 13.

Despite this, Huettenhain speaks of us1llg

Thia must have been the .Armyts equipment.

Army ceyptanalytic agency and 01\.-W/Chi vere neighbors.

Cha.pterV.)
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and may have made use or the Army's equipment for this .Purpose.
Instead ot acquiring IBM machinery for themselves, OKW/Chi established 1 ts machine ;section for the development o:f special
equipment. This equipJnent vas to be used 1n the :first place
for security scrutiny 1)f German systems.)4' Huettenh&in explained that IBM machinery can bft ~sed only :for processes
which can be reduced to sorting.)4
For processes which
could not be so reduced, it vas necessary to develop special
apparatus. In general, the aim o:f the section was to build
reading and recording i~pparatus in all conceivable forms 1n
order to put togeth~r ;Bui table equipment as soon as a practical problem arose.' ~ The machj,ne section vaa one ot the
shov places of OY.W/Ch1. Capt, ~1g1 of the Italian Army saw
it 1n 1942 and vae impressed. 4
Certain Army cryptanalyst&
such as Buggiach raade use of the machinery on some occasiona.347
Toward the end of the var. OKW/Chi vas empoll'ered to take· over
the IBM machinery of t he Army, but because of the chaotic
tion ot a.ftairs at that time, this was never actually done.
The energy spent •:>n developing cryptanalytic devices
could be used for ei th•!r cryptanalysis or secur1 ty scrutiny.
An increasing amount o:r the available expert manpower of the
research section, hov~ver, vas spent on security research and
on the resulting problems 1n the development ot cipher devices.
The organizational changes expressive of this general tendency
h ;1.ve already been trac•ed. The overlaJ:>ping of security and
development work in the Army_ and OKW/Chi was remedied only at
the end of the 'ff&r vheJll OKW7Chi tor)k over the security and
development personnel :rrom the A.rrrry. Throughout most of the
var there was considerj!l.ble duplication of effort and a very
intimate liaison betve•~n Huettenhain and the Army security

c3ig1-

34'1-31, 3.

3441-.37, p. 2.
3451-37, 9.
3461-78, 11.
3471-58, 7.
348D-55, 4.
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people.349 . Most security problems were presented to TICOM
in the form of joint reports by Huettenha1n and Fricke.
Fricke, it will be recalled, spent most of the war in Army
securit~ research.
As a result, it is often · difficult to
determine vhat work was done by the Army .a.nd what by OKW/Chi.
The chief German cryptog.r.• uphic device was the Enigma.
It is possible that OKW/Ch1 - or rather ite predecessor, the
Reichswehr Ci-yptologic Section - was responsible ror its adoption. In any case, Fenner had a hand 1n developina the device~350
Once adopted, the device was privately produced~5r The Enigma
was produced 1n three principal models and OKW/Chi had apparently
worked on all of them. The simplest form of the machine known
as the Commercial Enigma had three ·wheels with a uniform motion
and a fixed end-plate. Huettenhain'B researsb2eection knew
very vell that this machine could be solved: ~
with a depth of tventy to twenty-five messages.
with a short crib.
without a crib by running the cipher text against a
catalogue or the results obtained by enciphering the
letter E, the most common German letter, in all possible
positions of the machine (the so-ce.lled E-strip).
The ·commercial Enigma vas used by the German railways and as a
result of OKW/Ch1's tnvestigat ions, new instructions for its use
were 1nt3gguced_vhich required the double encipherment or every
message.
.
A second form of the Eaigma., known as the 11 counter 11 Enigma,
had three wheels with an irregular motion and a movable re.flector wheel. 'l'his machine 11as used by military attaches
until around the middle of 1943. At that time it 1:1as shown
that the device coulc be broken on a ten-letter crib. The
mach1.nes vere v1thdral:1Il from the military attaches and replaced by the military type of Xnigma. The "counter" Enigmas

349 see I-67, 2-3.
3 50I-84, 2.
3511-84, '·
3521-45.
353I-92, 4-5.
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were collected by the Radio Defense Corps for use by Military
Intelligence (Abveh~). Menzer vorked on a new set or~instruct
ions for the use or the machine by the Abwehr people . ~~5
The most common va~iety of Enigma, the one used in the
field by the Army and Air Force, vas the Plugboard Enigma.
Thia was identical vith the Commercial Enigma mentioned above
except that an additional monoalphabetic substitution was applied
to the letters as they entered the wheel-maze and another as they
ca.me out, by means o~ plugs connecting one entry f.Oeition with
another. This plugging was lmovn as the "Stecker'. This device
was the keystone of the German cipher security structure during
most of the war.
Shortly after the beginning of the war, in October
1939, the Germans learned from a capture~ Polish Officer named
Ru~ek that tbe Enigma had been worked on in conjunction with
the French.)50 Ru!ek did not say the Enigma had been read.
'In the rem·:.i ants of the Polish cryptanalytic bureau files, the
plain texts of three Gennan messages known to have been transmitted from a German cruiser in Spanish waters during the
Spanish Civil War were fouud.J~7 It is said that there vere
many 1nterrQgat1ons at the time, but the interrogators "drew
a blank" • ..:>~ They did not find out whether the messages were
obtained by cryptanalysis or by physical compromise. At the
interrogations 1n Warsaw 1n 1942, one of the Poles interrogated vas a lieutenant colonel,, the . head of the Polish cryptanalytic bureau. A second series of interrogations was held
1n Berlin later 1n 1942.)59 In 1943 the case vas reopened and

355I-77; I-92, 4-5.
3561-31 1 3. This 1nci.dent became lmown as the "Fall Wicher" or

Wicher Case, from the fact that the Polish cryptanalytic bureau
vas located at Wicher, Poland . (I-78, p 7). Buggisch, however,
(I-92, p 5) thought that Wicher was the Polish cover name tor the
solution operation.

357 1-127,

s.

358Hen~ze of the Army Signal Intelligence Service states
(I-113,, 4); "They had learned :rrom a Polish officer that the
Poles had read it ltha Enigma) before Stecker vas introduced and
that Stecker had been brought 1n in consequence. "

i359The exact date of the interrogations is not stated .
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the prisoners ·interrogated again. No information vaa obtained.
Mettig attributed th1e lack 01· success to the stupidity of the
Abvehr, vhich left the prisoners together before the interrogations so that they had an opportunity to agree on a consistent
story. Present at the interrogations besides Matt~, vho probably attended as Chief of Inspectorate 7/VI (In 7/VI), vere
Steinberg and Pietsch, t~o Army oryptanalysts, and a Captain
Singer, vho represented· the Nav~
Mettig did not .l'lecall vhether
Huettenhain was p~esent or not. 60
In the West, the Germans had no better luck. They were
able to discover nothing 1n Belgium that thre~ any light on
the vulnerability ot their cr~tographic systems. 'When Paris
vas captured, the French cryptanalytic agency, the Deuxieme
Bureau, vas ~!sited but it had been moveg to Vichy. .When
Vichy was occupied, no search was made.~ l From 1.nte~roga
tions and visits to the cryptanalytic agencies of conquered
countries, therefore, the Germane got no conclusive evidence
that the Enigma was being broken, but enough vas found to
arouse their suspicions.
In the interrogations and investigations consequent to
the Polish discovery, the Army vas primarily concerned. It 1s
quite certain, hovever, tha.t ·che doubts which vere raised about
German security had repercussions 1n OKW/Chi and that Huettenhe.in 1 s research people did some work on the Enigma. Their
precise respons1b1l1ty for the change 1n the indicator technique, which was on~ of the results of the Polish .incident, is
not certa1.n. Huettenhain, at least, mentions the possibility
of a solution resulting from :raulty indicator procedure. He
also thought that a general solution might be theoretically
possible by the uss 6gr an E-strip as 1n the case or the
Commercial Enigma. '
Such a solution, however, vould be slov
and would take a.n enormous assembly of equipment and persoJUlel.
It vae never actually attempted in Germany. 0Kw/Ch1's final
general judgment on the Plugboard Enigma seems to have been that
the device vae secure if used accoI'd1ng to regulations. They

3611-31, 3 •
.3621-45, 4.
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were aware that solution might be possible by means of stereotyped beginnings, stereotyped messages, or a number of messages
1n depth. No texts of messages actually transmitted 1n the
field were ever made available to OKW/Chi by any branch of the
a~med forces.
The enforcement o~ cryptographic ~gulat1ons fQ
the field, however indirectly, was no part of the duty of OKW/Chi. It is vorth noting that early 1n 1944 the German Navy
became concerned about their cryptographic security as a result of heavy U-boat losses in 1943 and early 1944. A naval
lieutenant named Fro~ein was detached from the 81,snal Intelligence Agency of the Navy High Command (OKM/4 SKL/III) to the
Signal Security Agency of the Navy High Command (oKM/4 SKL/II),363
to study the Naval EnigMa. The 1zaval Enigma was like the army
and airforce machinesp but it had tour wheels instead of three
and, therefore, a higl"1~ J.' · degree of theoretical eecur1 ty. Froti'ein
broke the naval machine with known wheels on a crib of twenty.f 1 ve letters.-'64
OKW/Chi' s cryptar.Lalysts had a generally uneasy .feeling
about the security of the chief German ciphers. In a lecture
given as part of the Chi conferences in the aiitumn of 1944,
Lt. Dr. Stein told the assembled c.r-yptographers that no German
system was secure if the cryptographic regulations vere violated.
Without any authority to monitor actual tra.ffic vith a viev to
finding out hov ·d~ll the regulations were observed, all German
cryptographic agencies, includtng OKW/Chi, vere driven from
security scrutiny to an attempt to develop cryptographic devices
that would have a higher degree1 of theoretical invulnerability.·
OKW/Ch1's contribution to 1ncreasec security for the Enigma
was a suggestion that the wheels be redesigned so that 11 t}'.ley
could be gi-ven an irregular mot.ion. This device, the Ch&rl&eable
Turnover Rotor 11 (Lueckentuellewalze), vas de~gloped by OKW/Ch1
1n conjunction with the Army cryptographers.-'
It meant that
every Enigma ms.chine 1.n operation vould have to be supplied ~1th

363!-38, 2.
364
I-.38, 2.

Cf. also .I-95, 7 in which Morgenroth o.f O.KM 4/SKL Ill
states that Frowe1n investigated the Naval Enigma 1n the summer
of 1944.

3661-104, p 2-3. It may be noted that the Russians visited the
part of the .fim of He:lmsoetl. ;~ . a R1ncke 1n Russian occupied
Territory and removed ~rom it a complete.set of drawings for the
Lueckenfuellervalze but did not get a model, according to the
members ot the tlrm.
~(1
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a ne~ set of vheels. The wheels were never produced 1n great
enough quantity so that the system could be changed. Bide by
~1de with the attempt to increase the security of the EnigJ:Dawent an errort to develop entiz~ly ne~ cryptographic devices
vith the intention o:f replacill8 the Enigma. entirely. One of
the most interesting or these devices, the 80-39, a kind of
combination o:f Enigma and Hagel.in pr1J'lc1ple~ ~as scheduled ~or
production in •the year 1939, but because or technical d1ft1culties, lack ot clarity 1n the operational requirements and,
finally, the bombing out of factories capab~e of producing the
device, the first experimental models were not ready for delivery
before February or Marqh 1945, and they never reached their
destination in Berlin.~67 This dev1ce seems to have been mainly
developed by the A:rmy •. The foi-nlftg Army cryptanalyst, Buggisch,
vas a specialist in the machine.~ 8 On the part ot OKV/Chi,
Menzer seem& to have had the most fertile mind 1n the.develo~
ment of cryptographic devices. Between 1937 and 1939 he produced a purely mechanical machine called the M-40 and about
th1.rty models ~ere built. The machine was tested .by the Army
security peogle and fow:id "moderately secure 11 , but was actually
never used.' 9 One vari~t was to have been adopted tor
auto~tio Morse aending.'70 An 1nven~7!n of' Menzer's of great
practical sign11'1cance \ras the SG-41,
~his was a purely
meohanioal machine ~herein the vheels had an irregular interlocking motion. The machine received the approval or the OKW/Ch1
c~yptanalysts vho cons1dered that a tundement&l weakness of the
Hagelin had been overcome.~72 Like all machines of the Hagelin
type, the BG-41 can. be read 1n depth, but the setting of the

367 I-57, 8.

Major Barlo·w of the United States Army visited the
firm which vas building the SO 39, Telef'onbau und Normalzeit. Be
reported it completely ·bombed out (I-52, p 2.)

3681-58, 6.
3691-118, 5; I-58, 5.
37°1-84, 5.
'71 1 ... 58, 5.
3721-31, 7.
78
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machine cannot be recovered even from a very considerable
length of key. The S0·41 vas built, and used by German Agents,
but it vas never finally authorized for the army, largely
because of interdepartmental differences of opinion, vhich
seem to have been typical of the German signal intelligence
set-up where the link leading from the cryptologic experts
to the troops 1n the field seems to have been unusually long
and tenuous. The technical development vas 1n the hands of
a Dr. Pupp of Army Ordnance Development and Testing Group,
Signal Branch (Wa Pruef 7), and a fev engineers from the
Wande~r Works at Chemn1tz were also concerned.
The cryptographers spent a great deal of time 1n discussion as to
whether the order of the letters on the printing wheel should
be alphabetical. Gen. Fellgiebel decided that he ' wanted a
machine vith a keyboard. Consequently, the alphabetical
arPangement on the printing wheel vas not required; a mixed
alphabet vas used instead as adding some slight additional security. Production vas started on this basis and a thousand
. machines ~ere actually built. Then all the officers 1n the
Army Signals Department deoided that they vanted a smaller
machine vithout a key board tor use below the regiment. On
such a machine an alphabetic arrangement of letters on the
printing vheel vas necessary; if such a machine was to be used
with the key board machines, they too would have to have a
regular alphabetical arrangement on the printing vheel. As a
result of the change-over delayJ the machine was never turned
out 1n euFf1c1ent quantity for wide use. But a model v1th
ten digits rather than letters was produced for the use of the
veather services.37}
.·
Medium grade and low grade field systems were no concern
of OKV/Ch1 until it took over all Army cryptographic vork
1n the autumn of 1944. Fricke, who joined OKW/Ch1 along ~1th
other cryptographic ~xperts, had, during his career with army
security research,~7 shovn the weaknesses of the Double Playrair system, which had been the Army medium-grade system at
the outbreak of the var. He had been partly responsible for
the development of the "Raster" transposition system vh1ch
replaced it. The transposition system proved avkward for field
use because the original metal grilles could not be tu:rned

3131-12,

arr.

3741-20,

p 2,
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out ovi.ng to a shortage of material, and ~aper grilles requiring constant replacement vere used. OKW/Chi turned again to
Menzer and became interested 1n a little device he had develo~ea
for agents called the Schluosselk&sten" (Literally "key box"J.'75
This was a device that looked llke a slide rule with wheels.
T-1620 contains the re~ults of OKW/Ch1's security investigation
ot this device and
was found to be very satisfactory tor
meaium gl'ade use·' 7
.
.
The OKW/Ch1 research section gave considerable attention
to the security scl'Utiny and development or German teleprint1ng
security devices. ~'ha Germans produced two series or such
aevicea. The first series, distinguished by the lette~s SZ,
vere cryptographic devices separate from the teleprinter and
attachable. Enoipherme.n t was effected by twelve mechanical
(pin) wheels. The second series or devices vere actually built
into the teleprinter. The teleprinter and the device were designated by a number prefixed bJ the letter T. Encipherment was
obtained by the use of ten wheels with fixed pin patterns.
The SZ series began to be ~eveloped 1n the year 1937
11

5t

:~~~~ ~YP~~)e~~~!j~:~i 0:°!1~~ ~~g~~:~ ;i~~,77
8

Originally, no expert

c1•yptologic~

assistance vas sought.

In

1937, Menzer and Huettenha1n visited Liebknecht, the representative· of Army Ol'dnance Development and Testing Group

Signal Branch ('WA P:ruef" '7), and examined the first model,

the SZ-40. It vaa sho'tlll that the cipher produced by this
machine could be broken on a thousand letters ot text ~ithout
cribs or other assistance .378 Only about a hundred o_f the

375 I-57, 9.
376To some extent OKW/Chi concerned itself vith the development of ciphers tor German commercial firms as Huettenh.ain
.
states (I-84, 4).
The Military Intelligence (Abvehl') Office
(possibly I~I-F) was .responsible for the security or commercial
firms' ciphers but vhen there were d1f'f1cult1es, Menzer of O'EM/Chi sometimes helped. ·Huettenhain himself had advised that vhen
there vas little trarr1c, the firms should use a one-time pad
on a commercial book, such as ABC Code or Moss~.

3771-45, .16.

3781-31, 17.
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machines vere consequently produced, and, apparently in consultation vith Menzer_, a nev model, the ·az-42, vas designed. 379
This model, 1n turn, proved to be by no means impervious to
cryptanalytic attack, and variations, designated SZ-42 A, a,
and C, vere developed on consultation with Huettenhain and his
assistant, Dr. Stein.
The original models of the T series, the T-52 A and B,
vere produced by the firm ot Siemens. These devices were
exam1ned by Huettenhain 1n 1939, and he shoved that they had
a.n extraord1nar14y lo~ degree of security and could be broken
on a hunOred letters of cipher text without a crib. Changes in
design were suggested to Siemens, including means of producing
a non-uni.form turning of the vheels, but for ~JJgineering reasons
Siemens refused to accept these suggest1one.3~0 Instead, the
T-52 vas produced, vhich overcame some of the more obvious
disadvantages of the earlier models~ There were no short
sub-periods 1n its keying sequence.~ 81 The T-52 C vas studied
by the A:rmy cryptanalyst, Doering, 1n 1942, and he 1g~ved
that it could be broken on a text of i,ooo letters.~
In
these studies OKW/Ch1. evidently had a hand because it is known
that special cl'yptanalytic machinery, such ae OKW/c,6 had
and the Army did not have,vas used in the solution. 3 These
1nveat1gat1ons led to the production of the T-52 D. Security
~ork • . ma1nly by Doering, continued, and early 1n 194~ h~

379 1-31, 16. See I-57 for a pa~er by Liebknecht on his work at
Wa Pruef 7 on the sz 4o, 8Z 42, SPM T52 etc.
3so·1..31, 14.

3811-45, p 12.
3821...58, 6.
3831-45, 13 ff. On page 13 Huettenhain states: 11Mea.nwhile
the different deciphering machines (Entz1£fel'Wlgs hilfsgeraete)
had ahot:rn their vorth in solving cryptographic problems. Experiences had been gained particulax•ly about the good vor~ of these
deciphering aids even at high speeds. With these prerequisitea it was possible to give a method with vh1ch T 52 C could
be solved by employing deciphering machines."

81

f
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showed that the T-52 D we~ not secure either, and as a result,
the T-52 E vas produced.~~4 It is likely that Huettenha1n'a
section bad some part in these researches, or at least that
Huettenha.1n kept abreast of developments. He knev, for example,
that T-52 D and E messages could be read on a depth of ten
vithout a crib.385 There follovs the familia~ story about
dirficultiea 1n getting the Al'my.to introduce and use the improved dev1oes. The original Army position was that security
did not make any difference with the teleprinter anyway because
the signals went over lines and could not be intercepted . In
the summer of 1942, for ex.ample, the T-52 ·A and B, shovn to be
woefully inaecu~ three yeara earlier, were still being used,
and the T-52 O, w1th all its faults, was being distributed.
Evidence of line tapping found 1n Paris in the yeara,1942 and
1943 did something to arouse the Al'mY e;~1 authorities to
the necessity for teleprinter security.
But ags.in, the
Germans vere too late with their cipher development. The
newly developed machines could not be generally 1ntroduce6.
Throughout the war there vas considerable interest 1n
Germany 1n ciphony. The authority chiefly interested during
most of the war was the war vas the Army Ordnance Development
and Testing Group, 51gnal Branch (Wa Pruef 7), vhioh ves -1.n these
matters represented by L1ebknecht 1 whom we have already met
1n connection with teleprinter eeourity devices. L1ebk:necht
kept abreast ot the experiments being conducted for the ArmY
at the Vierling Laboratories. Various other German firms and
individuals. for example 1 Siemens, which were also concerned
uith teleprinter security 1 worked more or less independently
on the problem. OKW'/Ch1 was not directly concerned. although
Huettenhain And perhaps some of his associates vere 1ntel'ested
speotatore.3o·t The first effort at co-ol'dination vas made 1n
the summer of 1943 when all authorities .a nd firms engaged 1n
the development §r speech enc1pherment vere called together
by Fellgiebel.}8
The aim of the meeting was to el1m1nate

3841-78, 11-12.
3851-31, p 14.
3861-78, 11 rt .
. 38'r1-20 1 par. 30

ft.

3881-44, 2.
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o\re·rlapping work and to make it clea:r just 1:1hat the Armed
Forces wanted. They v&11ted; (1) As an immediate development, an improvement in the1r present oiphony methods.. Here
they vould be villing to accept something very imperfect, if
it could be·_ t.ot out quickly - and if interception vere difficult; (2) as a long-term project, an absolutely secure system
of special encipherment. The Army Ordnance Development and
Testing GroupJI Signal Branch (Wa Pruet 7) had a representative
at these·meetingsJI but apparently OKlt/Chi did not. Finally,
in November 1944, Praun, the nev Chief Si~l Ofricer or the
.Anned Forces (Chef \fflV), commissioned OKW/Ch1. to oheck developments 1n ciphonya This move was ob~iously a part of the program
of Praun an.6 Gimmler, llhel'eby OKW/Chi was to be the central
authority tor all cryptographic materials in Germany. One of
the Chi-conferences was devoted to c1phony, but again Chi t-ras
too late. "Owing to the general war situation", said Huettenhain and Fricke, "it t-ras no.longer possible to do this in such
a way that technical details could be reliablj reconstructed. 11 389
Any arrangement for assuring a high degree of o:rypto•
graphic security necess~!ly involves three steps:
th& systems actually in use must be put into the 1hands of
skilled ~ryptanalysts uho are able to judge their ettect1veneas;
they must be thoroughly exam1.ned by these cryptanalysts,
and if they are accepted as usable, the regulations tor
their use must be produced by the experts;
the recommendations of the c:ryptanalyats regal'ding acceptance or rejection of systems and regarding th& use ot
systems finally accepted must be adequately enforced.
One can arrive at soll1e conclusion regarOing the success or
failure of the German· security effort by exam1ning vhat they
accomplished under th~se t~ee points:
With regard to p~1nt one, the Germans were largely a
failure. 'When the war beganJI the ~i(lm1n1strat1on of German
cryptographic systems was 1n a chaotic state. The signal
authority of each branch of the armed forces did pretty much
as 1t pleased, at times vithout regal'Ci to the recommendation
of the Cl7l>t&nalyt1c authorities. It ~111 be recalled that
prior to October, 1943~ OKW/Ohi, the highest-level German
~891-44, 2.
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cryptologic agency, had no authority whatever to examine systems· used by the branches or the armed foroes. The Keitel
order ot October, 1943, vhich required at least the opinion
ot OKW/Chi before any system vas adopted by any of the separate branches, uas app~rently very incompletely observed.
Huettenhain states as a general ti:-uth, apparently valid ror
the entire course of the wal', that "no compulsion was put on
anyone to apply to OKW/Chi for security teats, except vhere
the Army l:ras concern.430 (to Fricke) , and many organizations never
tbought of doing so."'90 After his accession to office 1n the
s~er of 1944, Gimmler see~s to have made a real effort to
establish OKW/Ch1 as a security authority for the separate
branches. This effort came too late. Conditions were too
cbaot1c for a complete examination of existing German systems,
the constant air attacks made the mass production of any ne~
cipher device almoat impossible .
In regard to the second point , despite the lack of any
real authority in the matter, OKW/Chi did manage to examine
fairly thoroughly at · least the leading Army and Air Fo~ce
systems. They &pf.raised correctly the veaknesses of the coJDJDerciul and "counte!'' mcidels of the Enigma. They at least saw
that the plugboard Enigma was not invulnerable to attack.
Huettenha1n 1 s early remark to interrogators to the effect that
they knew the ~gma to be secure should not p6~~l&ps be taken
too seriously.
One migh.t even suggest that he vas trying to
t~ap his captors into some kind or an admission.
Huettenhain's
later statement, however, is to be taken at its race value:
the official judgment of OKW/Chi was that the plugboard Enigma
was secure if the instructions were observed. The development
or such devices as the changeable turnover rotor, and the Enigma
plugboard permuter, as well as the consideration of the various
substitutes tor the Enigma, such as the 50-}9 and the 5G~41,
was not due to any immediate concern tbat they felt for the
security of the cipher systems, but was intended to provide
against future possibilities.
390I .. 31, 16. The trai1elation of the document: "Never tbought
of doing so" is probably a tault¥t translation of the German
idiom: "Hachten gar n1chtdar..t.n. '
391I-2, p 4.
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In his final decision on the Enigma, Huettenha1n betrays
a certain academic aloofness and, one is tempted to say, smugness, which may have been h1s leading flaw as a cryptographer.
The standard mathematical tests had been applied to the device
and regulations laid dovn on the basis of these tests. The
poea1bil1ty or other attacks not arising from a standal'd
application of vell-knomi mathematical procedures, but based
on nev discoveries, never seems to have been seriously considered
by him. Allied to this academic attitude is the curious lack
of interest which Huettenhain and the other German cryptographers seemed to have sho'tm. in the actual size of the Allied
cryptanalytic effort against the German systams. The Germans
knew of the Deux1eme Bureau. They knev nothing, hovever, of
English 017Pta.nalysls - "the English, of course are notoriously
stupid." - All they knev about Americ~ cryptanalysis they had
learned from Yardley's Black Ohamber.)~2 One prisoner-of-var
captured by the Germana In North Africa mentioned a very large
park of IBM Machines operated jointly by the Br1t1sh and
Americans. Thia hint vas never followed up. 393
Th:ts academic aloofness of' OKW/Ohi vas ·probably only
partly responsible for the almost complete German failure vith
regard to point three. It vaa only vith the· greatest difficulty
that devices demonstrably insecure like the T-52 A and B were
actually withdralfn from use, or new and secure devices introduced. The regulations for the use of cipher devices, onoe
they had lert the hande of OKW/Ch1, were entirely outside their
competence.'9 4 The .Army refused to subm1t live traffic to the
cryptanalysts for analysis or monitoring from a security point
of view. Gimmler's insistence on a more vital colUlection between the security c~nter and the troops 1n the field, a connection, it vill be recalled, that vas to be carried out tn.;-ough
Capt. Bernsdorff's sub-section, vas ~ly justified. But the
scheme, though good, vas too late. By January, 1945, conditions
were too chaotic to put it into effect. The chance for effective
security control had passed.

3921-48, 2.
39}I-84, 6.
3941-20, par. 11. Fricke (I-20 par. 28) states that Oberpostr&t
Halder in the office o~ the Military Attache at Stockholm astont$1er
OKW/Chi by asking that T 52 keys be sent 1n clear !
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9. Miscellaneous Qperations. a. Broadcast Monito~™;
The department located at the Fehrbell1ner Platz, In Be~!n,
(finally called Secti on VI) put out its findings 1n a daily
nevspaper called the "Ch1 Nachrichten" ("Chi. Reporta").-'95
These reports were di vIOed Into sections devoted to military
affairs, economic affairs, and so on, with one section gi~en
over to comments. The material for the ~eports came from the
news broadcasts and .other plain-language material picked up by
the broadcast intercepting system. Originally, these reports
had a fairly vide distribution . Every section in O.KW/Chi got
a copy, and probably many of' the higher ups. After Stalingrad,
when the news became less fav•:>rable from the German point of'
viev, the Chi Reports received increasingly narrov distribution unt-rr-rlriaily-Ke1tel 1 s approval had to be obtained
before anyone could receive a copy . In effect, ~1tel became
the distribution age11cy for t he Reports. One copy 1 however 1
continued to go to the OKW/Chi Arch1ves 1 and the head of the
Arch1ves 1 Dr. 8chaedE~l, gave 1)1mmler a daily briefing on the
nevs.
Besides the Chi Re~orts ·the monitoring section published
special reports vhlc11 I sent regularly to interested authorities. Russian nevs, tor example, vas regularly passed on to
the Department of Al'nied Forces Propaganda vhich used it as
material for 1 ts nevupaper fo:r the ant1 .. Sov1et Russian troops
f'ighting on the Gernui.n side. For some ti.me, previous to
6 June 1944, all ref'E~rences t•::> the coming invasion were compiled into a single i~eport wh:Loh0 was sent daily to the "Department of Foreign Armies We:st (Abteilung Fremde Heare West).
References to Gel"man pr1&oner:s-of-war 1n Allied . hands were also
included in a special report for separate distribution. The
1nto:rmat1on vas prob~Lbly pe.ssi~c!I on eventually to the :relatives
of the prisoners, and thus th.49 effectiveness of the PW broadcasts as bait to the German public to listen to Allied propaganca broadcasts wns probably destroyed.
b. Attacks on C'!phony D9v1ces: one · of the moat interesting 1 teme to appeiLr 1ri the cbl Reports vas doubtless
political oonversatic>ns betweeil"Churchllf and Roosevelt 1 carried
on over a radio tele1>hone link between London &nd Washington.
The German 1nf'ormant11 state · t :llat this link was evidently not
intended to have any very high degree or security, eince an
}951-150 11. For a discussion of the Ch1-Nachr1chlQn see
also I-9~, 16.
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operator warned the conversing parties whenever the talk approached highly secret matters. The transmission, however, was
not in c'iear, but scrambled. The' intercept took place at the
broadcast monitoring station at IiUdWigsfelde by means of a
descrambling apparatus developed by the Army Ordnance Development and Testing Group, Signal Branch (Wa Pruef 7). Thi~./
apparatus is said to have been completely effective, and
changes in the key of the scrambler could be easily follo~ed
by turning a few knobs.39 6
In June, 1944, the Army cryptanalyst, Buggisch, ~as assigned to the experimental intercept station at Staats, conducted by the Army Ordnance Development and Testing Group,
Signal Branch {Wa Pruef 7). Here his mission was to study
the Russian s_crambler known as· X2 .-,97 Apparently at the time
of the organizational changes of November, 1944, Buggisch
became a member of O.KW/Chi. With the exception or a six-weeks
stay in Berlin, he continued his vork at Staats.>98 He was
not successful in solving the scrambl1.::r. Some interest a.t
OKW/Chi was aroused by a ciphony device recovered intact from
a crashed American Mustang plane. Thie device was kept on
an airfield for six months before it finally was 1clent.1f1ed as
being a cipher device, and it reached OKW/Chi in the ~pring
of 1945. There 1 t was handed over• to the Army Ordnance Department {HWA) where 1t was vorked on by Buggisch and a Dr.
Lotze.~99 Their investigations are said to have been inconclusive. It vas possible to :reconstruct the key setting from

396'I-84, 6; I-118, 4.

In I-88 Mr. K. Vetterlein of Abt Ille of
the Research Institute of the Reichapost Ministry revealec that
the Germana had constructed apparatus which was used to restore
the "scrambled'' radio c1rcu1 ts in use between Bri ta1n and the
United States to complete intelligibility.
Vetterlein started
work in 1940, by 1942 the equipment was working on a 24-hour
basis at Kelheim 1n the Munich area. The records of the speech
were sent to the Propaganda--Minister at Berlin. By J\pril 1945
they had also succeeded in deciph.pring to some extent teletype
messages sent over the same circuit. The work or Vetterlein
and the Reichsi.-ost evidently had no connection w1.th the OKW
effort at Ludwigsfelde.

397!-73, 2.

3981-31, 12.

I-58, 4.

399I-3l, 12; I-118, 4.
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intercepted oscillogram.i:~. But it was doubtrul whether solution
could have been rapid enough to l:>e of any use during an actual
f 1ght1ng operation.
c. Training: Traj.ning was a regular part of the operations
of OKW/Chi. Occasionally, special courses were given. Herold's
training tour in 1941 IOB.y be ?ecalled 1n this connection.
Kettler's report ment1011s that, ~ln the Spring of 194~, some
Bulgarian officers were given a apecia.l course 1n elementary ..
cryptology, and some GeI'man Air Force oi'ficers~ a special ad- · .
vs.need course. 400 Most of the tJ~a.1ning, hovever, was for the ·
benefit or OKW/Chi' s ovn. personm~l. Huettenhain mentions that ·
when he first came to thte cipher section, 1n 1937, he was allo ..
cated to a training section for the first six months. There he
worked on40 ~w-grade S~anish goveJ~nment military systems for
practice.
For member·s of the language sections the training
procedure, which had been followud since as early as 1930, was
somewhat different.402 These melllbers ca.me to.OKW/Chi trained
1n the language 1n which they wei•e to work, and 1 t is likely
that during the var the military personnel was drawn fl'Om such
special .Army language training units as the Interpreters'
Replacement and Training Battalion, 1n Berlin. Once 1n OKW/Ch1,
they vere int·r-oduced to cryptanaJ.ys1s gradually, concurrently
With their work as linguists. A course was conducted for two
days per week during the six wint;eI' months. Each new member
was expected to attend this court:ie for two wli1~... ere. During the
first winter, substitution ciphe1•a were studied; during the secor,d,
transposition. Originally, the c:ourse was conducted by Fenner,
than by Fenner a.nd Wendland. Duz•1ng the war, it was conducted
by Wendland and Huettenha.in. Att.ende.nce at these courses was
about three to twelve persona pez• winter. This indicates that
only the more prominent personnel in the language sections were
given the courses. Candidates received into the resea~ch
cryptanalytic sect.ion got two to four months continuous training,
at the end of which they were supposed to be able to tackle
unsolved problems. In the aummez• of 1943, Huettenha.in started
an advanced cryptanalytic course for which eight of the most
able cryptaoalysts were detached from the language sections. 403

400nF-9, 3.
401

1-31. 2.

402 1-118, 2, 3.

403cr. Beyreuther's statement (I-·150, 9} that he had heard about
Dr. Huettenh.e.1n giving lectures a.bout decoding work.
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Those who vere admitted were expected to be able to break systems
independently 1n the language sections. ~he scheme vae perhaps
to relieve pressure on the research section, which vae becoming
increasingly involved vith security problems. The course met
ror three two-hour periods each week but the total duration vas
not fixed. The syllabus included mathematical bases for cryptanalytic vork, related cryptanalytic problems, machine c1phers,
IBM and other cryptanalytic machines, German ciphers, practical
vork. Members of the course were expected to do a considerable
amount or independent research. In November, 1944, because of
the general situation. the course vas dropped.
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Chapter V.

Relations vith Other Cryptologic Agencies

OKW/Chi's Relations vith the Signal Intelligence
Services of Army, Navy, and Air Force. • • • • •

Paragraph
.10

OKW/Chi and Other German High-Level Signal
Intelligence Agencies • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l l
Liaison with Foreign Signal Intelligence Agencies • • • 12
10. OKW Chi's relations with the Si
Services o Army, avt an
r orce.
ese
field of effort. Iri~e matter of Intercept, and 1n Security
Scrutiny·, OKW/Chi actually exercised some control over the other
three agencies; but in the field of cryptana.lys1s the material
was divided so that each agency had its own logical assignment.
Army cryptanalysts attacked enemy army systems; Navy cryptanalysts attacked enemy naval systems; Air Force cryptanalysts
attacked enemy air force systems. OKW/Ch1 left the Army, Navy,
and Air Force systems almost completely alone and worked on
diplomatic and military attache trat'fic. This is not to say
that there vas no liaison among the four agencies in cryptanalytic matters; there ~ae both liaison and cooperation.
But OKW/Chi did not control the activities of the other Signal
Intelligence Services 1n this field.
In general, no material vas passed from k~i branches to
OKW/Ch1. Kettler was emphatic on this point.
This arrangement seems to have held throughout the var with some apparent
exceptions. Dettmann, f'or instance, told the interrogators
that in the years 1942 and 194} his army unit had ~~ssed considerable Russian five-letter traffic to OK\.T/Chi. 4
The
traffic in question was probably diplomatic or at least vas
suspected of being diplomatic. Capt. Herold, it vill be recalled,
stated that hie air intercept unit at Varna passed material
back to Berlin, to OKW/Chi.~13 If Herold vas not mistaken,
4 111-21, p l.
412 1-116, 2.
413 1-130, 13.
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this was wholly exceptional. The special direction to the
separate branches in the Praun order or 5 September 1944 to
pass on diplomatic material to O.KW suggests that there may have
been some difficulty 1n keeping the cryptolo~ical services of
the individual branches from poaching on OKW/Chi'a ovn preserves.
Occasionally Huettenhain seE!mS to have been consulted about
the cryptanalytic difficulties of' the separate branches. This
vas, hovever, a purely informal niatter. Even 1n the case of the
M-209 of the United States of .Ame1rica, British 'Tn>ex, and the
"big American Mach1ne
OKW/Ch1 was not called in by the Agenci'l!3
working on them. The German Army, Navy, ano Air Force worked
independently on the M-209 of thEt U. s. Army, Navy, and Air
Force, and constantly exchanged ~Llllong themselves all technical
data, but OKW/Ch1 took up the sti.;1dy of the M-209 only 1n passing
and because it might be used f~r diplomatic traf'fic sometime in
the future.
An attempt of O.K.V/Chi to a.cbieve a certain amount of
coordination seems to have been made in the field of intercept.
It has already been pointed out that the original plan seems
to have been to subordinate all intercept stations 1n neutral
countries to OK'J!
Herold's experiences at Varna have already
been mentioned. 14 Even when that plan was 1n its early stages,
the German Navy refused to participate, and we must assume
that O.K.V/Ch1 had no real authority to compel its cooperation.
The plan vas a .failure. By the e·nd of the war.. only remnants or
the original scheme, such as the existence of an OKW and Navy
intercept station on the same sit.e near Seville; remained.
However, according to Keitel., OKW/Chi was the intercept clearing
house., when needed, for all the Services. The intercept systems
of the separate branches vere apparently never an important
source of traffic in OKW 1 s own f.1.eld. We have already seen
that Col. Randevig had a scheme irery early in the var for an
extensive 1nterservice intercept structure. Ra.ndevig's plan
remained a dream. His memoranda. to the Chier Signal Of.ficer
01' OKW seem to have been cons1der•ed a nuisance. No such
' extensive plan as his vas ever even considered by OKW/Ch1.
The development or cryptographic devices for use by the
troops was originally left entirely to the individual branches.
It has already been noted that development vas partly taken
over from the Army 1n the autumn of 1944. The other branches
kept their right to originate until the end, although OKW/Chi
had the r1~ht of review.
1
',

414

I-l}O., 13.
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OKW/Ch.i 1 ::1 gi-•eatest e.ft'ort to assert 1 ta authority as a
coordina.til1g agency was ma.de :l.n the f'iE;ld of' security scrutiny.

Thr.; development of this effort is a be.sic element in the history
of the organlzs,tlon of Oh.1t/Ch1 and has been traced. It is
wo1•th:v of note that despite Keitel 1 s orde1... of October 1943,
11 t tle :('enl effort was mac!e by OKW/Ch1 to assume efff;ctlve
supervision of t.he secm.•ity o.f' aJ.l bi.·e.nches until Girn.mler took

1
office almost a year later.ll5
In Au~ust 1944, the represe.ntat1-..res of the separ•ate branches met those of' OKW/Ch:t. at
Chi-conferences. Af'ter August 1944; tl'iere was 1nsu.ff'icient
tL'l:e le.ft to overcome the difficulties caused by the neglect
of flve years. The minutes of some of the Chi-conferences
a.re available~ ru10 it ls e.yJparent that not. very much was
accoznpl.lshed. The first meeting of \/h:lch ue have a. record was
largely devoted t~o a discussion of Oh.vi/Chi 1 a a.utho1•ity in

mat te:r•.s of' security scruti.ny. 1\he other meetings were filled
with talks of a. more or leE!s general nature by OKW/Chi 1 s 1e6.ding ~~rypte.rJ.a.J.ysts. No new devices w·ere su.bmi t t.ed to OKW/Ch1.
by the sepa1·..,~.t.e branches for' secur1 ty te3t.ing c1urlng this period,
because the d0ttlr.:l.or.at.icn of Germa.I1 prodt\ction made l t impossible to introouce s.ny ne'I-; devices. In the securlty scru. t.1ny
of' cryp togra.phic s;rs 'terns alrea.d:/ employed by tho separf. . te
b!"anches nothing sec;~ms to hu.ve been accomplished. A~1 we have
seens the theoretical lirnJtat1ons of these systems were
1n.~reas1ngly o.pparent to OKW/G.hi.
'l'he Chi-conferences never
succeeded in p:r>oducing any s..ctual trafflc for examination, a.nd
apparently left the adhere:·nce of the Ger.roan. troops to the
cryptographic regulat.j.t.JilB a met. ter· of pious hope.

We now turn to a separate examination of' O.KW/Chi 1 s relations to the Si..gnal Intelligence Servic;e2 of each of' the
cepara.te b1•anches.
Relations were closest with the Signal Intelligence Service of the Arm~r. 'l'h:!.s is to be expected in view of the fa.ct
that the whole OKW structi.we was more intimately associated with
the Army tha.'1. w1 th the Nev:v or the Air Force. The Chief Signal
Officer of the Sup1~eme Coruma.nd of the Armed F'orces (Chef rlNV)
also ncted as Chief Signal Officer of the Army (Chef' HNW). The
officers who controlled OKW/Chi and the Signal InteJ.lj.gence
Service of the Army were dr-awn f :r·ora the sa.me set oi" regular

German signal officers. Boetzel, who ended the war as head of
the Al"my Signal Intelligence Service, ha.d once been second in

4.1.?See

I-84,, 4.
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command or 01CW/Ch1. Before he became head of OKW/Chi, Kettler
had been associated with an Army Signal Intelligence Unit. For
a while, he had been head or the principal Army inte~cept
unit in the east. Mettig, vho ended the war as second in command or OKW/Chi, had previously been head of' the A.raiy. crypte.nalytic agency. Furthermore, OKW/Chi and the highest echelon
Arm) cryptanalytic agency were originally located very close
to each other in Berlin, 1n the Tii-pitzurer section. So close
vas the liaison between Army and OKW on command level that an
Italian captain, Big!, who visited the German Signal Intelligence Services in December 1942, seems to have thought that
OKW/Chi and the ArmY cryptanalytic agency vex-e actually one
unit. 'When he vas captured much later, this Italian told interrogators that German signal intelligence was under Colonel
Kempf, and that subordinate to Kempf vas Fenner vho was 1n
charge of diplomatic yttgerial and Major Mang who was in charge
of military material.
We now know that -B1g1 vas quite
vrong. Kempf vas head of OKW/Chi 1n December 1942; Fenner lfas
subordinate to him, and 1n charge of cryptanalysis. Mang was
head of the Army cryptanalytic agency and 1n no vay subordinate
to Kempf. But the fact that B1gi could have made this mistake
indicates that the actual cooperation between these two agencies
was extremely close. The officers seemed to have been vell
satisfied with the relations between the Army cryptanalytic
agency and OKW/Chi.. Huettenhain, on the other hand, vho represented the civilian specialist point of view, was not ao well
at1sf1ed. He told interrogators that "liaison with OKH was
not such as the younger men would have wished, nor such as would
be natural in scientific work. But tbe"Higher-ups" ha~ A private
war on and liaison among specialists was discouraged." 1·1 One
may perhaps doubt that this statement means much more than that
the organizational lines were held and 1nd1scr1.m1nate contact
between the two services prevented. Actually Huettenhain himself seems to have worked most intimately with the A:rmy cryptanalysts. He knew a great deal about special Army problems,
such as the work on Typex, vhich were no official concern whatever of OKW/Chi. Buggisch, one of the leading Arrrry cryptanalysta,
seems likewise to have had a very ~ood knowledge of' what vent
·
on at OKW/Chi. He mentions confer~jces with the OKW'/Chi specialists on the security of German cryptographic devices ~d on the

416IF-1517 is Captain Bigi•s report on German signal intelligence.
417I-,l, p 10.
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Hagelln machine 1n the summer ~S 1943, long before the official
Chi-conf'erences were started.4
He also speaks of ·a visit
which he paid to the cryptanalytic ms.chine section of OKW/Chi.419
For a while, A:!!my cryptographic devices seem to have been submitted .tp a double secur1 ty cheok, one by the Array and one by
OKW/Chl.420 This duplication of effort was el1m1nated vhen the
ArmY security people vere incorporated into OKW/Ch1 in November
1944. The intimate liaison between the Army and OKW/Chi seems
to have existed only on a h1ghe~ level, particularly vith
regard to security. OKW/Chi specialists were never permitted
to lalow pl'Scisely what was going on 1n the field. The A:rmy
cryptane.lysta, moreover, apparently labored under the aame
dif'ficulties. Fricke says th.at the AI'mY had been using an
amazingly insecure system, (the socalled Barbarasohluessel
o:r "Barbara .Keys") for veather traffic from
to 1944. It
vae ~~t until that late date (1944) that OKW Chj. heaz'd about
it. 4
Presumably, the Army cryptanalysts had not heard about
it either.
Contact with the Air Force vas more lax. The head of the
Air Force Signal Intelligence Service, Lt. Col. Friedrich,
a prisoner of TICOM, was asked s.bout his relations with OKM/
Chi. Although he was an extraor~inarily communicative prisoner,
on the subject of OK\of he could give very little information.
AJ)parently this was because he knew very little about the
organization and was rather bored ~i it. He remembered that
decoded traffic had been sent to him by OKW'/Ch1 but sa1d ~~
vae of no use whatever to him11 and he stopped read~~;t. 4
His cryptanalysts# he said, got nothing 1'rom OKW."

}g39

418 I-58, 3; I-72, 6.

4191-58, 3.
420Bugg1ech states (I-72, .6), "The types of small Hagel1.n
known in the year 41 (C 36 and BC 38) did not sat1s.fy the
security demands set by OKW/Chi and OKH/In 7."

421I-20, p 7.
4 221-13, 6.

4231-13, l.
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(Friedrich made it very clear that he did not think very
much in general of cryptanalyste or of cryptanalysis). There
was a little more contac¢ than he implies. Mettig told his
first interrogator that he had had some liaison with ~.
Voegele, chief cryptanalyst of the German Air Force. 4
Voegele himself was interrogated later and gave some details
of what this liaison actually amounted to. He had worked 1n
the early part of the war on the British Governw~nt Telegraph
Code and later got a photo copy of it from OKW. ' In 1940·
and 1942, he had exchanged traffic in the Interdepartmental
C.J Pher, results or the reconstruction or the reci:Qher book
used with it with OKW as vell as with the Navy.42o In 1945, ~
messages and itemp 1n a UIU.ted States code were exchanged with
OKW and the Army.~27 He also had on order from OKW a cryptanalyti~ machine employed ror an attack on the American strip
cipher. 2~ Apparently he never received the machine; but he
was rather dubious about its efficienoy in any case. He said
he could get along vell enough on .American strip vith IBM
machinery. Voegele shoved OKW as vell as the Foreign Office
the method ot attack on the Amer1can strip cipher which his
o~gan1zat1on had developed~ 4 2 9 He did not knov vhat use, if
any, OKW/Chi had made ot this method. Huettenhain says that
he gave some ass1stance to the GAF weather ~eovice 1n their ·
attack on an English meteorological system. j
This assistance
consisted 1n putting at their disposal a cryptanalytic device
which Huettenhain called the ~iframmsuc~eraet (digraph
"weight" recorder). Even wit
he assiss.nce of Huettenhain
and his maohine, however, the veather service failed to solve
424 I-17, 2.

425I-ll2, 6.
4261-119, 4.

427I-ll2, 9.
4281-112, 4 .
4291-119, 3.

4301-31, 4; I-84,

p 2, P
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the cipher. One cryptographic achievement of the German Air
Force vas the development of the Enigma plugboard pel'DlUter.
This device seems to have been developed entirely by the Air
Force and initial research on the mathematical aspects of the
machine ti'as ca-r.ried out by them. Later on, however, OK.W/Ch1
did give some help 1n mathematical.research on the device.~)1
The Navy was the most aloof or the services. It had
vorked on the Interdepartmental C!'Pher and sent representattvea
to the Chi-conferences, but otherwise, 1t had little connection
with OKW/Chi. The chief cryptanalyst of the Navy, Tranov,
stated that OKW/Chi va.s kept informed of' the crypt~~lytic
vork carried out by the Navy cryptanalytic agency.~)2 This
vas required, ~t will be recalled, by the Praun order or · ~~ .
5 Septemb~r 1944. Tranow is emphatic, hovever, 1n his state- ~
ment that no naval research problems were ref'erred to OKW/Chi. 43 J
The Navy received some rav traffic intercepted by OKW, which had
been passed over commercial circuits. They had adopted at least
one ot the cryptanalyt1c d~vices developed by OKW/Ch1, the socalled Rolle1~· .9 .pparatua. 4'
One of the Navy ratings had
devised some improvements for the appa.ratus 4o0d was ordered to
cooperate with OKW/Chi in developing these. 4~~ Othel'llise, contact seems to have consisted oi' 1nf'ormal conversation between
Tranow and Huettenhain. It was in one of these conversations
that Tra.now learned from Huettenhain that the exiled Polish
Government 1n London used a pt~nc1l system somewhat similar
to the British Naval System.43o

4311-57,
432 I-93,
4331-93,
4341-37,

8.
4.
4.

3.
4350-45, 5. From a report of 4/sia.,, dated 6/3/44.

"FK. Gfr.
Zimmermann, or Section III Fo, submitted within the last rev weeks
a proposal f'or a printing synthetic producing machine (Rollmaschin ~l.
Zimmermann was instructed by OKW/Chi, where new developments are
worked out fo1• the branches of' the armed f'orces, to have a prototype ready within' weeks in order to fix the final model."
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11 •. OKW/Ch1 and ot her German°H1gl!-Level S1Sl;!&l Intell1genoe .Agencies. When attacks on enemy service systems vere
assigned to the separate branches and OKW/Chi assumed reapons1b111 ty for enemy and neutral d1plomB.t1c systems, OKW/Ch1
def1.n1tely became the competitor or tvo other German high-level
signal intelligence agencies, Goering's Research Bureau (hereafter indicated by FA, the abbreviation for Forschungsamt),
and the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS).
Since 1933, Goering's Research Bureau (the FA) ·had .apparently given some attention to dj.plomatic material as well as
dabbled 1n a great many ' other things. Since World War I, the
German Foreign Office had maintained a cryptanalytic bureau
whose main commitment was attack ·on diplomAt1c traffic. one
of the problems of OKW/Chi vas, consequently, to establish its
position 1n the face of these agencies vhich had been longer
in the field.
Goering's Research Bureau ( the FA) had started in a fashion
likely to prejudice its relations with OKW/Ch1. It v111 be recalled that the FA oved its existence to the fact that Schapper
and other members of the Abvehr Cipher Section had gone to Goer~
1.ng and proposed a nev intelligence organization. They said
at the t1me that the older orga.niz~;1on was inefficient and
involved 1n departmental politics. 7 They apparently kept
this opinion until the end of the var. Schapper•s remarks on
OKW/Chi have already been noted. His colleague 1 Seifert~ · had
an equally lov opinion of OKW/Ch1 and told the interrogators that
Goering's Research Bureau (the FA) had been established "to
provide diplomatic and commercial intelligence of an absolutely reliable kind ••. and to insure .. the elimination or all
bias vhich might have resulted from association vith the old
established min1str1es . ~3~ Hermann Goering expressed parti·
cular scorn for OKW/Chi "the most junior member of the family".4'9
The personnel of OKW/Chi, on the other hand, seem to have returned scorn for scorn. Mettig stated that Fenner, who seems
to have been in charge of liaison v1th other cryptologic agencies,

437IF-15,

p
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4381.54, 3.
4391-143, 15.
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felt particularly strongly on the subject of Goering's Research Bureau (the· FA), probably because 1t ~8d been established by his former subordinate, Schapper. 4
Huettenhain
also ref"ers to Fenner•s particularly violent "prejudice".
He further said that some personnel of OKW/Chi had gone over
to Goerings Research Bureau (the FA) and that they were regarded 1n OKW/Chi as people who had "deserted the ship".
He kne~ Paetzel and had discussed cryptanalytic work with
him. !Us personal impression was that Goering's people knew
little in the f1.fi4~ of" cryptanalysis. "They employed no
mathematicians".
Fricke denied that he had ever .lm.own any
of the personnel of Goering's Research Bureau (the FA) until
he was brought together with them as a prisoner at the end of
the var. They had a bad name, he said, at OKW/Chi. His personal
opinion vas that they vere a big name vith nothing behind it.
The interrogators told Fricke that Goering's Research Bureau
~the FA) employed twenty-five hundred people.
He replied,
'For their deciphering they should have needed a handful. They
must have had other vork to do, but what the dev11 ~~uld they
have been doing vith twenty-five hundred people?". 4
The chiefs of both services professed a villingneas to
•.;ooperate, but each accused the other or failing to do so.
Schapper told h1s interrogators that at the beginning of the
var he wished his work to becL-.me .a general intelligence bureau
but that his competitors, the F'ore1gn Office and OKW/Chi,
refused. 443 He vas quite willing, he said 1 . to llork lli th Col.
Kettler, but this willingriees was not reciprocated. Kettler,
on the other hand, said, "the FollOOhungsamt mon1.tored Press
traf".f1c. It carried out cryptographic vork bu~ I do not know
what it vaa •. we tried to work tog~kller but the Forachungsamt
refused for reasons unknown to me.

440 I-13l, 3.

4411-31, 10.
442I-20, p 8.
443IF-15, P 17.
4441-21,
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In view of this mutual feeling, it ls surprising to find
that there actually was considerable cooperation with Goering's
Research Bureau (the FA). The most conclusive evidence of this
is that, according to Kettler's report, one-third of the raw
traf f 1c reaching OKW/Chl 1n the S:pring of i944 came .from
Goering's Re~earch Bureau (the .FA). It ls probable that a
similar proportion came during the other periods for 1:1h1ch 'tTe
have no reoprd. Goeringa Research Bureau (the FA) vae probably
not interested in oryptc>graph!c development but, despite this
fact, it vas represented at Gimmler's Chi-conferences. Their
rep:resentat1ve was Kroeger, a leading machine·spec1al1~4~ vho
had, according to Paetzel, broken the Finnish Hagelin
J
In
cryptanalysis, however, cooperation was non-exiatent.446 On
the other hand, the cryptanalytic machines de~eloped by OKW/Chi
were made available to a~ll German cryptanalytic agencies except
the FA~4 47 Intelligence obtained by Goering's Research Bureau
(the FA) from cr~tanalytic and other act1v4~~ vas passed on
to the OKW directly by the liaison officer.
OKW/Chi was
by-passed.
The Forei_gn Office CJ:7l)tanalyt1c Section (Pers ZS) vae ·
senior to OKW/Chi. There is no doubt that OK\f/Chi had intruded
on its domain when it took over diplomatic traffic. This aspect
of the relations between the two organizations is particularly
stressed by Specialist Karstien, who of' all . ·the Foreign Of'~ice
Cryptanalytic Section (Perp ZS) personnel seems to have felt most
strongly against O.KW/Chi. 4 ~9 The attitude of the other members
of the Foreign' Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS) vas one
of mild contempt. They definitely felt tha.t they were an older
organization, that they had a greater number o.f able people,
and that they were 1n general more competent. Thie feeling of
·superiority was tinged with a certain bitterness becauae they
felt that their e£forts were unappreciated in higher qUarters·
and that they were discriminated against in such matters as

4451-54, 2.
4461-54, 4.
447I-31, p 10.
448Klautschke, liaison officer to OKW, OKM, OKI.., OKH vae concerned

solely with passing intelligence and intelligence requests. ·There
was no liaison on cryptanalytic matters as far as he knev

{I-54, 4).

449I···-.c....
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procurement of additional personnel. Prof. Rohrbach, who ~as
the principal spokesman for the• captured Foreign ottice Cryptanalytic Section (Pera ZS) people, was at great pains to point
out that Rave, H1erer, Grosse, and Schroeder, who vere OKW/Chi
personnel working v!th the Foreign Office Crl1J)tanalyt1c
section (Pers ZS) and captured with them, were people of an
inferior type who had been sent to the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS) tor training. "He spoke11 4~0 them
the interrogator remarked, "with obvious distaste.
Rohrbach vae careful to point out that when Zastrow, the · expert on
U.S.A. s~stems, vae detached from the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
Section {Pere ZS) to OKW/Chi his status vas entirely different.
He had gone to OKW/Chi not for training but to lend his expert
assistance to the Junior organization. It is notevorthy th.at thj.s
mild contempt vas not reciprocated by OKW/Chi. As spokesman
for the OKW/Ch1 ~arty detacheq to the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
section (pers ZSJ, Rave spoke 1n the most flattering terms of hie
hosts.
OXW/Ohi, he said, had neither the long experience nor
the 1'expertise 11 which the Fore.1gn Office Cryptanalytic Section
(Pere ZS) possessed although Fenner an.~ t small party had been
engaged on this work 1n time ot peace. 5
Huettenha.in had seen
the papers which Schauffler ot the Foreign Office Cl'YJ)tanalytic
section (Pers ~8~ had ~r1tten on the mathematical aspects of
cryptanalysis. 5
Although he did not speak of them with a
high regard, he at least does not hold them 1n contempt. At
one time Huettenhain seems to have considered contributing
papers on crf,Ptologic subjects to the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section {Pers ZS) publication. Nothing came ot this,
hovever, because Fenner discouraged it for re~sons of security.
Kettler stated that he considered the relations of OKW/Ch1 with the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS)
good,~53 and there is considerable evidence that a high degree
of cooperation was achieved and the delicate problems arising
11

,

45oI-22, 7, ll.
451I ..22, 8.

452 1-}l, 11.
4531-21, p 2.
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trom the fact that both organizations were committed to the
aame material were partly met. In the case ot the .American
strip system, for example, the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
Section {Pers ZS) worke~ ~n c1rc:ular trat"tic, O.KW1Ch1 on
point to point traffic. 5
When both organizations were
breaking the older Japanese cipher machine, OKW/Chi worked
on odd days, the Foreign Oft"ice Cryptanalytic Section (Pera
ZS) on even. 455 Results were exchanged. There vas also a
division of labor among the language sections on some bookbreaking problems and there werer occasionally some exchanges
of personnel. Huettenhain and hia mathematicians had worked
~1th the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pera ZS) reaearch party. He {elt that a satisfactory division of labor
had been achieved. Sb FelUler directed liaison for Oiqf1Gh1
&nd Senior Specialist Paschke for the Foreign Office. s·r
The head of the Foreign Office Cr-yptanalytic Section (Pers ZS)
Minister 5elohow, 1a aft1d to have ~een opposed to too inti- >
mate a relationship. 45 It is krlovn that be re.fused to permit the cryptographic system de~«~loped by his department for
Foreign Office use to b e turned over to 0Kll/Ch1 tor security
scrutiny. The actual d ebt of OE:W/Ch1 to the Foreign Office
Cryptanalytic Section (.Pers ZS) cr-ypta.nalysts is hard to
assess, particularly 1n view of the fact that the leading
members of the OKW'/Chi language sections, Fenner, Wendland,
e.nd Novopaschenny, were not captured and interrogated. On
the basis of the material available, however, it seems that
that debt is considerable . The Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
Section (Pera Z 8) gives the impression of being old, conservative, slow-moving but 1able. It va.s a cipher party of the old
type such as Fenner's h~d been previous to the outbreak of the
~ar.
It had never been subject to the dynamic and somewhat
feverish expansion that had been the lot of OKW/Ch1, where
emphasis had been chang19d from intelligence to . security, and
1
1

4541-31, 10.
455!-31, p 11.

4561-31, 10.

4571-22, 8.

45!31-22, 8.

I
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where a great many of t.he leading cryptanalytic personnel had
been t.aken into purely crypto$rEi.ph1c research. In the Foreign
Office Cryptanalytic Se·ction (PE,rs Z S),, the mathematicians
existed solely to assist the cr~rpto-l1ngu1sts • . The linguists
themselves were apparently more carefully selected, older, and
better trained than those of OKW/Chi. It is very likely that
.1.n the exchange of results, OKW/Chi received more than it
gave. It is known that the initial break into the older
Japanese machine v·~ ms.de by the Foroign Office Cryptanalytic
Section (Pers ZS). 9 It is possible that they also were the
first to break the American strip system, as Rohrbach so
emphatically claims. ~oo Two Sou.th A.frica.n codes were worked
on jointly by OKW/Ch1 a:od the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
5eot1on {Pers Z 5), with the latter taking the lead. On the
other · s1de of the ledge:tt 1s the loan b¥ OK'ti/Cbi to the Foreign
Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers Z S) of a Brazilian, a
Mexican, and a Portugue1:1e compromised code for photographing.

Prior to the compromise or the PortuguesQ code, the two agencies
had regularly exchanged group mean1ngs.4bl Where quality and
expertness were primary considerations as in initial attacks
on cipher systems, and ln more difficult book breaking problems,
the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers Z 5) was superior
to 1ts military colleague. When a problem had reache-d the mass
production stage, hovevE~r, OKW/Chi vas able to profit by the
compa.rative ease wl.:1i.:. \fhich it could obtain partly trained.
medium-grade personnel.~62
12.

Liaison vith Foreif!! 81,SAal Intellifence Agencies.

In the matter ot liaison wit t&.~ signal !rite llgence agencies
of Germany• s allies, thet authority of OKW/Chi seems to have

been partly recognized. Fenner had been working for a number
of years previous to thei out'brealc of the var to establish

459I-22,

p 2,

7, 16.

4601-89.
461D 16 Report 2 P }; Report 4 P 3, 5.

46 2cf.

Also the statement (I-22, 13) "It when a new system
was broken, it was discovered that traffic dealt mainly v1th
matters outside the diplomatic
field, it vas handed over to
11
OKW ror exploitation.
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relationship between OKW/Ch.1 and Gel'lllBJly 1 a probable
future allies. There is some evidence that the si~l intelligence agencies or the Army, Navy, and Air Force were expected
to approach their allied counterparts through OK\l/Ch1. Thus
Fr1edr1ch, head of the Air Force signal intelligence, told
interrogators that h& bad no liaison vith the Japanese autho~1t1eo and that suoh liaison took place only through OKW/Ch1.40'
Voegele, the chief cryptanalyst of the Air Force, stated that
he visited Berlin once in January and again 1n February 1942
to~ cryptographic discussions v1th Hayashi, the Japanese representative, but that the meeting never aatuall7 took place.
Voegele believed that the discussions ve~~revented by Kempf,
who vaa the head of OKW/Ch1 at the 'time.
To be sure, the
Ar~y had independent relations with the more reliable ax1a
allies, the Italians and particularly the Finns. It 1s clear
from the case of B1g1, hovever, that insofar as these relations
vette conducted on a high level, O.KW/Chi had a hand in them~
B1g1, it will be recalled, was never cle!6sas to vhether his
relations vere vith OKW/Ch1 or the Army.
It is notevorthy,
too, that the members of OKW/Chi vere well acquainted with the
Pi.nnish liaison officers atationed vith the army cryptanalytic
ril'rll

agency.
a. Austria:

Before the annexation, Austria is said to ha~e had a
small but efficient cryptologic office. This vas loeated 1n
Vienna and headed by a Mr. Seii"ert. It had a small staff
vh1ch dealt with the traffic of Italy, Ruman1a, Greec~ Jugoalav1a, Bulgaria, Turkey, Poland, s.nd Czechoslovakia. 66 It
1e said that these organizations had close contact with OK:W/Ch1 even during the period of tension preceding the Anschluss.
Huettenhain, from whom tb1e information 1s derived, does not
knov precisely vhat this contact amounted to. At the time of
the Anschluss, Gen. Fellgiebel and Fenner paid a visit to the

4631-29, '·
4641 ...119, 6.
4655ee above, page

•

466I-ll8, 3.
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Austrian cipher office and brought the best personnel to Berl.in
vhere they were incorporated into OKW/Chi. Seifert became a
high ranking civil servant (princi~al spec1al1st_,M1n1ster1alrat)
and specialist in book-breaking.46'(
b.

Jt1:tli: representatives

or the Japanese s1Sna,1 intelligence,
astute sparring went on from the time ot Japan's
var. In 1942, one ot the leading Japanese
Colonel (later General) Hayashi, happened to
Unable to return home, he became Japanese Military Attach~ 1n Budapest. During his stay 1n Berlin, ·he arranged
for an exchange ot material vith OKW/Ch1 and a relationship
vas staz.ted between the head of' ()KW/Chl. and the JaP&ijgge representa.tive in Berlin vh1ch lasted throughout the var.
From
cream sources, ve lalow that Kempf was a favorite ot the Japanese
and that a proposal vas made that he be decorated by Japan.
Wha·t became ot this proposal. is unlcnovn.
Kettler maintained
the relationships established during'Kempf's regime. He admitted that he knew Japanese officers in Berlin vell. Rave
says that he remembere~ e Japanese naval attach' paying a
visit to Col. Kettler. 6 ~ There vas, however, no regular
Japanese liaison officer at OKW/Ch1, and no Japanese worked
there. Just what the Japanese got out of the relationship
is difficult to say. Kettler stated that various book recoveries were ij~8sed on to them. Some ot these were probably
American, ·r although Huettenhain said that he was convinced
that no United Statea ~trip material had ever been passed to
the Japanese by OKW.~7i Some ur1vorked traffic vas exchanged,
but the~e vas never any exchange, so tar as 1s knovn, ot in.formation on Cl"YPtologic procedures. In short, the Germana
a more or less
entry into the
oryptanalysta,
be 1n Berlin.

467cr 1-.118, 3.

I-84, 4 in which it is stated that''Sietfert"
head of the bureau, came to vork at OKW/Ch1 with other members
of the Austrian bureau: Dr. Mauler, Dr. Locker ORR Ba1lov1c.
This is not the man of the same name vho headed the evaluation
section of Goering's Research Bureau.

4681·21, p 2-3.
4691-22, 8.
470I-21,

p

I-31, 9.

3.

47 1 I-31, 10.

ct.

also Buggisch's statement (I-64, 3) that he
had never heard of any Japanese cryptanalytic relations vith
OX"1/Ch1.
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gave the Japanese ve~~ little cryptanalytic assistance and got
nothing 1n return. In the cryptographic f'ield, the Germans
were apparently even inore reticent. "We did not tell the
Japanese;' says Kettler, "that we considered their systems bad". 472
Huettenhain, however, knev of a proposal to sell to the Japanese
some Enigma.a, pI>obabl;y for naval use 1n the f'ar east. He says
that when the cryptanalysts of OKW/Chi found that the nonplugboard Enigma va.s :readable, it was suggested to Fellg!ebel
that the Japanese should have plugboe.rd machines. Fellg1ebel
vacillated. ·Huette.nh,3.1n does not lmow what was .finally done

about the matter.473
There was to hs.Vt~ been
last minute attempt to improve
cryptologic relations with Japan. A plan existed to send a
ci-yptographic delegat:Lon ~:y· submarine from Germany to J'apan
in the vinter of 1944·-45. -r4 This delegation was to include
Capt. Opitz and First Lt. Schubert, Army signal intelligence
personnel JI and Lt. MOJC'genroth, one of the Navy cryptanalysts.
So little was known about Japanese cryptanalytic aot1v1ty that
the delegation did ho1~ know where they were to go 1n Japan or
to whom they should &JUlounce their arrival. The first contact
was to be v1th the GeJ:wrnan Military Intelligence (Abvehl') 1n the
far east. The M111tw~~ Intelligence (Abvehr) presumably would
have further contacts.. 75 According to Mrs. voit Nida, only
one of the delegates.uas able to speak Japanese 7o an.d 1t is
perhaps true, as Mettlg ae.id, that the delegation did not plan.
to reveal or hope to get much. Mett1g added that, 1n general,
Gex-ma,n liaison with the Japanese was not considered good, and
ths.t the Gel'l1l&ll officE~rs vho visited Japan had to vea.r civilian
clothes so that they 11ould not embarrass their AXis partners.

a

4721-21,

p '·

4731-84, 1.
4741-105,, 5.
475tirom Mettig I-127, 2,, I-48, 3.

4761-49, p 2.
4771-127, 2.
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c.

Italy:

Despite the fact that cryptologic liaison with Italy
had gone on for some time, and is said to have been started
by General Gamba at the time of the Abyssinian war, it does
not seem ~~ have been much closer than liaison with tbe
Japanese. . 8 Big1 1 e visit to OKW/Chi 1n 1942 has already
been mentioned.14-79 An Italian proposal for a s1m1lar vis1t
1n December of that year vae refused by the Germans.48O A
deal, however, was made and carried out vhereby certain Italian IBM equipment was exchanged for German IBM equipment ill
order to enable the Italians to use IBM machinery in their
cryptanalytic work. Huettenha1n mentions exchanges of book
groups. He also tells a story of hov the Germans broke an
Italian cipher and told the Italians, vho refused to believe
it. "To prove it to them we finally sent a cryptographer to
Rome and he vas locked in a room until he had aone so! 114 ~1
After the surrender of the Italian govermnent, the Italian
Fascist Republic set up a ~ev signal intelligence service.
With this service Kettler ref"used to have any deal.huts whatever,
"since we did not lmov what they vould do with 1t". 4l:S2 Kettler
vas 1nsti-umental 1n obtaining a German order that the Fascist
Republic cryptologic bureau be dissolved. Thia occurred on
25 February 1944.
d.

H~a17:

·

a!son with the Hungarian ~ryptanalysta had existed
since the early tventiea, a.n~ there vas a regular exchange of
material throughout the var. 8 ) In the report ot Jwie 1944,
Kettler stated that, during the Spring of 1 44, he received
one-eighth of his rav traf'f:ic f'rom the Hungarians. The excha.nge .took place through the Hungarian embassy. There was no

4781-21, p 3, from Huettenhain.
4791.i- -1517 Appendix A.
480 1-21, p 3.
481 1-21, p 3.
1

4821-21,

p

3.

4831-21,

p

2.

See above JL.13. Ct. also I-78, 11.
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regular exchange of liaison offic~~- although Wendland, Fenner's
under-study, was sent to Hungary.
A rew weeks before the
entrance ot Hung&r,Y' 1nto the war, Hungarian General Petr1kov1c visited OKW/Chi ~hen he passed through Berlin, probably
on his ~ft:i to Helsinki. This vaa during Kempf 'a term of
office. ' Kettler., moreover, nuu:le t~rn good-will visita to
Hungary. In return for the traffic lTh1ch they received, the
Germans gave the H1mgarians methods of solution tor Italian,
Rumanian, and Polish systems, the o~E countries vhose systems
were of interest to the Htmgarians.
Huettenhain tells an
odd story vhich 1nd1catas that relations were not always quite
ao happy as the above details suggest. In the summer of 1944,
OXll/Chi broke a Turkish code and gave it to the Hunga:r-1ans.
The Hungarians sold the code to R1nunler 1 s Secur4§x Service, the
BSBA, vhich brought it proudly back to 01Gf/Ch1. T At the
beg1nn1ng of 1945, liaison with the Hungarians vas terminated .
Kettler sent a l1a.1son officer to the German border at Steinama.nger but he returned after having exchanged c~Matesies
l11th the Hungarians. Nothing i"urther is heard.
e. Finlrad:
.
.Lialion with the Finnish cryptanalysts began around the
year 1938 ~a was ·intensified just after the f1rst Russo-Finnish var. 4
In 1942, a Lieutenant Mikkoja arrived to act as
liaison officer at ar~ headquarters. He m&Y. also have had
some contact with OKW/Chi. In. any case, OKW7Ch1 had liaison
with a Colonel. Hall:lJD.aa from the beg1nn1ng of the second RueeoFinnish war. ~: :· O Traffic was exchanged 1n both the m111.t aey and
diploma.tic fields. The Finns were said to have been 1.Jiterested

484p 2 Ibid.

486p 2 Ibid.
485p 2 Ibid.

4871-132, 2.

4~I-21"

p

1.

489r-96,

p

5; I-29, p 3.

4901-111, 4.
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princip!lly in the tra.!'fic of Russia, Poland, Rnman1a~ and
Sweden. 91 There vas close liaison with the Finns on the
s~lution of an American strip system, but no exchange was
made on any other system since OKW/Chi had nothing to otter.
It is probable that tbe F.inns 'W'ere given .to driving sharp
bargains with their allies. We know that the German solution
of the American strip system depended partly on the traffic
for M~r~h 1943, and th. ~t it vas not broken by them before that
date. ~
We knov, too, that on the tenth of March 1943, the
Finns gave their solution of the AJllerican cipher system to
the Japanese. It seems that the Finns had broken the American
cipher system previous to March 1943, and withheld this information from their German allies. ·They started to exchange
only when the Germans had somet hing to orrer. 'What the
Finns got from the Japanese in return tor the 1ntormat1on on
the American strip, we do not lcnow from TICOr.t.
In his report for Spring 1944, Kettler states that
German relations vith the Hungarian and Finnish cryptanalytic
organizations were of great as1datance to the Germans in restoring the Archives of oKW/Chi which had been destroyed by
the air raid of November 1943.
f. Bulgaria:
The only evidence of any connection of OKW/Chi v1th Bulgarian signal intelligence is the statement 1n the Kettler
report for Spring 1944: that several Bul,gar1~· vere given a
course in elementary ccyptography at OKW/Chi.
g.

5ph1n:

T e extent of OKW/Chi's relations with th~ Spanish Signal
. Intelligence has been covered in the discussion of the intercept
~ystems of OKW/Chi 1n Spaj.n.
There is no doubt that the head
of the Spanish signal intelligence service> Colonel Sarmiento.
cooperated with the Germans. He received French traffic and
military traffic 1n general sent to North Africa. In return,
he gave the cablegrams about ship movements probably originating

4911-31, 9.
.4921-89.

494DF-9, 3.
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with commercial attaches.495
he told the Germans nothi:o.R:.
because he knev noth.1.ng.49~

About cryptanalytic materials,
Mettig believes that this was

4 951-111, 4. It is not clear whether these cablegrams vei-e
givenJ however, to OKW or to OlCH.

4961-111., 4.
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Tab A :
A-1.}.

I.

"Conaol·1 dated List

or

A.F.H.Q., Italy; II.

Doomnents ?-eoe1ved rrom:
F~uerstein;

III.

Japanese

Embass7, Berlin; IV . Lis~on; V. M.I.8; VI. i~5.VI;
v·II.055JI Wiesbaden." A TICIOM publication.
Ablfehr.-- Military Intelligence:.
·
Adler, Walter .. First Lt. Dr.. .r.teDiber ot Subsection ot 01W/Ch1
lfork1ng on China .. Japan.
·
Agents' Section.-.... nReJ"erat Vauek 6 " n.a.med ror its head, Lt.
· Vauok.
1
Ag/'rlNV (Amtsgruppe Wehl'.ms.chtnaohr1chtenvez-b1ndung) ..... - Armed
·
JPoroes Commwucationa Grou~.
Aigner,.
, Dr. (of Medicine) •. Member ot Section IVc ot

olt\QChi (initial breaking cit mol'e difficult systems;
cryptanalytic theory).
:
Amberg, Ban! . Contact man tor OKW/Ch1 1n Spain.
Amtsgruppe Wehl'maohtnachrichtenv'.erbindung (Ag/wmr).-- Armed
Foroes Communications Group.
Andrae,
, Lt. Col. Chief o~ Group I or OKW/Chi (interaept) until re_placed by von NillA. Chief of start ot
the Signal Intelligence Ag~ncy ot the Army High Command
( OKB/G ·d NA).

1

Armed Forces Communications Group_.__~- .Amtsgruppe \fehrm&chtna.ohrichtenverbindung (Ag/IWWV').
Armed Foroes High Command . -- Obarkomma.ndo der Wehrmacht· (OKW).
Armed Forces 81.gnal Communicatidns.-- Wehrmachtne.chricht.en.
verb1.ndung (WlW) .
1
Ai-med .P'Ol'08S Signal Ofr1oer tor jS peoial Employment # 700.-Wehl'machtnachrichtentuehre~ zu besonderer Vert:rendung 700
(Wehl'machtnachrichtentuehrer z. b. ~. 700).
Armed 5chutzste.f'fel (We.tren-ss) J-- Components ot Elite Guard
serving at front.
.
· . .
Army Ordnance, Develo9ment and Testing Group, SJ.gnal Branch.-Wa.t'tenpruerung 1 (wa Prue£ 7) • .
Army Ordnance Office.·- Heeresvatfenamt

(HWA).

Aumann,
, Prot. Dr. Member ;of Section IVc of' O.K\rl/Ch1
(1n1tl&l breaking of more dirt1cu1t systems; oryptana.1yt1c
theory).

··

·llO .
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Baeohle, Priedhelm. Radio operator l:11th Military Intellisence
(Abvahr) 1 Department 1 ... 1 1n Madrid, Spain., Jul 1940 ilov 1944. This departm~nt l:Tas responsible tor radio
09eration, telegraphy, telet~e, and er7ptographJ or
Ml.litar7 Intelligenoe (Abl!ehr J.

BaUovtc,,

, Senior Specf.al.1st.

Former member

of

Austrian

Cl9yptanaljtic bureau, transferred at the time ot Germany's
&bnexation of Austria to Goering's Research Bureau (PA).
AtteF a short t~e, wen1; to the 81.gnal Intelligence Agency
.
~ the Arrq Bigb Command (OXH/G d mA) 8nd in Oct 1944
Joined Balkan 5eot1on ot Group V of OKW/Ch1.
Barlmf.
, Maj. U.S. ~ o.rttcer l:lbo tried to trace
P':trsonnel and. ;plant ot the firm of Teletonba.u und
lormalzeit ot Fra.nki"urt~in, t:Ih1ch was respmi.s1ble
for the development Of ~ }9. ·
Berndt,
Mr. Chief" ot 'Polish part or Subsection V 6
ot OIGJ')Chi.
:
·
Bernsdorf'f,
Capt. Chier or section IIa of OJtW/Chi
(liaison betveen OKW/C~ and field units); 1n 1~45
r$.P].aoed Mstzge~ as chi~t of Group III.
·
Beyreuther"' Heinz ll., Cpl. ~ember of Subsection ot o {W/Ch1
l:fOrking on China,

Japan ~

Boetzel,
Chief' Of Oode and Cipher Section of
1 Col.
German War Ministry, 19}4 - 1939. Chief ot the 81..snaJ.
Intelligence Agency or the Amr/ High Command lOKH/O d EA).
BruoJanann,
• Mentioned (I-l, p . 20) &s being active on

more or less

1nde~endent ~oot1ns" 1n

OKW/Ch1. 8pec1a.lty:
:
Buok,
I
Senior Inspector.. Chief or Section le ot 0Jlf/Ch1
(telecommunications). 1
_
Buggiaeh, Otto, S/Sgt. Dr. Cryptanalyst 1n Inspectorate
7/Vi (In 7/VI). Expert on Russian oipbony.
Buschenhagen,,
, Pi.rat Lt. Chief of the Defense M1n1s~y
Cipher Section, predece~sor to OKW/Chi (1919).
Chi (Chitfrierabteilung).-- ~ipher section.
Cb.1f>fr1erabte1lung (Chi).-- qipher section.
.
Chittrierstelle des Oberbe~elll.shabers der Luf'tvafte (Ch1-5telle
Ob d L) .-- Signal Intelligence Agenc7 of the CODJJDAnder 1n
G~eek.

1

Chi et'

ot

the Ailt Force • ·

Ch1·5telle Ob d L (Ch1tfr1er~telle dea Oberbetehlshabers der
LU:f'tvaf'f"a) • -- Signal In~ellJ.gence Agenc,- or the Commander
in Ch1et o~ the A1r Force.
Clifton,,
USA oll;icer 1n command ~ units vhioh
1 Col.

0'1.ptured some ot the OW/Chi
personnel.
l
'

lll
I

i
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Cryptanalytic 8eot1on of the German Foreign Office.-Sonderdiens~ des Referats Z 1n der Personalabteilung
des .Aus"1aertigen Amtes :( Pers Z 5) •
D-16. "Translation of Annual: Progress Reports by Pers z 5
ra
covering 1927, 1941, and: 1942." A TICOM Publication.

D-55.

"Translation of Order

~oncern1ng

Cryptanalytic and

Cypher Production \-fork promulgated by OKW/WPS :~/Chef
WNV, taken from Papers ot Major Nielson." A TICOM

publication.
.
"Notes and Minutes of High-Level Meetings held at
OKW/Chi." A TICOM publication.
Defense Ministry.-- Re1cha~ehrmin1sterium.
Dettm:..nn, Alex, Lt. Head of \)rJPta.nal.ysis at Intercept Control Station East (HL5 Ost); later head or Section 3,
Group IV of the Si)plal Intelligence Agency ot the Army
High Command (OKH/G d mA). Specialty: machine cipher
0-57.

DF~S.

qd research.
· ~aptU!"sd

·

Uehrmacht 51.gt;nt Document: Statement of
.
Order ~ Battle of OXW/Ch1 based on document dated A~ril
1945. A TICOM publication.
DF-9. Captured Hehrmacht 51,gtnt Document: Translation of
Aotivit1 Report of' OKW/Ch~ . far the period lat Januar1,
1944 to 25th JWle, 1944. A TICOM publication.
Doeni tz, Karl, Grancl Admiral. : Commander in Ch1ef', German
Eavy; Reich Chancellor af'ter Hitler's death.
Doering,
, 5/Sgt. Dr. Maµiematician of' Inspectorate
7/VI (In 7/VI); later mt.A the Signal Intelligence Agenc1
of the Army High Command ( OKB/G d MA). Specialty:
machine cipher and research.
.
Eckert,
, First Lt. Liaison Officer .from OKW/Chi to the
51gfuil I~tell1genc6 }.~ency ot the Commander in Chief of
the Air Poree (Chi-Stelle 'Ob d L).
Eichner,
-, Second Lt. O.ti!ice:r in charge of uKW/Chi's
"Section 5ga1n" of'f'1oe in 15ev1lla, Spain.
Elite Guard of' the Nazi Part:.y.-,- 3ohutzstatfel {55).
FeJ.:..giebel, Erich 11 Lt. Oen. Cb'ie.f 81gn&l Of'f'1cer. of Army
and Armed Porces High Commands from beginning of uar
until he ~as executed 1n 1944.
Penner, Wilhelm, Principal 5pec1al1st. Chief' or Division B
of OKW/Ch1 (Cry,ptanalys1a)'•

I
SpeQialist. In charge of' technical matters
at ORY Intercept station at Lau.t.
Fore11$11 ~eoUl'ity Service.-- S1cherhe1tsd1enst Ausland
~ ~D Ausland) •

.Flicke,
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Franke,

, Senior

I

Specialist~

BC JS !ii OXW/Chi, 1940.

s~ed1sh

In charge ot vork on

i

Franz 1
, Prof. Dr. Chief' ~ Section IVc ot OKW/Ch1
\1.ilitril. breaking of more dJ.f'f'1cult systems; CrJl>tanalytic theory).
I
·
Fricke,

, SS First Lt.

Liaison Officer from the Reich

Main SecUl'ity Of'f1ce (RSHA):to OXW.

Fricke.., Wall~~,, Technician (Lt. Grade) nz.. Chief o£ Section
Ilb of vKW/Ch1 (development I •.,f German systems).
Friedemann,
• One of chief :members ot Joint Intelligence

(Abwehr)
Friedrich,

In

Spain.
, Lt. Col.

:

Chier of Division III of' Chief
Signal Office (Oen Nali'ue IIi) and or the Signal Intelligence Agency ot the Comme.fuier 1n Chief ot the Air
For>ce (Chi-Stelle Ob d L). :
F!'lol:1e1n,
, Lt. (l\laq). Member of the Signal Intelligence Agency ot the Eavy BiSb. Command (OKM/4 SXL/III).
Fu (Pwilcuebe~a.ch~) .-- Radio Defense Corps.
Punkueber~aahung (Fu).-- Radio Defense Corps.
Gamba, Vittorio, Gen. Head of l~alian Cryptanalytic Department.
Gimmle.r,,

SJ

Maj. Gen.

Chief' I or Army Ordnance Development

and Testing Group, Signal ~anch (Wa Pruef 7), l9}9 1943. Chiet Signal Of'ficer to Commander 1n Chief West,
1943 - 1945. Chief of Armed Forces Communications Group
(Chef Ag WEV).
!

Goering, Herrmann, Reiohsmarsch&+l.

COlWlander 1n Chief

ot

German Air Poree, German Air Minister, etc.
Grosse, Arthur>~. OKW/Ch1 employee detached to Foreign
ort1oe Cryptanalytic Section (Pers Z 8) for training.
5pec1al1zed in Chinese and Japanese.
Grotz,
Capt. · Ch1e£ ot Group .I o£ OKW/Chi (control ot
intercept stations).
Hagen,, Ursula Miss. Hea.d o1" the: mz.oup in the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic seotion (Pers:z s) tfhich worked on English
and British Empire, Spanish~ Portuguese,, and Latin1

1

Americe.n Systems.
, Col.

:

or Finnish Cipher Section. Had
liaison v1th OKW/Ch1.
:
Batz, Heinrich, Staff Dir>ector. 1n charge ot administration
ot OK\f 1ntere~pt station at:Lauf.
Hayashi,
, Col. (later Gen.). Head of J~ese military
cryptographic organization, caugb.t in Germany at outbreak ot vari; became Japane~e Military Attach.S at Budapest. Had some liaison w1 th OKW/Chi.
Hallimaa,

Head

1

I

. I
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HeeresuaJ"tenamt (HWA).-- Army Ordnance Office.
Helmsoeth &: Rincke. Firm '1hich made the changeable turnover
rotor (Lueckeot'uellerwa.lze) f'o'l' the m~ cipher machine.
Address of the firm: UJ?.landstrasse 1}8, Berlin-Wilmersdorf.
Hetn,
, Maj. Commander; of Transport in move or part or
OXW/Ch1 to Douth Germany, 1~45.
Hentze, Rudolf, Maj. Dr. Head of Group IV, Sisn:aJ. Intell'1gence Agency of t.be ~my High Command (OKB/acmA).
Hei-old, 'Wad1m11 Capt. German :Alr Poree Of'ficer detached to
01W/Ch1 in Jan l~4u to J;-e intercept officer· 1n the field.
H1erer,
, Mr. OlW/Ch1 employee detached to Foreign Office
CrJPt&fuiiytic ~ect1on {~era z S) for traintns.
H1Juiler, Heinrich. Reichsf'uehrer
SS, Minister or Interior,
Chief of Ge!°DL&Jl Police. 1
•
Hoepfner,
I
Col. Took command of Olill/Chi af'ter it moved
to B&lie, 1~45.
1
•
Huettenha1n, Erich, 5pec1alist Dr. Chief cryptanalyst ot OKW/Ch!
from 1937 to end of trar!. ·c hief or Group IV (crn>t&nalJtic
research); also chief or 5ect1on IVd (training).·
HWA (Heeresl1a.f'f'enamt).-- Army Ordnance O.ffice.
I~l.
"Re~ort of TICOM repor~ing tl'lam number three, ~hich
·uncovered ~he Foreign Office Cryptanalytic ~ect1on (~ers
Z S)."

A TICOM publioait ion.

"Interrogation of Dr. Huettenhain and Dr. Fricke at
Flensburg, 21 May 1~45 . ~" A TICOM publication. ·
·
I-13. "Composite Repor~ on ~t:JO Interrogations of Oberstlt.
Friedrich, Chief of th~ G.A.P. S1g1nt Service, 18/5/45
, a.nd 'J/6/45." A TICOM publication.
I-17. "Extracts of SHAEF Interrogations of Maj. Gen. Boner,
Colonel Grube, Lt • .Col.:. Mettig, and Major Bottler." A
TICOM publication.
I-2u. "Interrogation ot 5ondertuehrer Dr. Fricke Of' OKW/Chi
· (Formerly of OKH/Ch1). 'l .A "'ICOM publication.
l-21. "Preliminary Interrogation of Oberst Kettler, R.R.Dr.
Huettenhain, 8df'. Dr. P,r1oke and Oblt. Schubert (OKH/Chi),
15 June 1~45. A TICOM ;pub11ca.t1on.
I-22. "Interrogation o~ German Cry~togra~hers of ¥ers Z S
Department of the AU~'\faert1ges Amt." A TICOM publication.
I-27. "~rel1m1nary Interrogation ot Fraeulein Hagen~ Head of
English 3ection or Pers. Z s, Auswaert1ges Ami." A TICOM
publication.
.
I-29. "Thi.I'd Inte~~ogation ; or Oberstltn. Friedrich, Chief or ·
I-2.

11

the G. ~:..P. Signals Intf;tll1gence 5erv1ce.·n A

tion.
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1·31. · '" Detailed Interrogations of Dr.· Hl.ettenh8.1n, formerly
bead of research section of OKW/Chi, 18th-21st June 1945."

A TICOM publieation.
:
·
I·36. · "'rre.nsla.t1on ot Pape~ Written by Reg.Rat.Dr. Huettenha1n
and sonder.fuehrer Dr. Fricke on the Developmant or OKW/Ch1, .·

Seations A.III and B.V~" A TICOM publication.
1
"Tr~slatlon of Paper Written by Reg.Rat.Dr. Huettenbain 1
~f OKM/Chi on Speoial Apparatus used as a14e to crypt•
i
analysis." A ~ICOM publication.
:
I-}8. ''Report on In~errogation of" Lt. Provein or OKM/l6 SKL/Ill,
on his Hork on the security ot the German Naval FourWheel Enigma." A TICOM ,A>ubl1cat1on.
;
I-,~.
"O:rgan1zation ot OKW/Chi." A TICOM publication·.
I-44. "Memorandum on S9eech Encipherment Apparatus by O.R.R.
Buettenhain and Seit. Dr. Fricke." A TICOM publioation.
I-45. · "OKW/Ch1 Cryptanalytic Re.search on Enip.a, Hagel1n and
C1Pber Teleprinter Machines." A TICOM ~ubl1cat1on.
I-46. uPrel1m1nary Report on Interrogation ot Dr . Otto Bugg1sch
(ot OKH/Gen.d.MA) and Dr. Werner L1ebkneobt (employed
by OKH and OKW as test,r or cryptographic equipment) 2'
June 1945." A TICOM publ1c5t1on.
I-47. "l'/w Situation Report." A TICOM pu'bl1aat1on.
I-48. "Report on Special Interrogation of Dra. Huettenha1n
and Fricke. Oberst Mettig» and Lt. Morgelll"oth carried
out on 2~tb July 1~45." A TICOM pu'bl1oat1on. .
I-49. "Notes on OKW7Cb1 em~ on Interce~t Organ1zat1on under
K.O, 5pa1n." A TICOM ~ublication.
I·5J. "Construction of "Sohlueaselgeraet 3~." A TICOM
. publication.
.
· ·
I·54. "~econd Interrogation of Five Members ot the RLM/Porschu
amt." A TICOM publ1oat!on.
I-57. "Enciphering Dev1ces: ~orked on by Dr. Liebknecht at
.
Wa .t>ruet 7." A TICOM publication.
I-58. 11lnterrogation or Dr . Otto Bugg1sch of OXW/Ch1." A
1
TICQM publication.
•
I-61. "Interrogation Repo~t on Fried.helm Baechle, W/T Operator
Hi th KO 8pa1n. " A TIC'OM publ 1cat1on.
.
I-62~
"Pield Interrogation or Paul Ratz
ot
the
German
Army
11
51~als Intelligence (:19}} ..1945).
A TICOM publication~
I-64 .
Ans~ers by Wm. Bugg1sch or OKH/Ch1 to Questions sent
by TICOM. tt A TICOM publication.
I-65 . . "lnterrogation Repo~t on Four Members of the G.A .F.
5ig1nt Service." A T~COM publication.
I-}7.

;

I
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I-66.

"Pa_per by Dr. Otto B\lggisch of OKH/In 7/vI and OKW/Chi
on TYPEX. 11 A TICOM publication.
I-67. "Paper b7 Dr. Otto Bu!ggiscll of OKH/In 7/vI and OKW/Ch1
on Cryptlinalyt1c Mach1n~s." A TICOM publication.
I-68. 11Consolidated Report Based on Two Interrogat1ons of
Oberst Randev1g, of Hoeh ; Wehztmachts Nafue z.b.V. 7_00,.
carried out at CSDIC on;approx. l Aug. a.nd lO Aug. 1945."
1.-69. "Summary ot Cipher Information on Jugoslav Tra1"t1c
Provided by Uftz. Herzfeld (Appendices to TICOM I-52)."
A TICOM publication.
I-72.
.F.~i·st part of the Report by Wm. Bugg1sch on S.G. 41. 11
A TICOM publi_
c ation.
I-73. uTranslated Version of Homevork done b7 Wm. Buggisoh."
A TICOM publication.
i
I-75. "Interrogation Reports: on German Field S1g1nt Personnel
carried out at BUFFER - Ltn. August Schroeder, Ltn. Starke,
Obiefr . Heudort, and Hpt~. Holetzke." A TICOM publication.
I-76.
Interrogation Re~orts 1 on Leh~ald, Haupts, Klett and
Lauerbaoh. Also I/76 Supplement (Diagrams) •• " A TICOM
publics t1on.
I
I-77. "Translations of Joint :Report ma.de by Dre. Huettenhain
and Fricke on the "Zaehlverk" Enigma Machine." A TlCOM
publication.
~
I-78. "Interrogation of Oberstlt. Mettig
on the History and
Achievements ot OKH/AHA/In 7/VI. 11 A TICOM publication.
I-79. "Supplementary Paper by Drs. Huettenhain and Fricke on
the Solution of the Hagel 1n Machine." A TICOM publication.
I-84. "Further Interrogation ·or R.R. Dr. Huettenha.1n and Sdf.
Dr. Prioke or O.KW/Chi." A TICOM publication.
I-85. "P.W. Interrogation Report on Reg. Rat Flicke, Techn.
Insp. Pokojewsk1, Stabs1ntendant Ha.tz of OKW/Chi." A
TICOM publ1cat:lon.·
:
I-86. "Int;errogation of Oberatlt. Mettig or OKH and OKW/Chi on
the higher direction of ~rman cryptanal.ytic vork." A
TICOM publication.
I-88. "Report on Interrogation of Mr. K. Vetterlein of the
Reichspost Laboratoriwn on German Interception of
Transatlantic Speech C1rcu1ts. 11 A TICOM publication.
I-89. "Report by Pl'of. Dr. H. Rohrba.eh of Pers z s on American
Strip Cipher." A TICOM publication.
I-90. ninterrogation or Herr R~1nhard Wagner (OKW/Chi) on
Ja.p,anese ~ystems .• '' A TICOM publication.
·
I-~l.
'P.o.w. Interrogation Report - General Major Robert
K.H. Sehlake, Chief or Comrilun1cat1ons in the Main Office
ot the Ordungspol1ze1, M1niatl'y of the Interior." A
TICOM publication.
'
11

1
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1·92.

"Final Interrogation · ot ·· Wachtmeister Otto Bugg1sch

(OKH/In 7/Vl and OK\f/C~i).n A TICOM publication.
"Detailed Interrogation of Memberaot OKM/4 SXL/III at
Flensburg." A TICOM publication.
I-95. "Interro$at1on or Lt • . Morgenroth on organization of
OXM/4 SKL/III." A TICOM publication.
I-~6.
"Interrogation of Oberstlt. Mettig on the Organization
and Activities of OK\1/Ch1." A TICOM publication.
I-98. . "Interrogationo.f Obers·t Randeli'1g on Gezaman Deception
Plans • " A TICOM publica·t ion.
1 ..103. .~$econd Interrogation· afReg.Rat Hermann 5cherscbmidt
of Pers z s Aue~aerti.ges : Amt# on Turkish and Bulgarian
~ystems." A TICOM publication.
I·lo4. "Report on Berlin Targets by Major Heller of G.5.I.(a),
21 A.G •• B.A.O.R." A TICOM publication.
I·l05. "Interrogation Report .o n Frau ~on Nida (~11"e of Major
Wolfgang von Wid.8. 9 one-time Deputy Head of OKW/Ch1)."
A TICOM publication.
l·lll. "Further Interrogation of Oberstlt. Mettig ot OKti/Chi
on 14th Soptember 1945." ' A TICOM publication.
I-112. "Prel1m1nar7 Interrogation or Reg.Rat. Dr. Ferdinand
Voegele (Chi Stelle, Ob.d~L) and Ma.1or Ferdinand Fnichtner
(o.c. of LM Regt. 352, etc.• )" A TICOM publication.
I-113. "Interrogation ot Major Dr. Rudolf Hentze, ·Bead of Grupp~
IV' (Crypte.nalysis) General der Nachrichtenaufklaerung. 11
A TICOM publication.
I-115. "Further Interrogation ~r Oberstlt. Mettig ot OKW/Ch1
on the German Wireless security Service {PunlcQbe~achung)."
A TICOM publication.
.
I-116. "Repart Of Interrogation or Ltn. Alex Dettmann and
Oberlfachtmeister Sergius Samaonov ot OKB (Gen.d.EA) at
OberUX'sel, Germany, during August 1945." A TICOM publication.
·
I-118. "Joint Reports by Reg.Rat. Dr. Huettenb.ain and Sdt.
~. Fricke. vr1tten at CSDIC on or about 28th August
1945." A TICOM publication.
I-ll9. "Further Interrogation or. Reg.Rat Voegele and Major
Feichtner on G.A.F. 51g1nt.~ A TICOM ~ubl1cat1on.
I-12}. "Interrogation Report on Rudolf Trappe (Civilian) ot
OKW/Chi·" A TICOM publication.
·
I •124. ~Interrogation Report on Dr. lierner Weber of OKW/Chi."
A TICOM publication.
1-127. "Interrogation ·or Oberetlt. Mettig of OKW/Ohi." A TICOM
publication.

I-93.
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I-128.

"Deciphering Achievements of' In 7/VI and Ol<ll/Ch1."
A TICOM ~ubl1cat1on.
.
I-130. "Hometrork by Hau9tmann Herold, O.C. Ln. Regt. III/353."
A TICOM publication.
I-143. "Report on the Interrogation of Five Lead1Dg Germans
at ·.''! · -remberg on 27th September 1945. " A TICOM 9ubl 1ca-

t1on.

. r--

1-150. "Report by Uf'f'z. Heinz w. BeYJ'eUther on the Orga.n1zat1on of OKl-1/Chi." A ITICOM publication.
I-161. "Further Statements on Typex by Huettenba1n, Fricke~
and Mettig." A TICOM publication.
IF-15 '"Fina.l Report of TICOM Tea.ml on the exploitation of
Kaufbeuren and the Berchte· .z;:aden &r>ea." From 'l'ICOM.
IF-1}.0.
Copy ot MIS dossier on Fellg1ebel . From Captured
German Army Of'f'icial Dossier, not:r in MIS riles in
Pente.gon.
lF-164. "Hepo:rt on Interrogation or Walter Schellenbarg."
IF-165. ~pecial. report by Kirby, on TICOM Team 6 1 s relation
'I.{ 1th OKW /Chi _personnel.
Original •
IF-166. Special report by Kfrby on Self. Dr. Pr1cke. Rov 23,
1946. Original.
IF-167. "Final report on th~ visit of TICOM Team 5 to the
5cbliersee B.l"ea." TICOM, but not i-egistered.
IF-1517. °First detailed lnt~rrogation of Augusto B1g1, ~ho
~orked in the Cryptographic Section of SIM begore the
Armistice and in SID a.ftert:1ai-d." C8DIC/CMP/I 4.
Inspectorate 7/VI of ths A?omy·Bigh Command.-- Oberkammando
des Heeres/Inspektion 77vl {OKH/In 7/VI)
Jensen,
( Gra.duate Engineer. Member ot Section IVb ot
OJlll/Chl development of cry9tanalytic machinery).
Jeschol,
• Intercept operator in OKW Section Spain
substation on Canary Islands.
Joell, Alfred, Gen. Chiof of O~erations Statf, rrmed Forces

.

High Command (Chet OKW/Ia).

:;·ung-Fischer,

, Mr.

According to I-1, p. 20, chief of

St:riss subsection of 0Kll/Ch1.

, Lt. Col. Chief of Group VI of OXW/Ch1 (broadcast and pre.as monitoring') .
von Kalkstein,
, Lt. Col.. Chie:f ot Group VII of ~/Cbi
(intercept reports and their distribution; evaluation) .
Karst1en, Bans, Specialist Dr. Crfptanalyst uitb Foreign
Office Cryptanalytic Section {Fera ZS). Speo1al1st in
Slavonic Languages. Headed the group vi.'.:" oh 1:1orked o.o.
Yugoslav, Bulgarian, Croatian, and Polish systems, as
t:rell as systems o:r1ginat1ng from the Bal.tic States.
During the evacuation period (Dec 1943 - Mar 1945) headed
that portion of the Section vh1ch vaa located 1n Bil"schberg
in the Riesengebirge. Als.o vorked on Chinese problams

Kaehler,

19,0-1938.
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Keitel, liUhelm, Field t:iarshal.

Command (Chet OIGI).

:

Chief of Armed Forces H1gb

Kempj'",
., Col. Chief ~ OKW/Ch1 prior to 194,.
Ker~1
, Lt. Dr.
Chief :or Turkish Subsection ot Olaf/Chi.
Ketuer, BUgo, Col. Chief ~ OXW/Chi, · 1~43 - 1~45.
Kiefer,
, S_pecialiat Dr. Chief ot subsection of OKW/Chi
. ·vorklng on Spain, 3outh America, Mexico.
Klautachlce, Heinz, Specialist Dr. Liaison Ott'ioex- v1th thti
S'Upreme Command or the .Armed Forces (OIGJ not Just OXW/Chi).'
Stated that he had "university training 1n economics and
pol~t1cs." Gives examples or information he au~~ied in
l
the OlGJ and mentions offices he had dealings lf1th~ (I 25,
IP 1,5, D 22, es~eoiall1 I 54).
Klett, Werner, Cpl. Member of Control Station Signal Intelligence West, located 1n Berlin.
.
Klinger,
, Mr. Chief ·Qt 5eot1on Ia of OKW/Ch1 (liaison
'1tth Intercept stat1ons).
Koehler,
, Technician f;l.t. Grade). Head ot lillgU1st1os
at Ins~ectorate 7/VI (In 7/VI); later member of S1gnal
Intelligence Agenoy of :ArmJ" B1gh Command ( OKH/G d NA);
finally (from Nov 1~44) chief of Section Va of OKW/Ch1
(technical assistance tor language vork).
Korn, Willi, Graduate l!.)lg1n~er. ]gn.,l)loyee ot firm of He1msoeth
& R1noke, l1ho manufactured the ..tmigma. Collaborated
· l1tth Fenner 1n developing tbe Enigma.
Krause. .
, Mr. Chief of Section Vlc of OKW/Ch1 (foreign
b~oadcasts).
·
Kr1egs~1n1ster1um.-- War Ministry.
Kroe~e~,
, Specialist. : The "cipher machine" 1p~c1al1at
or Goerlng•s Research ~ureau (FA). Was said to have broken
F1nn1sh Hagel1n. Was the re~resentat1ve ot his organi~
zation ·in Huettenhain•s Cipher ~ecurity Committee.
.
Kunze,
, First Lt. Chief of Svias Subsection of OKW/C~iLensch&.u,
, Maj. Dr. ~h1et of Subsection V } of OKW/f~hi
(Rumania). Worked l11th Mueller ot French Subsection.
L1ebknecht, Werner, Graduate Engineer Dr. Chief of section
Illb of Army Orc1n&nae pevelopment and Testillg Group,
Signal Branch ·(wa ~ruef 7), research agency for developing
voice scramblers.
Lober,
, Maj. C~1et of Grou9 Z cf OKW/Ch1 (personnel).
1
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Locker,
, Specialist Dr. Formerly member or Austrian
cipher bureau; later chief of subsection on Turkish military systems of OKW/Ch1.
Lotze, H., _.Graduate .Engineer. Member of Army Ordnance Devel opment a:.•:i Tes ting Group, Signal Branch (Wa Pruef 7), Section e. Specialty: ciphony.
Lufthansa.-~ German commercial a~l1ne.
Mang,
, Maj. Chief of Inspectorate 7/VI (In 7/VI), 1941-

1942.

Mauler,
, Dr. Former .member of the Austrian ury;:>tanalyt1c
bureau transferred at ,time or annexation to OKW/Chi, where
he ~as deputy chief of Italian Subsection.
Menzer,
Senior Inspector. Chief of Section Ile of OJr!W/
Chi (development and production of special ciphers for
government departments, industry, and the Rei~b Main Security Of1'1ce ((RSHA)), developing of deciphering aids for
agents).
.
Mettig,
I
Lt. Col. Second in command or OKW/Chi, Dec
194} - 1945. Chief of Division A (cryptographA).
Mertz,
, S/5gt. Chief' of Section IIIb of OKW/Ch1 (paper
supply).
,
Metzger,
, Maj. Chief' of Group III of OKW/Chi (production
and distribution ark~ys) until injured (ear)y in 1~45)
and replac~d by Bernsdorff.
M1ha1lov1c, Draha. Yugoslav patriot leader.
Miklcoja,
, Lt. Finnish liaison officer to OKW/Chi, 1942 - ?
Military Intelligence.-- Abuehr.
Morgenroth,
, Lt. (Navy). A Navy cryptanalyst.
Mueller,
, Senior Specialist. Chief of 8ubsect1on V5
(France, Switzerland) of OKW/Chi tovard end of ~ar.
von Nida, Wolfgang, Maj. Officer in char.ge of OKW intercept
network 1n Spain, Jan l~4o to A.Pr 1~4~.·. From A~r 1~42
to his death, Nov 1Y43, second in command of OKW/Chi.
van Nida, MI"s. Wife of Maj. wo+rgang van Nida.
Nielsen,
, Maj. (Gen Sta.ff) ·operations Officer on staff
of Chier Signal Officer of the Armed Forces.
No~opaschenny,
, Professor. Chief of Russian subsection
1

ot OKW/Ch1.

Oberkommando des Heeres/General der Nachrichten Aui"klae~ung
(OKH/G d NA).-- Signal Intelligence Agency of the Army
High Command.
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Oberkommando des Heeres/Inspektion 7/VI (OKH/In 7/VI)-- Inspectorate 7/VI or the Army· High Command.
Oberkommando der Marine/4 8eekr1egsleitung II(OKM/4 aKL II).-51gnal 5ecU1'1ty Agency ot the Navy High Command.
Oberkommando der Mar1ne/4 Se.e kr1egsle1 tung III ( O.KM/4 SXL III) • -Signal Intel~igence Ag~noy of the Navy High Command.
Oberkomma.ndo der Wehrma.cht ("OXW).-- The German Ai-med Forces
High Command.
OKH/G d NA {Oberkomma.ndo des Heeres/General der Raohr1chten
Aufklaerung).-- Signal ·Intelligence Agency of the Army
Hi~

Command.

·

OKH/In 7/VI (Oberkommando
Inspectorate 7/VI or

Heeres/Inspektion 7/VI).·,
Army High Command.
,
OKM/4 8XL II (Oberkommando ;der Marine/4 Seekr1egsle1tung II).--;
Signal ~ecUl'ity Agency.of' the Navy High Command.
f
OKM/4 5KL III (Oberkommando.der Mar1ne74 5eekr1egsle1tung III).--:
Signal Intelligence Agency or the Navy High Command.
·
OKW (Oberkommando der Wehr~oht).-- The German ~ed Forces
High Comm1md.
OKW/Ch1 ( Oberkommando der Wehrmacilt/Ch1.i"fr1erabtellung) .-51gnal Intelligence A.~en ,".y of the 5upreme Command,
Armed Forces.
.
Operations Start.-- Wa.ffenfuehrungsstab, (WFSt).
Opitz, Carl Heinz, Capt. Ah Army Signal Intelligence Officer,
member .of a cryptographic delegat1on vh1ch ~as supposed to
go :rrom Germany to Japan by submarine 1n the winter of
d~s
the

1944-1945.

.

Ordnungspol1ze1 (Orpo).-- Regula..r Police.
Orpo (Ordnungspol1ze1).-- Regular Police.
Oschmann, Ma.J. Chier ot the Defense Ministry Cipher Section,
predecessor to OKW/Chi (1932).
.
Oshima. Japanese Ambassador to Germany, 194).
Paetzel, Martin, senior Specialist Dr.
Head of the research
section, section 6, ot Goering's Research Bureau (FA).
Paschke, Adolf, Senior Specialist Dlt. Co-head of the Foreign
Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers z 5). Also beaded the
L1ngu1st1c-Crypta.naJ..ytic Subsection, his language specialties being Italian, Greek, and Russian. Was principally
responsible for the Section's successes v1th Italian
diplomatic codes 1935: to 1943.
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z 8 (8onderd1enst des Reterats Z in der Personalabteilung
des Ausvaertigen Amtes).-- Crypta.na.lyt1c Section of the
German Foreign Of.f ioe .
·
·
Peter or Peters, -----, Assistant Schoolmaster Dr. According
to Be~euther (I-150, p. 2), chief of Svisa Subsection
ot, OKW/Chi •
Petri1c6v1c,
, Gen. Head ·of Hungarian cryptanalytic bureau.
P1etscl'l.,
, Specialist. Head of mathematical section ot
Trlspeetorate 7/vI (In 7/VI).
Pla.nkert,
, First Lt. In April 1943, succeeded Major
von Nida as officer 1n charge of German intercept system
in Spain, which uas conducted by OKW.
~oetsgens,
, C~l. Dr. Chief of Greek subsection of OKW/Chi.
Pokojevsk1, Kurt, Techn1cal Inspector. Subordinate to Flicks,
civilian in oharge of OXW intercept station at Lau.f; later
became civilian 1n charge.
Praun, Albert, Maj. Gen. Succeeded Fellg1ebel as Chief Signal
Officer ot Armed Forces, 1944.
.
Pupp,
, Dr. Member or Army Ordnance Development and
Testing Group, Signal Branch {Wa Pruef 7), Section IV.
Raatz, Paul, Non-commissioned Off-i oer. Member of various
German Army Radio Intelligence Units.
Radio Defense Corps.-- Punkueberv.achung . (Fu).
Raffel,
, Senior Specialist. Chief of Subsection V 6
(Italy) of OKW/Chi.
.
Randev1g,
, Col. Chief of Western intercept stations 1n
1939. In 1~44, Armed Forces 81gnsls Officer for Special
Employment # 700 (Hoeherer W Na.Fue z. b. V. ·,:oo).
Rave, Kurt, ~. OKW/Chl emfloyee detached to the Foreign Office
Cryptanalr.tic Section Pers Z S) for training.
"Refe~at Vsuck'.
Agents' Section, named for its head, Lt.
Vauok.
·
Regular Police.-- Ordnu.ngspol1zei (Orpo).
Re1ohsvehrm1n1ster1um.-- Defense Ministry .
Rohen,
, 8en1or Specialist. Chief of USA subsection of
Pers

OKW/Chi.

Rohrbach, Hans;. Prof . Dr. Member of Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
Section (Pers ZS). Mathematician, and professor at the
Charles University in .Prague. Worked in Dr. Kunze•s
Ma.thematical-Cryptanalrtic ·subsection. Awarded the War
service Cross Grade 2 (KVK II) in September 1~44, probably
ror h1s achievements 1n ·solution of the us Diploma.tic
8tr1p Cipher u-2.
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Rotsche1dt,
, Graduate Engineer. Chief of Section IVb
of OKW/Chi (development of cryptanalytic machinery).
Rotter,
, Senior Specie.list. Chief of Czechoslovak Sub··,·.ect!on of OKW/Chi; la.ter chief of Bulgarian ~ubsect1on.
Ruesing,
• Mentioned (I-1, p. 20) as being 11active on
more or less independent f'oot1ng 11 in OKW/Ch1. Specialty:
Greek.
Rust,
• Capt. Dr. Comma.nding·Officer of OKW intercept
stat!on at Treuenbr1etzen.
Rulek,
• Captured Polish ofKicer 1nter»ogated by Ger~
~s late in 193~ with regard to Polish vork on German
Enigma.
Salzbrunn,
, Specialist Graduate Engineer. Chief of Section VIa or OKW/Cht (interception and recording equipment).
In charge of' Lud~1gsf'elde outstation.
Sarmiento, Rafael, Col. Chief Signal Off'icer of the 5pa.n1sh
Army.

• Counterintelligence man for Oshima., Japanese
Aiiioaasador to Germany.
Schaedel,
, 3/Sgt. Dr. Chief' of Section VIIb of OKW/Ch1
(archives).
Schapper, Gottfried, Ministerial Dlrector. A captain in 51gna.ls
Intelligence in WOX'ld W.a.r I. A member of the cipher section
of' the Defense Ministry, he resigned and joined Schimpf
and others in forming Goering's Research Bureau ¢.FA) for
Goering in 1933. He llas the third (and last) head of
this organization and claims to have held a rank equivalent
to that of a Genera.lleutna.nt in the Air Foroe.
Schauf'fler, Rudolf, Sen1or Specia.11st. Cryptana.lrst, Co-head
of the Foreign Off1ce Cryptanalytic Section (Pers Z 5)
~1th Dr. Paschke.
Head of the Research Subsect1cn, head
of the Ja~anese-Ch1nese cryptanalytic group, and adviser
on cipher and code security totbe Foreign Office Cryptographic Section.
Schellenberg, Walter, SS Brig. Gen. Head of Amt VI of ~he
Reich Main »ecur1ty Office (RSHA) which took over Joint
Intelligence (the Abwehr} in Spring 1944. Schellenberg
claimed to have arranged to ta.lee over Goering's Research
Bureau and to have reached an widerstanding with Kettler
to control OXW/Ch1.
3cherschm1dt, Hermann, Senior ~pec1al1st. Cryptanalyst, vho
headed ·at various times the work on Bulgarian, Turkish,
and Polish systems in the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic
Section (Pers z s). Turkish vas his language specialty,
and this was the section vh1ch he headed in 1945.
~ato,
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5 chla.ke, Robert K. H. , Brig • ·Gen. Chief of re.di o and eommun1ca t1ons in the ministry of the Interior, 1933 - 1~45.
8ehm1dt,
, Maj. Chief of the Defense Ministry Cipher
5eet1on, predecessor to OICW/Chi (1927).
Schmidt,
, First Lt. Chief of Section VIb of OKW/Cbi
{nevs agency transm1ss1ons, including pictures; international commercial radio traffic; multiplex).
Schnueekel.;
, T/5gt. Chief of Section lb ot OKW/Ch1 (call
sign and ?re~uency atud7).
Schroeder,
• OKW/Chi empl.oyee detached to the Foreign
Office Cryptsnalytio 5eetio~ (Pera Z 5 ) for trainillg.
Schubert,
Cryptanalyst vith the 31gnal
11 First Lt.
Intelligence Agency of the Army High Command {OKR/G d NA).
5chultze,
, Dr. Member of Section IVc of OK\i/Chi (1n1t1al
brea.l.lng er more d1.f"f1cul t systems; cryptanalytic theor1) •
Sohutzstatfel (83) .-- E11te &lard of tne Nazi Party.
SD Ausland (51cherheitsd1enst Ausland).-- Foreign Security
5orv1ce.

Seifert,
~ Pr1no1pal Specialist.
Formerl,Y a member of the
Austr!an ~ryptanalytio Bureau, joined OKW/Chi upon annexation of Austria, 19}8.
Selche\i,
, Minister. Head of Z Branch (Reterat Z), the
Fore!gii Office Branch which handled cryptography, crypte.nalyeis, and Foreign Office Communications.
Seyfarth,
, First Lt. Dr. Chief of Sec ti.on VId of OKW/Chi
(evaluation of Group VI•s material; publication of reports).
8!'..:.·.E!' .-- Supreme Headquarters Al.lied Exped1 tionary For~es.
S1cherhe1tsd1enst Ausland (8D Ausland).-- Foreign Security
Service.
·
Signal Intelligence Agency of the ~.rmy High Command.-Oberkommando des Heeres/General der Nachl'iclllten Aufklaerung
( OKH/G d NA).

81gnal Intelligence Agency of the Commander 1n Chief of

~e

Air Force.-- Ch1tfr1erstel~e des Oberbefehlsbabers der
Luttvaffe (Chi-Stelle Ob d L).
Signal Intelligence Agency of the Navy High Command.~
Oberkomma.ndo der Mar1ne/4 Beekriegsleitung III (OKM/4
SKL/III).
Signal ~ ecurity Agency of the Navy High Command.-- Oberkommando
der Marine/4 Seekr1egsle1tung II, (OKM/4 S.KL II).
Signal Intelligence Agency of the Supreme Command, Armed Forees. Oberkommando der Web.rmaoht/Chiffr1erabte1lung (OKW/Ch1).
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Singer,

, Capt. German naval officer vho attended 1nterroof captured ~ol1sh cryptanalytic personnel, 1~42.
Sonderd1enst Des Referats Z in Der Personalabteilung Ds,s
Auswaertigen A.mtes (Pers Z S).-- Cryptanalytic 8ect1on
of the German Foreign Office.
SS (Sohutzsta.ffel).-- ~lite guard of the Nazi Party.
Ste1n,
, Lt. Dr. Chief of Section IVa of OKW1Ch1 (eecur1ty
lnvestlgation of new systems, new inventions). Machine
specialist.
.
Steinberg,
, Technician Dr. Member of mathematical section
of Inspectorate 7/VI (In 7/VI), later in Section l, Group
IV of the S1~al. Intelligence Agency of the Army High
Command ( OKH/G d NA). Transfe:rred in Nov 1944 to OKW/Chi.
Worked on Japanese machine. .Expert on soiution ot M-~4
and M-209.
Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces. Abbreviated
ga~1ons

8HAEF'.

.

T 782. Frankreich LQerman translations of decodes of French
diplomatic traffic, dated Aug - Oct 1Y44:J
T 788. -Chungk1ng-Ch1na LQerma.n translations of decodes of
Chinese dt.glomatio traffic, dated AUS - Oot 1~4~.
T 789. Chile lGerman translations of deoodes of Chilean
diplomatic traffic, dated Aug - Oct 194'!7.
T 7Yl. Bras111en [German translations of decodes of Brazilian
diplomatic tra£f1c, dated Aug - Oct 1~4~.
T 803. Japan ZGerman translations of def..xles of Japanese
diplomatic traffic, dated Aug - Oct 1Y4~.
Target Intellig~nce Conunittee (abbreviated TICOM).-- A joint
combined committee organized in the fall of 1944 1n England
for the exploitation of European Axis signal intelligence
centers or special interest.
Telefonbau & Normalzeit. Firm in Frankfurt/Main which vaa
constructing the SG 3~ at the end of the war.
Teischmueller,
• Member of Section !Ve of OKW/Chi (initial
breaking of more difficult systems; cryptanalytic theory).
Worked with Weber in 1~41 on a USA system.
Thiele,
, Gr1g. Gen. Chief of Staff to Chief Signal Office1
of Army.
Thielen,
> First Lt. Succeeded C·apt. Grotz as head of
OKW intercept station at s·o:fia.
TICOM.-- Target Intelligence Committee. A joint combined committee organized in the fall of 1944 in England for the
explo1ta.t1on of European Axis signal intelligence centers
of special interest.
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TICOMMA. TICOM Materials.
Tito. Yugoslav Patriot le&der.
Tranow,
, Senior Specie.list Dr. Head of Subsection IIIf
(Britain and OBA) of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the

Navy High Command (OKM/ 4 SKL III).

Trappe, Rudolf, Mr. Member of OKW'/Ch1. Translated Frenoh
and English military manuals, nevs items, etc.
Vauck,
, First Lt. Dr. Member of Inspectorate 7/VI (In
7/VI); later member of Bection IV, 81$nal Intelligence
Agency of the ~Y High Command {OKH/G d NA); still later
member of Section V of OKW/Chi •. Chier or Bubsection
dealing t:11th agents• tr&rf1c, cslled "Referat Vauok."
Verlaessliche Nachr1cht (VN).-- Translation into German of
decoded diplomatic message. "Reliable Report"
VN (Verlaessliche Nachric~t).-- Translation into German of
decoded diplomat.1c message. "Reliable Re.Port''
Voegeli?! . X.'erdina.nd, Spec;.iali3t Dr. Chief of Section l!: (Referat
EJ of the Signal Intelligenoe Agency of the Commander in
Chief of' the Air Force (Ch1-Stelle Ob d L) and principal
cryptanalyst in the German Air Force.
Wa.ffenruehrungsstab (WFSt . ).-- Operations Sta.t"f.
Waffenpruefung 7 (WA Pruef 7) . -- Army Ordn.a.noe, Development
and Testing Group, Signal Branch.
Waffen-85 (Waffen-Schutzsta.ffel).-- Armed Elite Guard. ComPO?ents of ..t::lite Guard serving at front.
Wagner, Reinhard, Acting Cpl. Member of Japan-China Subsection
of OKW/Chi. Specialty: Japanese. Cryptanal.yst as vell
a.s

li~uis t.

Wa Pruef 1 {Waffenpruefung 7).-- Army Ordnance, Development
and Testing Group, Signal Branch.
War Ministry.-- Kr1egam1n1ster1um.
Weber( Werneri.,,, .Prof. Dr. Member of Section !Ve of OIDl/Ch1
initial break1ng or more difficult systems; cryptanalytic
theory).

Wehrma.chtnaehl'ichtenfuehrer ·.~ ~ ~:.• V. 700 (Wehrmachtnachriahten-

tuehrer zu besonderer Vel:"lfendung 700).-- Armed Forces
Signal Officer for Special Employment #700.
Wehl-machtnachrichtenfuehrer Zu Besonderer Verwendung 700
(Wehrmachtnachr1chtenfuehrer z. b. V. 700).-- Al'med Forces
81gnal Off teer for Special Employment #700.
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Wehrmachtnachrichtenverbindung (WNV).--' Armed Forces Signal
Communications.
WFSt. (Wa.ffenf'uehrungsstab).-- Operations Sta.ff.
Wend,
, Reserve Maj. Dr. Commanding officer of OKW in.
tercept station at Laui' from l.Dec 1939 to end or var.
Wendland,
, Principal Specialist. Chief of Group V of
. OKW/Chi (routine breaking and translation); also chief
·
of Balkan Subsection of Group V. Intarested in Russian.
Wevering,
, Senior Specialist. Chief of Scandinavian
Subsection of OKW/Chi.
Witt,
, Prof. Dr. Member of Section !Ve or OKW/Chi
(initial breaking of more difficult systemsj cryptanalytic
theory).
'WNV (Wehrmachtna.chrichtenverbindung).-- Armed Forces Signal
Communications.
Yardley, Herbert Osborne. Author of book: The American Black
Chamber (Indianapolis, the Bobbs-Merrili-c-o., 1~31) which
dealt vith cryptanalysis in USA Military Intelligence
Department.
Zastrow, Karl. Cryptanalyst in the Foreign Office Cryptanalytic Section (Pers ZS); specialist on USA systems.
Lent to OKW as visiting specialist.
Zeimer,
, Lt. Cmdr. Head o.f D/F station of Signal Intelligence Agency or the Navy High Command (OK.M/4 SKL III)
in

Sp~:1n.
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TAB

"B''

OKW/Chi and the beginning of Cryptologic Work in the German .Army.
The pre-var relation between OK.ll/Ch1 and the Al'mY's
early signal intelligence agency called the Intercept Control
Station (Horchleitstelle) is very obscure and into this obscurity the folloving remark ot Mettig tiu'ows only a little
light: "Before the war, cryptography ~the Gel'Dlan A:rm.y lfaB
carried out by OKB/lll 7 Borchle!tstelle.
This organization
originated 1n the cipher section of the German War Ministry,
and grew up parallel vith the cipher section of the OKW (OKW/Ch1). Betor~ the var, In 7 Horchleitstelle was merely a small
department."
Nov the War Ministry (Kr1egsm1n1ster1um.) is
simply the name the Defense MinJ.stry (Re1chsvehl'm1n.1ster1um)
acquired after 1934. The organizations al'e identical. Since
it is unJ.1kely that this ministry had tlfo cipher sections,
one 1n Military Intelligence and one elsewhere, it ~s probable
that the cipher section mentioned here as the parent of the
Intercept Control Station (Horchleitstelle) is identical with
the cipher section of' the Defense Ministry which Mettig said
elsevhere was the parent of OKW/Ch:1..
It may be suggested rurther that the officer in charge of
the cipher section also controlled the fairly extensive intercept network vh1ch 1 t is .l tuovn tbat the Defense Ministry and
later the War Ministry Qperated.' This suggestion is based on
the remarks of' Mr. Trappe vho Rtated:

J

I

I

{

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

-

I

1.An early designation ot the Army Cryptanalytic Service.
Chapter II
2 1-78, 2.

)

See

I
I

i

I

I

33ee Chapter II

I

I
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(1) That he '.las "employed by the Chif'fr1erstelle4 orti.ce
!a1~} ••. at first of the Reichswehr M1n1ster1um and
later Ol.W from 1919 11 until he was captul'ed by the
.Americans.
(2) That from 1919 to 193}, presumably vh:Lle employed
by the Ch1ffr1erstelle, he served at intercept stations in Munich, Xa.esel (Niederzvehren), and Stuttgart
before coming to the Reichsvehl' M1n.1sterium 1n Berlin.5
The fact that an employee of the Cipher Sectlon vas physically
located at the intercept stations ilDplies a un1.f1ed control of
the two organizations.
Further, Trappe gives the following list of "Chiefs of
the Chiff'l'ieretelle":
1919: lat Lt. Buschenhagen
1927: Major Schmidt
1931: Major Fellge1bel (sic)
1932: Major Oschmann
1934: Major Boetzel
1939: Major Kemptf fu1cJ
1943: Major Kettler.o
Fellgeibel is probably identical vith the Fellgi.ebel who vas
Chief Sign.al Officer both of the OKW (Cher WNV) and of the OKB
(Chief of Army Signals), (Chef HNW) from the beg1nn1ng of the
var until be was dismissed in disgrace and executed for his
part in the attempt on Hitler's life ~ July 1944. The German
official file on Fellgiebel is available, and he is known to

4

.
There is other evidence that the cryptologic section of the
Reichswehr and later the OKW was known as the Chiff'rierstelle.
(Cipher Office). Acco~ing to A-22 B 7 a folde~ st~ed
Re1chswehrmin1ster1um, Heereslel:tung (Army Directorate},
Ch1ffr1erstelle, has been found among the Schlieiaee documents.
A collection of correspondence of the German Navy signal
intelligence service (TlCO~ Document 514 in film 49) contains
a letter dated 2}/9/36 and headed "ch1ffr1erstelle/Ab1f. II"
(Abv. is probably for Abvehr). In a report from Huettenhain
to Fenner dated November 1939, & rererence is also made to the
Ch1tfr1erstelle of OKW. (Letter 1n T-1620).
5I-123, 2.
6

I-123, 4.
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have been a major in 1932.7 Major (later Col.) Boetzel is
vell lmovn as an expert in intercept. He ended the vu as
chief of the Signal Intelligence Agency of the A:rmy High
Command (OKH/ Gd NA). It is very unlikely that these signal
off leers would have been in charge ·of the Cipher Section if the
Cipher Section had been organized wholly separately from the
intercept network.
·
Trappe is not a vholly trustwortny vitness. That he
vas connected with Chi from an early date is undoubtedly true.
He 1s mentioned in a letter from Huettenhain to Fenner as one
who had Morked on French codes in 1939, before the outbreak or
the var.
Later on he seems to have worked on agents' c1phers,9
and it may be in this connection that he made the tripe abroad
mentioned by Beyreuther. Beyreuther vas unquestionably t-!rong
vhen he D~ated that "Mr. Trappe· •• has nothing to do t-!ith
O.KW/Ch1.l
He was, however, too far dol:lil 1n the organization
to be a ~holly reliable v1tness as to the ni.cet1es of organization at the top. His list of chiefs of the Cipher section of
the Defense Ministry (Chiffr!erstelle) may be nothing more than
a list of individuals vhom at one time or another Trappe had
considered the ''big boss".
On the basis of the above'material, the following development may be suggested, v1th the caution that the evidence is
scanty and uncertain. The Cipher·soction of the Defense
Ministry (later the War Ministry) vas subordinate to a .signal
officer vho also controlled the Ministry's intercept network.
When the War Ministry was replaced by the Supreme Command of
the .Armad Forces (OKW) and a separate Army High Command (OKH)
set up to control the Army, the intercept organization vas
subordinated to the Army High Command. At the same ·time the
Army drew on the Ministry's Cipher Section for a few trained
7IF-l}O, p 3. In 1932, the file declares Major Fellgiebel vas
Commander of Signal Battalion 2 (Kdr. Nach. Abt. 2). I f Trappe
is right, then this battalion must have controlled intercept
operations.
BT 1620 (Film ES)

91-132, 2.
10 I-150, 9.
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c~yptanalysts and used them to work on foreign military traf'fio,
vh1ch now became the exclusive sphere of the Army. Meanwhile,
the main body of the Cipher Section came under the OKW. took
over diplomatic traffic as a def.1n1te commitment, and remained
for a vh1le vithout an intercept organization of its ovn.
Finally in 19'9 the two Al'IDY intercept stations at Laur and
Tl'euenbrietzen were subordinated to the OKW and commissioned
to intercept diplomatic traffic for OKW/Ch1. The split between Army and Armed Forces signal intelligence services ~as
then complete.ll

11oKW/Ch1 1 s intercept operators, hovever, continued to be
t~ained in the Army Signal School at Halle, according to Mrs.
von Nida. (I-105, 5).
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SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ~OF SUPREME COMMAND ARMED FORCES
(OKW/WFSt/AG. WNV/CHI )
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